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Low-Intensity Conflict: Gearing for the Long Haul
This is the seventh issue ofM/tary Review in the last three years covering low-intensity con-

flict (LIC), special and contingency operations or related themes. The journal has also published
many separate articles related to these same subjects to emphasize the LIC component of such
wide-ranging themes as division operations, AirLand Battle-Future (now AirLand Operations)
and strategy.

As evidenced by the steady flow of LIC-related submissions to Mitary Review, professionals
from all comers of the Army are expressing continued and, in some cases, renewed interest in
the lower end of the operational continuum This is what General Frederick E Woemer, former
US Southern Command commander in chief (CINC), called "high-probability conflict."
Whether this discussion reflects the post-Cold War Army seeking its raison d'tre or a realiza-
tion that even a Desert Son has its UC component, we will leave to Miitary Review's audience.
Regardless, this issue is intended to continue the debate about proper roles and missions for the
Army of the 1990s.

The author of our lead article, Gmeral Carl F Stiner, CINC, US Special Operations Com-
mand (SOCOM), concedes that LIC is the "particular province of SOF but emphasizes that
SOF "constitutes a low-cost, but exceptionally effective, force whose expertise and flexibility
are applicable to both conventional and unconventional conflict." Next, Air Force Special
Operations Command commander Major General Thomas E. Eggers traces the lineage of
SOCOM's air arm and the Air Force's newest major command from General "Hap" Arnold's
1 st Air Commando Group in World War II. He recalls the growing pains of Son Tay and Desert
One and the success in Operation Just Cause to highlight the growing requirements for
specialized airlift and fire support in future warfare.

Next, Steven Metz prescribes three imperatives for shaping LIC doctrine in the postcontain-
ment strategic environment and concludes that the United States must "integratedly and direct-
ly act.., when vital global balances are truly threatened by LIC." A sidebar to Metz' article
and to other concerns surrounding the issue is the establishment of the Low-Intensity Conflict
Proponencies Directorate in the Command and General Staff College (OGSC). The new direc-
torate will focus its doctrine- writing effort in the LIC, counterterrorism and counterdrug arenas.

While terrorist acts and counterdrug operations capture newspaper headlines and public at-
tention, much of the real work of fostering democracy in developing countries rests in nation
assistance, internal development, and humanitarian and disaster assistance. Colonel P Wayne
Gosnell suggests the basis for an integrated approach to nation assistance, and Regina Gaillard
builds a thoughtful case for "delinking" civic action from counterinsurgency operations, citing
the confusion that often results from too close a relationship.

The common thread that runs through several articles and especially the Insights essay by
Major Eduardo Aldunate, Chilean Army, is that, over the long run, purely military, force-
oriented solutions, regaUdless of how operationally successful, will be doomed. Ultimately, the
military force will be called home and whether real progress has been made will be the result
of the total range of work done from the beginning. In-his white paper, A Strategic Force for the
1900s and Beyond, Chief of Staff of the Army 6eral Carl E. Vuono acknowledged: "We must
not forget that the causes of low-intensity conflict generally are political and economic rather
than military. Although the military aspects may be crucial, the solutions to low-intensity
conflict go far beyond the military dimension."

Miitary Review is dedicated to providing a forum for promoting an understanding of LIC in all
of its forms. Only this understanding can save the Army from a short-term strategy of "fixing
things" in favor of using its resources to set the conditions in which democracy can flourish.
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Within the last 18 months, US forces have been called to the battlefield
twice in remarkably different regions and circumstances. In both, spe-
cial operations forces (SOF) played a vital role. Commander in chief,
US Special Operations Command, General Carl W. Stiner discusses the
mission requirements and capabilities of SOF, its contributions to Oper-
ations Just Cause, Desert Shield and Desert Storm, and the world
environment that will likely increasi SOF use in both war and peace.
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We could easily end up wdit more than we need are-to the ambassadorial level, giving advice,
for contingencies that are no longer likely, and less providing assistance and coordinating require-
than we must have to meet emerging challenges. ments, all in support of US interests.

PreskLent Geoge Bush. 2 August 1990 For example, USSOCOM's special opera-
tions, PSYOP and CA forces are providing assis-

INCE December 1989, the United States tance and training to host nation forces andS has fought in two major combat opera-
tions where the world has seen special operations
forces (SOF) operating in conjunction with During F 1990 alone, the SOF
conventional forces to bring about quick and of USSOCOM, composed of special
credible victories. More than 4,000 SOF person- operations, psychological operations and
nel were committed in Panama during Opera- Civil Affairs forces from the Army, Navy
tion Just Cause, and more than 9,000 were and Air Force, deloyed 485 training
employed during Operations Desert Shield and teams to 35 different countries around
Desert Storm. When used properly and when the world. ... [Many] deployments for
synchronized with other battlefield assets, SOF training provided a... needed presence
is a combat multiplier that offers commanders a in areas where no permanent US
capability that will extend their vision of the miitwy forces are stationed.
battlefield, increase their flexibility and enhance
their initiative.

The value of SOF goes well beyond its role in officials. They help build schoolhouses, train
combat. The strategic capabilities of our na- doctors and medical officials in disease preven-
tion's SOF across the operational continu- tion and child health care, support our nation's
um have been demonstrated daily during the fight to combat the scourge of drugs and assist in
past year. During Fiscal Year (FY) 1990 alone, host nation's foreign internal defense activities
the SOF of the US Special Operations Com- through military-to-military training programs.
mand (USSOCOM), composed of special op- At the same time, our counterterrorist forces are
erations, psychological operations (PSYOP) postured every day of the year to deal with any
and Civil Affairs (CA) forces from the Army, terrorist threat that may erupt.
Navy and Air Force, deployed 485 training SOF is ideally suited to support our nation's
teams to 35 different countries around the world. national security strategy in today's complex,
The trend remains the same for this FY Many interdependent, multipolar world. Leaders of
of these deployments for training provided a every service at every level must be familiar with
significant and needed presence in areas where the roles and capabilities SOF provides.
no permanent US military forces are stationed.
For example, in Operation Cvi omfort in The Geopolitical Environment
northem Iraq, more than 2,000 SOF are em- The mere absence of war is not peace.
ployed, working to relieve the miserable condi- John F Kennedv. 1963
tions of the Kurdish refugees. b-i concert with other elements of US strate- 0

In addition to the SOF that remains employed gy, S§OF can, and should, be an effective instru-
to support Desert Storm, USSOCOM has forces ment for achieving US objectives around the

9 employed in 32 different countries in every re- world. SOF has an essential role to play in re-
gion of the world. These soldiers, sailors and air- sponding to the emerging national security
men are quiet, professional instruments of US challenges that will confront the United States
policy. They are forward employed, performing into the next century. 'odes
their respective missions every day of the year, The warming relations between the United
from the grmss-roots level-where the problems States and the Soviet Union should permit us to or

4 R1evi I
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focus our attention on the complex conditions Narcotrafficking continues to be an interna-
that continue to cause problems in Third World, tional dilemma that recognizes no borders and
underdeveloped countries. The euphoria in- respects no government. Increasingly, drug car-
duced by improved relations with the Soviet tels are joining in mutual support with Third

World insurgent and terrorist groups to further
destabilize Third World governments. Acts of

The Thin WoW hasfagnented terrorism, insurgency and subversion reflect the
and sh mH no longer be fe, to as a instability created with increasing nationalism

untkarye*ndh TeWV consffabl and religious fanaticism.
diffrences among the poor counldes of The proliferation of powerful weapons of mass

Asha4 the d laden naions of Lahn destruction and great lethality continues. As the
Ameiie and the often fm ften gulf crisis has revealed, these weapons are now in
con tfo#/Afbd& Nowniversal the arsenals of Third World countries and in the

sOI ibkna qf sch hands of radical factions around the word. In
" cunbs. every region of the world, one or more states will

likely attempt to establish regional hegemony.
This alone will challenge us for new approaches

Union and the accompanying reduced risk of to solutions for protecting our interests.
nuclear warfare should not obscure our view Without a countervailing trend to point to, it
of the following realities: appears the internal conflict and critical so-

* There are now more significant players on cioeconornic problems in the Third World will
the game board of international politics than .continue, at least at their present levels. It is
ever before. New combinations of power are probable that these dilemmas will expand in
developing. Old international patterns have coming decades, with population growth and
crumbled. environmental degradation adding new pres-

* There is increased global interdependence sures on weak economies and unstable political
in economic, environmental, political and in- systems. As a consequence, it is certain that the
formation issues. impact of these geopolitical circumstances upon

e The problems of rising political and eco- our national interests will compel the United
nomic expectations are even more pronounced States to engage directly or indirectly in these
among Third World countries now that Soviet struggles.
power is more diffuse. From our viewpoint, it is in the Third World

* The Third World has fragmented and countries that problems are going to challenge
should no longer be referred to as a unitary entity. the United States-from an economic stand-
There are considerable differences among the point, from a prestige standpoint, from a resolve
poor countries of Asia, the debt-laden nations of standpoint and in terms of our credibility as a
Latin America and the often forgotten conti- world leader. Therefore, we must focus on the
nent of Africa. No universal solution is valid for early detection of potential crises and seek
the problems of such different countries. peadeful solutions yet, at the same time, main-

All of these factors make the issue of strategic " tain the capability to respond if peaceful solu-
balance far more dynamic than it has been for tions fail.
more than 40 years. In addition, little has been The United States can best do this by being
done to relieve the complex and deplorable con- attentive to opportunities to assist. Because of

-. ditions that contribute to many of the problems the importance of the military in most Third
in the Third World. Socioeconomic decline, the World countries, military-to-military relations
spread of religious fanaticism, political instability will continue to provide the United States with
and resource shortages are ever-present, the best opportunities for providing assistance.
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The Versatilty of SOF World countries.
Fou, break dow de w ta hs m or less In most developing countries, there are dis-

comepbams e/edloetiaomforces ad the oder crete economic, social and security problems
xrs of our milUy ... Seanducate dwenrs that affect both the quality of life and a govern-

of the a - ada an - ment's ability to function. Helping a counry
Sof SOF does .. , arxwi Ji oam - meet the fundamental needs of its populace is

that iis dw.... LaMt, i wae"ejfort in the crux of any nation assistance effort. US par-
the fu Vspcn of our w mzla z6ies, ticipation in such initiatives often works

Admirul ViRim j. Q'e J r, 196 when it remains inconspicuous-a role for
A valuable attribute of SOF is its ability to which SOF is particularly wel-suited.

conduct missions in three politicai/military set- SOF also participates in the ongoing war
t= V w -sponse against narcotics traffidkig. USSOCXM is a

.supporting CINC in the Department of Defezve
....." & per- - counteIocs effort. As suh, itpokiv

iod of peacethe engqmenr also reerred to sonnel and resources to assist US law enforce-
as peacetime b.ipeti0*' SOlP is ideally ment agencies, operations support to regional
suited tD counteract violence and promote na- CINCs, and training and assistance to host na-
tion assistance. SOF can be employed directly tion military and law enforcement personnel.
or indirectly to counter terrorism, narcotics The primary focus of USSOCOM's forces in

the counternarcotics effort has been in the US
Southern Command's (SOUTHCOM's) area of

As [recent] operatons... have made -responsibility and the US southwest border area
clear, SOF has a critical role in mid- to under the US Army Forces Command's Joint

high-intensity conflict as well. Task Force 6 (FORSCOM/JTF-6). SOUTH-
But... to counter the types of violence COM has the highest use of SOF in countemar-

we are most likely to face, mission cotics with its involvement in the Andean ridge
emphauis must be on counterterrorism, countries. Additionally, SOUTHCOM has the
counteTIaOti5, swS caldi&ect action, most active overt peacetime PSYOP program
Special reconassance, foreign internal (OP3) directed at combating narcotrafficking.

defense and PSYOP. FORSCOM/JTF-6 has established an effective
record for SOF use in support of law enforcement
agencies.

trafficking, subversion or insurgencies, and to USSOCOM's FY 1990 contribution to the
aid resistance fighters against repressive re- counternarcotics effort, shown in operating
gimes consistent with the requirements of US days/percentage change over the previous year's,
national security policy and objectives, includes:

In addition, SOF is particularly adept at na- Type Support Total Days
tion assistance tasks that require cultural fa- -Training US law 233(+60%)
miliarity, linguistic skills and a long-ternr . enforcement agencies
commitment. Characterized by small, flexiblee
organizations with a wide range of specialized Training foreign 1,053 (+82%)
skills and area expertise, SOF provides numer- counternarcotics forces
ous forms of training and assistance to emerging Communications support 504 (+ 10%)
democracies. With tumultuous events presag. to US Coast Guard
ing change in much of the world, coordinated This information does not include SOF
nation assistance programs can advance the in- participation in combined military training or
terests of the United States while assisting Thini exercises in high narcotrafficking areas.

6 June 1991 o MILITARY REVIEW
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In DCset e ldd ae Ddert Storm, t US Ce,&W Co n d enW.q,,d
Sto support its campaign plan. Army Secial Forces and Navy SEALs were

among the frst forces employed in the theater of operations and provided coalition
forces tining in individual and small-unit skills.

The counternarcotics training and support forces are employed together, our force potential
missions include airlift and communications and capability are maximized.
support, OP3 military training, riverine and As we look to the future, USSOCOM has two
small--boat training, medical training, SIGINT paramount priorities. The first is to ensure
(signals intelligence) stppot and communica- through every means possible, the special opera-
tions equiprnen oaman, tions, PSYOP and CA forces readiness we have

Cris Respone. SO is also capable of con- are maintained at the highest possible state. This
- ducting complex crisis response contingency is essential if they are to be prepared to carry out
operations on short notice with great precision. US national policy.
The high state of readiness of our surgical forces The second priority, in coordination with the
permits them to respond to a variety of crises, theater CINCs, is to ensure the most effective
ranging from personnel recovery missions to use of SOF as an essential instrument of national
supporting larger operations. policy. SOF must be forward employed in prob-

Conflict At the middle and high end of the lem countries to take advantage of its capabili-
conflict continuum, SOF supports conventional ties-training, advising and assisting.
forces by providing battlefield intelligence and There is a three-step process to ensure the best
economy-of-force capabilities to delay, disrupt ? se of our nation' SO. First, in conjunction
or divert enemy forces through direct action, W ith and in support of the theater CINCs and in
special reconnaissance or unconventional war- coordination with appropriate organizations in
fare. Thus, closely integrating SOF and conven- the interagency arena, we have to determine
tional forces in peacetime training and during upon which countries we must focus.
conflict situations must remain an essential ele- Second, we must examine each of these coun-
ment of US strategy. Just Cause, Promowte Likerty, tries as part-of a regional plan and, in coordina-
Desert Shield and Desert Storm have significantly tion with the theater CINCs, develop foreign in-
demonte that when SOF and conventional ternal defense and nation assistance programs

MILITARY'REVIEW o June 1991 7-*



tailored specifically for each country. SOF is a a US embassy or an insurgency is likely to arise.
major p in theme.prorams. As demon- For those countries, we need to immediately es-
stited t* World just this past year, tablish the appropriate operational support in-
SOP pamwwe esuug and assistance programs frastmucture so that if the United States must
th.4m taty contacts, commu- commit forces at some point in the future, they
nicato 'ad'nte1n6&iipport, civic action do not go in unaided and blind.
andd d asii m mice projects, and medical and
engineer support. SOF expertise in PSYOp, SOF Support of the
when coordinated with the host nation, is used Combined Anns Team
to counter hostile propaganda and disinforma- SOF performs its missions at the strategic, op-
tion. Such a coordinated information campaign erational and tactical levels to influence deep,

close and rear operations. SOF can no longer be
placed in its own box or operational area on the

J4s$AIqjre*.hegm Ofu a battlefield, separate and distinct from other
groUnI&iwwSOF was buered deep it forces. Rather, SOF must be integrated into the
Iraqi wtelry on s&egk reeonnis, campaign at every stage of planning and execu-
sance man w . The inegnce die tion. SOF is a combat multiplier that, when in-

SOP pro tedde " ommandrs tegrated with conventional forces, can maximize
was cridcal to the success of tMe ground force potential and capability.
tacticalplan. In 0Won, dUwt action In Panama, SOF was critical in providing the

missions were planned and conducted to eyes and ears necessary for commanders to suc-
support the campaiip plan. cessfully neutralize 27 essential targets during the

crucial, initial hours of Just Cause. In addition,
Army and Air Force SOF worked together to se-

is also used to emphasize what the host govern- cure critical bridges, communication sites and
ment is doing for its people and, in a subtle way, terrain to deny the Panama Defense Forces
to give credit to the United States. (PDF) access to them. An excellent example of

After a nation asistance program is success- this was the Rangers' airborne assault on Tocu-
fully implemented, every effort must be made to men-Torriojos Airport during the early minutes
.turn the program over to host country agencies, ofJust Cause. By securing this airfield, the Rang-
complete with the necessary resources, thereby ers eliminated enemy resistance, provided initial
enhancing the government's legitimacy in its "on-the-ground" intelligence and prevented
citizens' eyes. The nation assistance effort must the PDF from interfering with future operations.
he "owned" by both the citizens and the institu- Fire support for this mission consisted of an Air
tions of the host country. Force SOF AC-130 Spectre gunship and Army

To make a nation assistance program work, SOF AH-6 attack helicopters,
here must be a coordinated, focused interagency Navy SOF played a vital role in Just Cause as

effort that respects the priorities established by well. 'Navy SEALs (sea-air-land teams) and
the theater CINCs. Such a program must also ' seial boat units secured critical waterways and
ensure unity of effort by including all US govern- shore target areas to preclude PDF use.
ment programs that apply to the region and are These joint SOF operations were essential to
orchestrated toward common goals and objec- prevent the PDF from sending reinforcing
tives that have been established for a given troops, ammunition and weapons to critical areas
country. in the theater of operations, as well as to isolate

The third and final step in this SOF forward- the PDF leadership. Integrated with conven-
employment process is to determine those coun- tional forces, the SOF prevented the PDF from
tries in which a shooting situation, a takeover of mounting effective resistance and contributed to

8 June 1991 o MILITARY REVIEW
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With every coalition Arab battalion that went into battle in Desert Storm,
there were Special Forces units with them. These were the same Special Forces units

that had lived and trained with these coalition units since the beginning of Desert
Shield.... They assisted these units with communications support, calling for close

air support and, as necessary, coordinating combat support requirements.

the overall success of the combat operations. cial Forces units with them. These were the
In Desert Shield and Desert Storm, the US same Special Forces units that had lived and

Central Command employed SOF to support its trained with these coalition units since the be-
campaign plan. Army Special Forces and Navy ginning of Desert Shield in early August. They as-
SEALs were among the first forces employed in sisted these units with communications support,
the theater of operations and provided coalition calling for close air support and, as necessary,
forces training in individual and small-unit coordinating combat support requirements.
skills. This training program focused on nuclear, This role was critical for the successful command
biological and chemical (NBC) skills, integrat- and control of the coalition forces.
ing joint and combined arms into tactical plans, Just before the beginning of the ground war,
land navigation, beach surveillance and recon- SOF was inserted deep into Iraqi territory on
naissance, and close-air- support operations. rategic reconnaissance missions. The intelli-
Navy SEALs actively supported maritime em- gence the SOF provided the tactical command-
bargo operations, conducted area reconnais- ers was critical to the success of the ground tac-
sance operations and supported counterrine tical plan. In addition, direct action missions
warfare missions. In addition, the SOF was the were planned and conducted to support the
primary trainer in reconstituting the Kuwaiti campaign plan.
armed forces. Although not normally considered an SOF

With every coalition Arab battalion that mission, Army, Navy and Air Force SOF con-
went into bme in Desert Stonm, there were Spe- ducted all combat search-and-rescue missions

MILITARY REVIEW * June 1991 9



Modernization
USSOCOM continues to make progress in

rapidly developing and implementing some
much-needed capabilities for our nation's SOF
Our research and development efforts for im-
-proving the survivabilityofemployed SOFeams

__ ___is progressing satisfactorily. We plan to provide
them with the Joint Advanced Special Opera-
tions Radio System (JASORS), a commuka-

} -tions capability offering a low probability of in-

Co M f'A tercenqweption or detection. We will enscxe- hat
o ... iJASORS is inmteroperable with all ec hef

' command as well as with the theater s
--- -- -command, contrN and cOmmamnicatiortsysSft

exfll t fo w ihAt aa0140t of deni The Special Operations Command Reearch,
ar.... . &efMe a h6i1rsngeSOF Or Analysis and Threat Evaluation System (SOC

ex Fi y*mnor a n ena m- RATES) is a real success story. SOCRATES
progm ni toacqluire one exists today. encompasses the total intelligence support needs
The Jack Ofthis capability presents a for SOF mission activities, to include computers,
severe shoial to SOF mobility and communications, and map- and imagery-han-

Wien our capabffls. dling equipment. This capability now exists at
-all USSOCOM component commands and
many subordinate commands. We have also

for downed pilots in the Kuwaiti theater of opera- been sharing these capabilities with US Central
tions. Of the four pilots rescued during Desert Command in supporting its Desert Storm require-
Storm, SOF rescued three of them, with the ments. As a result, our nation's SOF and con-
fourth being rescued by Kuwaiti resistance forces. ventional forces in Southwest Asia have unprec-

There are rnuyreasonswhyJustCause, Desert edented access to intelligence information.
Shield and Desert Storm were so successful. Corn- Air and Sea Mobility Platforms. The most
mand and control arrangements, time to re- important modernization concern for the 1990s
hearse and prepare, quality troops and leaders is for improved SOF mobility systems. SOF
from all services, and a thorough understanding must have the operational capability to infil-
of AirLand Battle doctrine and joint operations trate and exfiltrate forces into and out of denied
are a few of the reasons. However, integrating areas. This is a fundamental requirement.
the SOF with conventional units maximized the Neither a long-range SOF air exfiltration sys-
force potential and capability of the forces tem nor a near-term program to acquire one ex-
employed in each of these operations. ists today. The lack of this capability presents a

For Just Cause, Desert Shield and Desert Storm, severe shortfall to SOF mobility and hinders our
the operational-level leadership from all of the . capabilities.
services had an appreciation for what SOF could t Our modernization effort in short- and me-
contribute to the campaign plan. The leaders dium-range air and maritime infiltration and ex-
understood the capabilities and the limitations filtration systems continues. This is necessary so
of SOF for preparing the battlefield and gather- that SOF can travel extended distances at night,
ing intelligence before hostilities and during employ forces in the mission area and extract
each phase of the battle. As a result, SOF was them before daylight. As previously stated, these
successfully integrated into the planning, prepa- efforts are still limited by the availability of tech-
ration and combat phases of each operation. nology. Nonetheless, we are pushing the techni-
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cal community hard in this regard.
The modernization ofour Army special oper-

ations aviation helicopter fleet, specifically the
26 MH-47E and 23 MH-60K helicopters, will "
provide SOF with increased medium-range ca- "
pability far low-level flight in adverse weather - -
and precision navigation through unfamiliar,
mountainous terrain. Both of these helicopter
systems are equipped with extended-range fuel
systems, including aerial refueling capability,
forward-looking infrared radar (FLIR) systems
and upgraded engines.

The 24 MC-130H Combat Talon II aircraft
programmed for procurement will dramatically
improve our capability to employ SOF This air-
craft is capable of low-level, night, adverse-
weather penetration of hostile air space to
infiltrate or resupply SOF engaged in unconven- oegring $O a
tional warfare, counterinsurgency operations conveninalforces in peace ndti
and other directed special operations. cnentinl focsieatim t

Improved Navy SEAL tactical insertion craft remain an essentit element of US
and advanced SEAL delivery systems are re- r
quired to build an effective maritime infiltration strategy. [Recent operations] have
and exflltration capability. By modernizing the significantly demonstrated that when
SEAL delivery vehicles and swimmer life sup- SOF and conventionalforces are
port systems, the readiness of the SEAL delivery employed together, our force potential

vehicle platoons will be enhanced by upgrading and capab__ _ are mximized.

equipment capabilities to increase speed and ca-
pacity for short-range missions.

We are also seeking a SEAL delivery system in benefit of the gunship system is its greater stand-
the long term that provides increased range and off capability and its ability to minimize collater-
speed, and which protects our SEALs from ex- al damage with its pinpoint firing accuracy. The
treme cold-water conditions. All of this equates gunship's performance duringJust Cause demon-
to improved probability of mission success, as the strated its utility time and time again.
SEALs will be more capable at the target site. In Strategic Mobiity. Another important as-
addition, such a SEAL delivery system will en- pect of SOF capability is strategic mobility.
hance the survivability of the delivery system's Strategic airlift is crucial to project our forces
host ship. worldwide. This has been demonstrated again

The AC-130U gunship will greatly enhance '.by Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
our capability for supporting SOF committed td ' The United States does not have enough stra-
contingency operations. The current active tegic airlift. This will become more apparent as
AC-130H models will transfer to the Reserves forward-deployed force levels are reduced. The
when replaced by the 12 U-model gunships that heart of our conventional deterrence and re-
are in our program. The AC-130U will be the sponse capability will rest with Continental
best gunship in the world in terms of navigation, United States-based forces. For this force to be
target acquisition, adverse-weather capabilities, credible, a robust, strategic mobility capability is
and accuracy and lethality of fire. An additional essential.
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Strategic airlift is crucial to project our forces worldwide. This has been
demonstrated again by Desert Shield and Desert Storm. The United States does not
have enough strategic airlift. This will become more apparent asfon4'ard-deployed
force levels are reduced. The heart of our conventional deterrence and response

capability will rest with Continental United States-based forces.

For our part, USSCCN1 has the aircraft well on its ayto becomnim, a, reaityr, estliblishin!
available to respond quickly to crisis Situations. the croIp's headqUarter, and activxiin,_ one hat-
However, if a larger contingencv ccurs, respo nse talion this past yeair. The remainin,_ two battl-
delays can be expected for rounding up the aiir- ions are <11eduledl to 1'e acriv.1te'i k FY' 0I i.V
tr~mtr to move the forces necessary, to suLCCCe;illv\ I lowever, reounoi:in,_ w\ork] event, .i, thev are.
accomplish the mission in a timely fashion. we are wvorking, to h~rinc- them on k uar eairlier.
WVhen rapid reinforcement and timely arrival of Thie adition of the id Special Forces Group.
supplies are absolutely necessary, there is no sub- with its Afican ori.entaio n. ,ives S OF the capa1-
'tituite for readily available aircrat Support. bility t prlilly the three im os likey i.i,

Force Structure. It is essential to maintain .*or low-intensity, contlict and foreicn internal
And strengthen US SOF to best support US in- defense requirements skLatin Amienci. the Picit-
terests in the current geopolitical environment. ic region and Africa), as Well .11 'i lrTimi, EuI-
Successful peacetime engagement and con- rope-, and Southwest Asii.
vent ional deterrence require huiJhly tried e aire Amii Idin tir ttil mber ,
motivated and welI-ivquipped imobile t~rce, S-E.AL platoons to &i 1,v the end ot FY l-2
with the facilities and loszistics to train aind 'This~ is necessary to meet operationail supJporT
sustain operations, commitments to the fleet and meet our peaice-

To this end, the Id Special Forces Group rt~ime entizacemrentrep niim
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SOF EMPLOYMENT

An area that merits concern is our require-
ment for in-theater logistic support. In the past, SOF is ideally suited to counteract
we have depended upon the services' logistic violence and promote nation assistance.
support structures to meet the bulk of SOF sus- SOF can be employed directly or
tainment requirements. However, as service indirectly to counter terrorism, narcotics
structures are drawn dowii, we can expect tha trafficking, subversion or insurgencies,
forward-deployed logistic infrastructures will and to aid resistance fighters against
also be reduced. This will require SOF to deploy repressive regimes consistent with the
its own tailored support and sustainment organi- requirements of US national security
zation with its forward-employed forces. As we policy and objectives.
validate our requirements and learn from Desert
Shield and Dbm Som, we anticipate expanding
the 528thS~c~ulo tnet die requr- iepr edcdtnin e
ments of fo~*~rrlloyed SOF.coni esk edcdwsin e

Reserve Our Reserve and tween the United States and the Soviet Union,
National Gjard 'components' speial o peace and stability are not at hand in the Third

tions, PSYOP and CA forces continue to per- World and will not come from good intentions
for exeptonalywell. They are important or wishful thinking.fomexceptionally wel hyaeiprat Today, the United States is the only country

elements in our ability to perform the roles, mis-
sions and capabilities directed by the National in the world that is in a position and has the re-
Command Authority. In Just Cause, Promote sources to positively influence the geopolitical
Liberty, Desert Shieldand Desert Stor, Reserve environment to foster a stable peace and eco-

SOF from all services participated in all facets of nomic progress, and it has an obligation to do so.
the campaigns and did so magnificently. This will require a visionary, prudent and patient

Third World policy, with the intent of reducing
Future Requirements the conditions that fuel insurgencies and stop-

The sei for the last 40 years have concer- ping regional quarrels before they come to war.
trated on den*"gmWky conflict and de 'Big War' If that fails, we must then be prepared to contain
on the pLains of Ewrope. That focus has uwked; we wars Lefore they spread.
have avoided both. But what we have faded deter SOF provides the National Command Au-
is lowntsi conflict--hat particular province of thorny and the theater CINCs with the flexibil-
SOF-and the strategic thinkers tell us a this is die ity required to execute options in pursuit of such
most likely form of conflict for the rest of the cenury. a policy, ranging from specialized peacetime ca-
Thus, we are wel--prepared for the least likely con- pabilities to equally speciali:ed wartime support.
flicts and poory prepared for the most likely. SOF is a relatively small investment, and it is in-

Cngressman Dan Daniel. 1985 creasingly useful for the complex environment
The world will never be free of disagreements that lies ahead. MR

General Car W Stiner is the command& i.te of the US Spec"l Operations Com-
mand, MacDil Air Force Base. Florida. lIe releived a B.S. from Tennessee Pol.technic
Institute and a master's degree from Shippensburg State College and is a graduate (f the
US Army Command and General Staff College and the US Army War College. After
sen,mg as assistant deputy director for Politico--Mhary Affairs on the Joint Staff, Wash-
ington, DC, he u'as appointed commander of the Joint Special Operations Command.
Fort Bragg, North Caroma. He also seved as chief of staff, Rapid Deployment Joint Task
Force, MacDdl Air Force Base; commander, 82d Airborne Diuson commander, XVIII
Airborne Corps and Fort Bragg; and was designaed commander, Joint Task Force South,
serving as the operational commander of all forces employed in Operation Just Cause.
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Major General Thomas E. Eggers, US Air Force

The need for special operations forces (SOF) has been highlighted by
its essential contributions to Operations Urgent Fury in Grenada..Just
Cause in Panama and Desert Storm in Kuwait and Iraq. The author
discusses the critical role played by A ir Force SOF in this complex. joint
mission area. He provides historical background and the challenges
facing today's "air commandos."



O N 22 MAY 1990, the Air Force Special Air support from the 1st Air Commandos, as-
Operations Conmand (AFSOC), Hurl- sisted by the tactical airlifters of Troop Carrier

burt Field, Florida, was established as the Air Command, enabled the Chindits to disrupt
Force's newest major command, with the charter
of providing specialized airlift and fire support to
the special operations forces (SOF) of the Army AFSOC a/itews we w /uely
and Navy. The key to that charter is capable inod d aircrwf to penetrate hostile air
weapon systems and extremely innovative, space to insert, resupply or extricate
"quality" people. In 1944, General Henry H. ... [special opermions forces] in a
"Hap" Arnold, after activating the 1st Air Corn- clmdestne or undetected mode.
mando Group, noted that no matter how sophis- AFSOC's perforuance in Grenada and
ticated and effective the weapons were, technol- Pa ina is a sbiking example tha proe
ogy could no dimkinish the value of dp e Air Fo SOF- is ready and able to
leadership. He also saw that technology in- sumesfUlr pt specid peratw
creases the value of the imaginative military peo- missons "anyt"e, anyplace."
pie who employ those weapons.' Arnold's con-
viction about the "value of people" remains the
basic philosophy of this command today. the Japanese invasion of India. The successes

Across the continuum of conflict, each serv- of these courageous airmen provide the heri-
ice's SOF will be involved and must coordinate tage for today's SOF
with conventional forces. AFSOC aircrews use General George E Stratemeyer, commander
uniquely modified aircraft to penetrate hostile ofEastem Air Command during World War II,
air space to insert, resupply or extricate Army felt all theater tactical air supply resources should
Sr.xcial Forces and Rangers or Navy SEALs be consolidated into a single organization. 3 Al-
(sea-air-land teams), preferably in a clandestine though pleased with the air commandos' success,
or undetected mode. AFSOC's performance in Stratemeyer was never convinced of the need for
Grenada and Panama is a striking example that a separate, specialized air-support organization.
proves the Air Force SOF is ready and able to In his opinion, the aerial transport and resupply
successfully complete special operations mis- operations in Burma were "all one big air
sions "anytime, anyplace." commando action ... ."4 Arnold, on the other

hand, recognized the symbiotic relationship
Background between SOF and conventional tactical airlift.

Air Force special operations initially began in He saw that each has a distinct, yet complemen-
1943 when Arnold, at the direction of President tary, role and that each acts to the mutual benefit
Franklin D. Roosevelt, committed the US Army of the other.
Air Corps to support British ground forces under The rapid demobilization after World War II
Brigadier General Orde C. Wingate. By 1944, caused three air commando wings formed by Ar-
the 1st Air Commando Group was organized, nold tobe deactivated. Five years later, when the
trained and equipped to provide dedicated sup- nied for special air operations was realized during
port to the British. Wingate's Chindit forces the Korean War, the air commandos were reacti-
would operate 200 miles behind Japanese lines vated. However, just as in 1945, they were
-inserted, resupplied and exfiltrated complete- quickly deactivated after that war.
ly by air. For almost five months, the Chindits In 1961, after almost a decade of neglect
wreaked havoc in the Japanese rear, diverting caused by the nation's reliance on the Eisenhow-
elements of five divisions from the invasion of er-Dulles doctrine of massive retaliation, the Air
India and eventually causing the Japanese Force again resurrected its special air operations
commander to abandon his planned invasion. capability. Using a variety of vintage World War
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[In 1970,] MC-130 Talons, HC-130 tankers, and 11-3 and H-53
helicopters ... flew undetected, at night, deep into North Vietnam and safely

returned. It was the prototype of a truly joint operation.... Thle April 1980 attempt
to rescue American hostages at the US Emnbass ' in Teheran. Irani. failed mainly

because of mechanical failures and command and control problems.
Th/e aborted rescue attempt focused congressional and military attention on tile

need to increase the services' inieroperabilitv.

I I urcrat ny ov kthiem ptilled] fromi the -ktne- rect ~ered. their itritwn, JhJ ,cat the \N ,rtl
vird., th-e air conltnndos prov-iied ChtsA1e air >a- \ienme~e t,, literaly purcet the neI 1pie II their
[., ri and air m.i)bjlity to Vietnamesoe ant] Latotin arJtient~ k 1\n\C e \

,,rttLulod toarCe. Army anolAir f-Er:L ITCCant 'pec C ii1relt i 'n
Reccogni:in-t a criticalI needi ttrodedicatedi close ,,)ntiT-ijc thr~t Ati Vict \lriami. l-II I' mdia

Airs'ip,,rT ~t SOF i'rolInd t~rces and 'pec;ialuzed 'N~imitil 4 ente >'tu iwltm

nterdlicti n to ,tmp No~rth) \iern~ine',e niiht \ ttnml \o, 1 t7 it After IIe( ir
IIt~ntIar ionni thle 11 lt. hlii lni Trail, mno- F 'rcc 101 1111 L'c -,u ~1i \ it,-J. - Ol\ i
,itlc y eppe wirinl thle SO)F ICevh'ped thle LA 11w 'Omiidr n roeratitt III p'.. )I, -n-11eimmined

2unnlp Ehir tirt 'tiCCe" w i' tie .A-1T mcIike re k I., A I,
ii, i inmec~l "Pitt the \ Iaiic I YT-ii-, III.' After Tite1 April W1,1111t~t~t!1 e A nrtci

-ii..ri experiment k% ith thle .-V I 11Q. tile% Jeve l- :. r I~e t theL hi s lnK " 1;.. I : l in. 11,1.

* 'ped thie samle AC I Q"pctew r tmla iiled nainly 1heeni'e I.t IIeC, imni. tiare' andi
\ ith t mdav Innotive plannim- nmce iouan c',muinki .ino prben' TFic ikvwedi

IIIe t i~c a 'petuii pe~ort..n' ilikiiirk iII :'k t*e mtttp .. , P't 2 i T,,

ti'ii L ruh probIIcle. ~mliArittent~ i.. n Thle ICte 'n r ' thle
in I 0)10, Lieuitenant i. kacril Len, \ Nlhkr exme'ntrpe.i It Ti >l.xn

Im)iI "'.. l el fill Sio1 te, 'k, a pec I,] f\ rt ied' pirtki~tiltr'. e,\ hle t it, te 'pco iii jcrititni,
t4 th rce r.. S.. i Ti% prini near I hn,,i. L *, c miii,-t, InI ret l em \ Ar..-ir Ft ree 1'e:1i11

* Cmis. lk I ~taker, nd II Iit pei ii .~t\Cct

if ; l ic itpter'. thle\- tle\ tm id eteJ it ut 11n01 iipm1i .. 111ue edt k ii ii. ri-

nIiJt, deep' into) N~l rtitniml Aido .itel\ re,- i'-imik. .ill .. auit, i J .iI 2t i \'t'

Tmedt. i It~ hie p~krttpe ot a trul Joint I. ~intl' tin~ i 1Cr~t~ I 't ike It 11,1 1 kpa-.rt-
priti,11 'n A tt ii\ i pi.'et tw r er ;tent I't I tetenxe i- 1 j'et(J .- *J: 11 1, '', c T1 I'l
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In 1983, MC-130 Combat Talons led the way into Grenada.
AFSOC combat control teams were in place early, setting up the landing zones,

clearing the airdrops and controlling the air space during the initial phases of the
assauft. AC-130s provided effective fire support to ground forces that were in contact

Grenada, though a valuable test ofjoint special operations capabiity, showed the
services still had many diffierences to resolve.

aVery cost--efficient investment. bOus detail. The crew membe-rs and support per-
11n 19,1; , \ IC- 130Combat Talons led the way onnel rehearsed their missions for almost six

into Grenada. APSOC combat control teams months. Thev knew their jobs, and when the
7LT) were in place early, setting up the land- time came, thev' excuLted them well. Otperatio

incQ :oneCS. clearinic the airdrops and controlling jiust Cause wvas one ot the most complex. lonw-
the air space duning the initial phases of the as- range joint air and ground operations; the US--
"11u1r. .-\C-I130, provided effective fire support to military had ever tried. 'The plain cailled for 27
,roun11d tk rces that were in contact. Grenada, separate. siinultaneoW, raidsat i I diterent loxa-
thotich a v*aluable test ot ioint special operations tions-aU at H-hour. What made It difficult Was
capabilitv, -showed the services still had many- that the maiorirv of the forces flew- more than
dlitterences to resolve. I, 5X miles trom the GJontinental United States,

'nc 4 he c !c imed in Grenadai xvi' , .irrive it I I *hot it ,n1 the im omin _ of ', Fie-
thait the CL'(s were 10 buL.sy helpinQ Wounded cember I% -~ee map).
And iniuired soldiers durino the initial assault Five NIH-i 3J Pave Low helicopters and two
that they were distracted from their primarv air- AC-I 30 Spectre icunships tlew' to Panama at
,r.itt miov ement responsibilities. We have since day eatly. Tw A-ir Force Reserve~incp
intesgrated CC-rs with pararescue specialists (tat had been on at trainingz mission in Pan-
Pl-0 to torm special tactics s,1uahdrons. Now. ama)A were alreadv in place. Diring, their de-

PIS Jump in with CCTs and are readyv to con- plovilent, the \111-53s were retueled in-tlizht
duct emergency miedical treatment tot injured by seven H(- 130~ Combat 'Shadow tankers.

!psun1til the AlssUlt :0o1e is se-cured and a it\-KAPaeawhlcoerwr ls
mnedical1 evacuation systemn is esrablished. This loaded on at C-5 and sent down a day\ earlv.
proved to be extremely et:Icctive during Opera- On the day ot the initial assault, five more

rt bho Cau-se in Panama. AC-I 10 _,unships, three iMC-I 11 Combat Tal -
),erxiionhsust (?acse \\-is planned in meticui- ons and an armada ot airlift f~rces carried Rangers
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Just Cause was planned in meticulous detail. The crew members and
support personnel rehearsed their missions for almost six months. The 'vknew their

jobs. and whzen tile time camne. the ' executed them well. Operation Just Cause was
one of the most comiplex. long-range joint air and ground operations the U S military

had ever tried. The Plan called for 27 separate. simultaneous raids at
If different locations--all at H-hour.

imi thc 'KX -\:rl A riN mic 111T, ti r Thc'c umr- LL ;u pcinnI r (I kr 11n n~Iv%% hI%-1r ~m
flewtcx rhic ilecr roiic !1o n rHi ,\ fhctl rc. ls .It l v h-% H 2 n"'c.1w[l kciifM A

Il~ ~c~thr m. criimt iJ llizcrttrc~ljircdl !I lirin* ri mmii -i m iiiwX c'r,mi'~~iCiA
wi. Il rcrti -Iitnc tri , K( iJ fKi '%.' tirll 1'l1Ilt TW'ili\~' It I Tb'1 111 r'trc~iirrcit

c r". -\cri. i rctm , i i Iittic:i It Jtirin,- Ali uI ht h I i rc I Iw I ' i p ;t, N1lieic
itll WC i ivmrhr. <u kcc-hil u r rcitei,i ix Tc I 'tn '771, 17 L 71 411 F I) .cm I mi er' ~.

nihIiiJ xlII Il irnirCJ\ xI'ihilt\- t L ' csrrrm mx h r1C A th %irx J rL nt ciinc thI rfinJ I int \\;I
*.11"tx A it, 'kiii ''!~ ,i~c \1l nrtIri - cAtl;c a K I i vrt i -, tiu '\~C't O4

inou % wrc .icct mip I rhCLIX ll xIth Itr I InC I&cn. 1'.i111ni1A 1, 'ItV AnI A(' I 3Y rcmrltatrea 1,
I Nirini., thc tir~ hi, ujr- ,it t Laj~.thcrc were rit inA mr i i -o j i CIA , 1barri, ik' .w,1 imrnrcrat-t ir-

~ thun X nrcraiit in tlhc kio ox &cr tillea, r\ lcx wile >XRicu' iritcnrdlr
WITh h betl- c n'i irtin tl tn'mlc 111 11C iIrl, nrpiJo Hiii c run%\mw. x Attc r thle
tfic ~x irtin ma \m'in1n I X . Atncr txx ii *c -r. r thud 1 . thrcc

libtr, in A(L ' Q ctr;h0 nctimrilt:cJ Hitc \I( w\ Y Iw t\\ k 11 kS0LLl oI~pcm p-
I "Immi- I PetetIC kI' -> P h .it ToMI '' Crcion mi It )%\ i cvdI ur nrr.itt I. icki on rhc hark -

T, l i' \ijo .ii n. r.vilcl~ tirc u.ippIrt ai. CrIci uiicIJ to iluoi ti .in~i iinti nition tor
~QR.mnmr, r. niitLitc :11 ~ th tcl thcCI RHncr' I 11 t tlIC NRI I l7\','ix c.l ilh
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An AC-130 gunship neutiralized the Panama Defense Forces at
Tocumen-Torriojos Airport and provided fire support as 750 Rangers parachuted in to
seize the airfiel... Throughout the early hours of the operation, Army and Air
Force helicopter crews flew continuously. Whenever PDF resistance appeared,

hostage situations developed or medical evacuations were needed, SOF helicopters
were there. HC-130 Combat Shadow tankers completed 65 aerial refuelings and

passed more than 300,000 pounds offuel to Army and Air Force helicopters
during these two weeks. These refueling crews were the unsung heroes and true

force multipliers for the entire operation.

tround tor 3 hours retueling and rearmin .\miv poundsot KIC I to -rilv and A\ir [orce helIicopters
helicopter gaunship' Jiiring the fiighting_. during, these two-( weeks. T'llese refujeling, crews

Another AC-I 30 and an Arrmy ground force were thle tmnung hieroes, uid true force multipli-
uinit ali sodJeploved to the R io Pacora bridge. Th is ers for the entire operation.
co mbined arms team kept Major PD)F forces at :Just As thle 1st A-ir Gininiando. did Iurinl!
F-ort CLimarron from crossing tile bridge to rein- Alorld Wa~r HIand as Arnold eniwsio~ned, modern
force the PDF garrison at Tocumen-Torriojos ait-commandos initially seied and defended an
and in Panama City. airfield.' In Grenada and in Painma,once the

Throughout the early hour-, of the operation, airhecad Was secured, conventional airlifrers con-
Army and] Air Force helicopter crews flew con- ducted the large movements of personnel and
tinuously. Whienever PI')F resistance appeared, eqjuipment nece,,sary to) keep thle _,round forces
hostage situations developed or medical evactia- supplied anid reinforced. The Air Force SOF has
tions were needied, SOF helicopters were there. come a long wvay since [esert (7ne and still has
[C- 130 Combat Shadow tankers completed 65 a way to go, but we can be proud of thle progres
aierial reflielings and passed more than 3LL we have made.
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(USAF) Special Operations School. Finally,
fC1Ji us special there are two Reserve Component group that

operutoi nt beflawess. repor to AFSOG The 193d Special Operation
Mission pkxniu and nusion rhearal Group (SOG) at Harrisburg International Air-

areeerdidto etwbkate dse pih to port, Middletown, Pennsylvania, flies EC-130s,
detenw fdeftion is fike and, iso, and the 919th SOG flies AC-130s at Duke
how to awd it., To acconil tWs the Field, Florida, and H-3s at Davis-Monthan Air
SOF com *y must condnattojofcus Force Base, Aizonm
attend. de mkooj develNweL

The Milom EH hat technolj "" The Future
get specid ndonh as close as pomible AFSOCls basic mission will not change as we

to tta~l cn a c, prepare for the 21st century. Our concept ofop-
erations is simply to get in, do our business and
get out before we we dcoved- SOF airaem

CunrstOpi"atmun must penemtrate isimcaie enmy air defense
AFSOC is cqanned into three operational unhampered by wdese weather and

wingeachwithageoraphicalontatn(see threatening terain. Thisdemandspcisenavi-
chart). The st Special Operations Wing gation systems, the latest in electronic counter-
(SOW) is p 1strdy responible to the Central, measures and planning highly sophisticated me-

Atlantic and Southern commands, but it also sions down to the smallest detail.

provides augmentation forces for ASOC wis Command, control, communications and in-
froidde d am in uropes and te P wings telligence in special operations must be flawless.
forward deployed in Europe and the Pacific. The The smallest glitch in any of these areas could
39th SOW is headquartered and has a squadron spell disaster for the mission. Simple detection
of MC-130s atRhein-Main Air Base, Germany. p omise s s d the le of
It also has a squadron each of MH-53s and can comprme success and cost the lives of
HC-130s stationed at RAF (Royal Air Fe) men and desmction of machines. Thus, mis-

Woodbridge in Englan The 353d SoWa s it sion planning and mission rehearsal are es-

adrtdes mand a squadron each of MC-130s sential to evaluate the plan to determine if de-headquarters aectinaissikelyand, fasohow tMavoi1i30T
and MH-53s at Clark Air Base, Republic of the tection is likely and, if so, how to avoid it. To

Philippines, along with a squadron of HC-130s accomplish this, the SOF community must con-

currently located at Kadena Air Base, Japan. tinue to focus attention on technology develop-

Additionally, AFSOC has three direct report- ment. The bottom line is that technology must

ing units--the Special Mission Operational Test get special operations as close as possible to total

and Evaluation Center (SMOTEC), the 1720th detection avoidance.

Special Tactics Group and the US Air Force Real-time mission planning and rehearsal
systems using current threat data are the first

Air Force step toward getting the job done "undetected."

Special Operations Command Thorough mission planning is 90 percent of ex-
eiutio. If threat locations are known, missions

AFSOC can be planned to avoid them. Since a majority
. .. of mission planning must be done at deployed
Uw I locations, a portable system is needed. Mission

L ir I-M rehearsal is essential in this business. If time is
,,1W, not available to do "full up" dress rehearsals, aIC- 1300 Wil I3 ]QI-

W, Dili of?,I system is definitely needed to preview routes-' ... (Na 172 sts. ,.21 and "war game" execution plans. The more ac-*Reserv compownls AC N)A Sa eesoow

.Le,, OPCON. o-- tm ,, coftro curate, reliable and undetectable our navigation
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AIR COMMANDOS

systems are, the more probable mission success
will become. The nature of special operations One of the biggest poblems
makes costly navigation errors that would allow currently facing the SOF community is
the SOF to drift unknowingly into the range of keeping up with the changing threats.
enemy radar or miss a drop me unacceptable. Avoiding, and thus not having to deal

One of the bigest probletm currently facing with, the threat is the prefeed way to
the SOF community is keeping up with the -operate. But if detected SOF must hae
changing threats. Avoiding, and thus not hav- dke capabruy to deceive and swwve dMe
ig to deal with, the threat is the preferred way thra to comple the mLwsionL

to operate. But, if detected, SOF must have the
capability to deceive and survive the threat to
complete the mission. To that end, it is critical
that our electronic warfare systems, as well as without fear of compromise.
that of probable threats, be modeled accurately Even though we are beginning to see peace
in the mission planning and rehearsal systems. and democracy break out in Europe, the crisis in
Only then can we evaluate the probability of the Persian Gulf shows we still live in a very dan-
successful penetration of a sophisticated hostile gerous world. Militarily, we are seeing a shift
air defense system. from the global war scenarios to regional and

Reliable, secure tactical communications are low-intensity conflicts such as those occurring
critical to the SOF mission. If our SOF is discov- throughout Latin and South America, the Pacif-
ered because of intercepted communications or ic and Africa. We must not be naive and allow
has interoperability problems that impede or ourselves to be deceived by the democratic prog-
cause mixed communications, the battle is prob- ress being made in Europe. Too many threats still
ably lost. Current efforts focus on low probability exist in this world that will continue to challenge
of intercept and low probability of detection our national security and, in turn, our SOF
(LPI and LPD) and on secure communications By understanding our past and recognizing the
(data burst, and so forth) technology. The bot- demands of the future, our air commandos, the
tom line is that we must make sure our SOF is quiet professionals, are preparing to meet those
talking to the right people, at the right time, special challenges "anytime, anyplace." MR
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U S Strategy and the Changing

LII THREAT
Steven Metz

The post-Cold War environment offers many challenges to US in.
terests. These certainly compound the tasks facing our strategic
thinkers and planners. The author sees the need for a new srat-
egy for the US role in low-intensify conflict that recognizes the
dramatic changes occurring in the Third World and in the US-
Soviet relationship.

HE CRUMBLING of the Soviet Empire .means and ways of national security strategy,
Uboth validates US national security strate- nearly all Americans considered the demise of

gy and makes it obsolete. For decades, the press the Soviet Union's power the ultimate strategic
of communist power demanded almost all of our objective.
attention. For both strategists and policy mak- Now, we must look beyond the Soviet threat.
ers, the Soviet threat was preeminent. We thus Many students of strategy assume that as the
did not even consider the shape of security prob- Cold War permutates into a different type of
lems after Moscow's demise. In fact, two years competition, low-intensity conflict (LIC) in
ago, such speculation would have seemed irrele- the Third World will play an increasingly im-
rant. But now we have reached the mountain portant role in US national security. Other
top and are entering a world with Soviet power writers contend that the United States has no
purged or limited. Unfortunately, what awaits us vital interests in the Third World. Even if true,
is not a promised land where conflict is replaced this begs the point: Third World conflict will
by peaceful competition among nations but, in- have the potential to distract us f'rom the more
stead, a confused security environment just as central tasks of developing a post-Cold War re-
dangerous as the old one. lationship with the Soviet Union and engineer-

It is not hard to imagine US strategists be- ing a more constructive world economic order.
moaning Moscow's decline, at least in private.- .This means that managing LIC in what is now
The Cold War, for all of the danger and misery 'considered the Third World and in the parts of
it generated, did bring conceptual clarity to a the Soviet Empire that will soon join the Third
complex world.' The threat was obvious. Even World is important.
when events like the Sino-Soviet split or the
war between China and Vietnam indicated The Changing Threat
that communism was far from monolithic, we For 40 years, US strategists viewed conflict in
could be certain that the Kremlin was the ulti- the Third World through the lens of contain-
mate enemy. And, while we disagreed over the ment. Since Moscow used discontent in Third
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World nations to erode Western power and ex- For terrorists who count the United States
pand its own influence, our goal was to stifle the among their enemies, there are two options.
violence that contributed to Soviet aims and, One is to strike targets within the United States.
more recently, to destabilize Moscow's Third For a variety of reasons, including elaborate
World friends. Third World conflict was seen as counterterrorist measures enforced by govern-
superpower conflict in miniature. This image ment agencies, this is difficult. The other option
was never fully accurate and now is useless.
Today, we simply cannot treat Third World con-
flict as a reflectionoftheCold War but must look The Cold War, for all of the
for endogenous causes and effects. This is a corn- danger and misery it genented did bring
plex task that requires an understanding of the conceptual clarity to a complex word.
forces and trends that are changing the essential The threat was obvious. Even when
nature of the Third World conflict events like the Sino-Soviet split or the

One important trend concerns LIC sponsor- war between China and Vietnam
ship. In the immediate future, the role of nonsu- indicated that communism was far from
perpower sponsors will increase. In itself, this is monolithic, we could be certain that the
nothing new. For the past decade, South Africa Kremlin was the ultimate enemy.
and Libya, for example, orchestrated violence in
their regions with little linkage to the Cold War.3
Even if both superpowers had avoided involve- is to raise the level of destruction. Clearly chemi-
ment in southern Africa or the Sahel, violence cal, biological and eventually nuclear weapons
would still have been rampant due largely to the offer the greatest opportunities. The capability
role of regional powers. Southern Africa and the is there, even in the nuclear arena where terror-
Sahel will thus form a model for the future. ists can substitute technologically simple, delib-

There are now many regional powers that erate atomic pollution for more technologically
have the incentive and the ability to encourage, complex atomic explosions. The absence of
organize and supply terrorists or insurgents. The long-range delivery systems for weapons of mass
capability to manufacture munitions, which destruction, which limits their utility for nonsu-
once was limited to the superpowers and their perpowers, is not a factor for terro:ists. They
close allies, is widespread. Just as scientific and would find an immobile, warehousc-size nuclear
technological capabilities arise and then dis- device perfectly acceptable.
perse, so, too, does the ability to engineer LIC. Another likely trend is the emergence of new
Furthermore, superpower disengagement from targets of terrorism. To have the desired psycho-
the Third World will remove constraints on re- logical effect, terrorism must be aimed at states
gional powers that wish to further their interests that are developed enough to provide numerous
through sponsorship of LIC.4 We can thus ex- high-profile targets and are linked by electronic
pect a multitude of terrorist campaigns, insur- communication nets that would disseminate the
gencies and on-again, off-again local wars that impact of a terrorist strike. But to stand any
do not need or want superpower support. I .chance of having the desired political effect, ter-

Terrosm. Other trends in LICs are also -,"rorism must also target nations with fragile or un-
emerging. Terrorism, for example, will probably stable governments. This second requirement
increase in destructiveness. Like any form of explains why terrorism has had little real influ-
violence that relies on fear rather than actual ence over the policies of nations like Israel, Italy
force, terrorism experiences a diminishing rate or Germany. There are, however, a range of rap-
of return on a given level of violence. The world idly modernizing states that meet both require-
has become more or less numb to airline hijack- ments. Examples include Brazil, South Korea
ings, so terrorists must seek new techniques. and Mexico.5
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Insurrection. Broad-based and relatively
Ideological or class-based quick blows against government will also remain

insurgencies are relatively rare today an important element of the emerging security
because of the inherently limited appeal environment. Insurrection takes two forms. One

of communism (or conversely, anti- is the sort of "people power" that toppled Ferdi-
communism) in traditional societies. nand Marcos and Nicolae Ceausescu and chal-
They... must attach themselves to a lenged Deng Xiaoping. For the United States, a

larger force, usually nationalism. Only more dangerous form is a quasi-legitimate arro-
when this larger force is present can gation of the power of new or weak democracies

ideological insurgencies succeed as pioneered by Adolf Hider and used by Maurice
Bishop in Grenada and Manuel Noriega in Pan-
ama. As the number of new and weak democra-

Finally, terrorism will continue to undergo the cies expands, this second form of insurrection
same integrative trends that have characterized will become more common.
LIC in general. This is illustrated by phenomena Insurgency. Protracted rural insurgency
such as narcoterrosm. Because they have large will persist but decline in strategic importance.
amounts of money, are global in scope and suffer Despite Che Guevara's imploration to "create
none of the constraints that political objectives two, three, many Vietnams," a classical Maoist
confer, narcotics traffickers can easily use terror- insurgency can, in reality, only threaten very
ism. In addition, narcotics traffickers do not rely weak or corrupt governments in nations with
on a state sponsor as do many political terrorist rugged terrain. Barring gross incompetence
groups, thus preventing any attempts to "strike on the government's part, ideologically based
at the source" by counterterroists. This means rural insurgencies can continue for extended
that the distinction between political terrorism periods-witness Afghanistan, Angola, El Sal-
and organized crime will fade or disappear. Ter- vador, Peru or the Philippines-but cannot win
rorists will continue to rely on robbery and extor- outright. As a type of LIC, ideologically based
tion for finds, and more ominously, criminals rural insurgencies will continue to erupt but
without a political agenda will adopt the tech- will not be a major factor in the global security
niques of terrorism, environment.

Low-Intensity Conflict Proponencies Directorate
June 1991 marks the establishment of the Low- begins to shift in response to a changing world en-

Intensity Conflict Proponencies Directorate (LIC- vironment. While the likelihood of a direct mili-
PD) at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. This new direc- tary confrontation with the Soviet Union and the
torate is charged with managing and directing the Warsaw Pact continues to diminish, instability in
activities of three of the specified proponencies as- the Third World, international terrorism and illicit
signed to the commander, Combined Arms Corn- drugs remain vital concerns for which the Army
mand (CAC): low-intensity conflict (LIC), corn- must prware.
bating terrorism and counterdrugs. Although oper- ,jlthough all of the directorate's three proponen-
ated as a CAC special staff element because it, in cy 'offices are responsible for developing, coordinat-
fact, represents the CAC commander, LIC-PD ing and documenting concepts, doctrine, organiza-
functions under the direction of the Deputy Corn- tional designs, materiel requirements and training
mandant, Command and General Staff College, programs as they pertain to their specific functional
and derives its support from the college, areas, their daily concerns and priorities are differ-

LIC-PD was established to coordinate the efforts ent.
of these three proponencies and serves to emphasize The Army Proponency Office for Low-Intensity
the increasing importance of these activities as the Conflict (APOLIC) is the focal point for ensuring
focus of the current threat to our national security LIC issues are considered in the Concept-Based
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Narcotics traffickers do not rely on a state sponsor as do many political terrorist
groups, thus preventing any attempts to "strike at the source."%... The distinction

between political terrorism and organized crime will fade or disappear. Terrorists will
continue to rely on robbery and extortion for funds, and more ominously, criminals

without a political agenda will adopt the techniques of terrorism.

Sectarian insurgency based on tribal, ethnic are like remora fish that must attach themselves
or religious antagonisms is another matter, to a larger force, usu~ally nationalim. Only
ldeolmwical or class-based insurgencies are rela- wxhen this larger torce is pres;ent Can ideolo-
tively rare today because of the inherently lrn- cal insurgencies succeed. The foundation tor
ited appeal of communism (or conversely, sectarian insurgency, h1owever, exists in every
.intcommunism) in traditional societies. They nation that is tribally, ethnicafllv or religously

ReLuirements 'System. APOLIC is, responisible for houseot AT intOrniation t~ar the T oril Armnw
Armvwide LIC doctrine as expressed in US Annv The Army (. Cmiter-l)nig- Proponenc\ IA( .PP)
helid Manual 100-20/Air Force Pamphlet 3-20, servesC as the Army's instnhctIVC VOlCe InI this rehi-
.\Iihwrv (perauns in LtvIntenit-'(-oflict. It moni- tivelv new and evolvimng ission area. InI addition
tor, and assists other Army proponents and units to to tulfiing thc responsibilities nonmallv associated
ensure that doctrine. trainin, leaider develo pment, With in Arim rrpr.ajnent. this 11uk \Ice~II eduICXte
origanization and materiel LIG issues are addres sed. the Amiv comimunity ahuit it>, rnc ls nd msin

The Combating Terrorism Propionencv (CTP) irrsupport of the national drag trATC1egV and de'ter-
serves ais the focal point for the Army's anriternir- mine the requirements the Armw miust be prepared
i~m (AT) doctrine and training programs. In coor- to ISUPport.
dination with the suhproponent schools-militarv The Armv m1u.st adjust to the chllnges po)sed
pa dice. IPcial wartare And intellience-the (7TP Iw theL chaningtw Waait the I00' IA [V. %IIl
develops and integrates AT doctrine and speciaihzed loiok into the future ito ensure thamt Ann\ torce' are
trinintz through out the Arnw. (IT also providc I prepaired to c0nSI~te-ntlv. And etCtivel repan to
training, support packages for officer and m inconi- all LIC, combaiting ierraarti i nd a. oiinterdirog mis-
mnissioned officer education and training suppor Sions that may be assigned in Mupport ot our nation-
tmterial to Army ;chools, and serves as a clearingil .1 curitv.0
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heterogeneous. Sectarian LIC has been most US Stra tgy
evident in Third World nations such as Sri It is often said that generals plan to fight the
Lanka, India, Sudan, Ethiopia and, to some last war. The same holds true for military strate-
degree, Pew, but it may also explode within gists and doctrine writers. After a decade of ef-
the Soviet and Chinese empires. fort, US national security professionals are

Whether ideoiagil or etaarian, insurgency steadily developing an understanding of LIC
will probably become more urban. Most Third Witness emerging doctrine, such as US Army
World cities are surrounded by slum belts. These Field Manual 100-20/Air Force Pamphlet 3-20,

M&ary Operans m Low Intensmy Coflict and
a_ _ _ _ _Test Publication, Joint Publication 3-07, Doc-

We mu&t cn* swtgic rmwes forJout Opera ris m Low Inmsay Conflict,
of engqemex N , at a generic vy that is generally sound. Unfortunately, such

spee w "_ W and how us pw doctrine indicates that we are beginning to un-
will be usedto mnge LIC.... As the derstand forms of LIC, especally Maoist-style

Cold War faw s, it is Ulkely that [US] protracted rural insurgency, that are fading in
attitudes will resemble those of the strategic importance.
pre-Cold War perio Specifically, Great efforts are currently under way to adapt
Americans will be more idea/islc, US national security and military strategy to the

rejecting the notion that the enemy of my changing global security environment.6 Since
enemy, however repulsive, is myfriend LIC, even when it occurs in regions of peripheral
... Only reforming democracies will interest to the United States, can complicate the

deserve our support. attainment of central national security goals,
equal attention must be given to the LIC com-
ponent of our strategy. Even though the fluidity
of the international environment makes it im-

have been cockpits of insurgency in the past, but possible to fully develop a new LIC strategd at
revolutionaries working from urban areas often this point, work can begin. This should be based
found counterinmgency somewhat easier. The on three imperatives.
French in Algeria, for example, had much less Rules of Engagement. First, we must craft
trouble with the urban element of the insurgen- strategic rules of engagement that, at a generic
cy there than the rural. The same holds true in level; specify when, where and how US power
El Salvador, Afghanistan and Vietnam. But, as will be used to manage LIC. Changing US atti-
urban slum belts grow and revolutionaries adopt tudes toward our world role will structure this
modem communications techniques, the bal- process. As the Cold War fades, it is likely that
ance may shift away from counterinsurgents, such attitudes will resemble those of the pre-
and thus Third World cities will explode with Cold War period. Specifically, Americans will
revolutionary violence, be more idealistic, rejecting the notion that the

In general, the emerging security environment enemy of my enemy, however repulsive, is my
is one in which all types of nations face the threat fnd. In other words, only reforming democra-
of LIC. For modernized or rapidly modernizing des will deserve our support. It is also likely that
states, the most immediate threat is terrorism. we will see resurgent isolationism. It will take a
For new democracies or fragile dictatorships, threat to a c/early democratic friend to invoke
the challenge is insurrection. For underdevel- US reaction, not simply a challenge to a potential
oped authoritarian states or nations with sec- democracy.
tarian conflict, protracted insurgency is a real These rules of engagement should also reflect
problem. Clearly, postcontainment US strategy that the emerging international system will not
must, in some way, respond to all of these. simply be an old-fashioned multipolar one in
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For mo nitd .nwd, ,jhr ng states, the mastimmediate

threat it terror& F or i.,rfragile dictatorships, the challenge
insurrection. For undrdeloped authoritarian states or nations with sectarian
conflict, protracted insurgency is a real problem. Clearly, postcontainment US

strategy must, in some way, respond to all of these.

which four or five great powers dominate, but it Integration. The second imperative for US
will form a complex web of interrelated regional strategy is integration. Security professionals
balances. US power should be used when a re- and strategists have always recognized that LIC
gional balance is in a state of terminal disequilib- poses an integrated threat. Military elements
rium and when this disequilibrium threatens are intertwined with political, economic, social
other balances. 7 In addition, these rules of en- *d psychological elements. For this reason, any
gagement must be based on a sense of the life response to LIC needs to be integrated and syn-
cycle of LIC. There are certain times when US chronized.8 Military thinking reflects this--
power may prove decisive, but there are other Army doctrine evolved into joint Army/Air
times when a conflict is not yet ripe for resolution Force doctrine which, in turn, formed the foun-
or when the judicious use of US power will be ir- dation for all-service joint doctrine. This must
relevant. "Judicious" is the key word here since, continue.
outside of Mexico, we are unlikely to become The next logical step is interagency doctrine
massively involved in any given LIC. and strategy that link military activities to those
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A Soviet-built SA-13 surface-to-air missile
system caroxed al Libya's Ouadi Doum Air

7o T5twfwd a WV bwiu ofot .

In the immiedlate future, the role of nonsuiperpower sponsors will increase.
In itself, this is nothing new. For the past decade, South Afica and Libya, for exam-
ple, orchestrated violence in ther regins with lte linkage to the Cold Wr... There

are now many regional powers tha have the incentive and the ability to encourage,
organize and supply terrorists or insurgents. The capability to manufacture munitions,

which once was limited to the superpowers and thew close alies, is widesprea

of the Central Intelligence Agency, the State When combined with the absence of public
Department, the Agency for International De- spport for direct US involvement, this limits
velopment, the Arms Control and Disarmament the US military to providing training, advice,
Agency, the Drug Enforcement Agency, the US intelligence and equipment. This indirect role
Information Agency, Congress and any other must certainly continue. But there are avenues
segment of the government involved with LIC. for greater indirectness at the strategic level, es-

Indirectness. The final imperative is indi- pecially in pursuit of truly combined activities.
rectness. The military already recognizes that A number of nations around the world have ex-
armed force forms the secondary effort in LIC.9  tensive experience with, and understanding of,
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the processes of national development, building
a Third World democracy and fighting an inur- Army doctri evolved into
gency. Costa Rica, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Vene- joint ArmylAir Force doctrine which,
zuela, Brazil and Thailand come to mind. Advi- in turn, formed the foundation for
sory teams that combine Americans with all-service joint doctrine... The next
representatives of such states would have much dgica step is interagency doctrine and
more to offer nations facing an insurgency than sbateg that /nk msiay activities to
would Americans alone, those of the Cenbrd Intelligence Agency,

The problems the Third World will face in the the State Deparinent, the Agency for
coming decades are immense. Many nations International Development... and any
there will continue to experience economic other segment of the government
stagnation fueled by weak world commodity involved with LIC.
prices, a shortage of investment capital, debt,
ecological decay, underdeveloped infrastructure,
population pressure and the absence of available friend... ." But, when we do act, we must inte-
and appropriate technology.10 The movement gratedly and indirectly act. There will be in-
toward democracy that exploded in the 1980s stances when vital global balances are truly
will experience fits and starts as sectarian con- threatened by LIC. Then, too, we muztL act. But,
flict, terrorism, economic stagnation, military in general, conflicts that require US attention
involvement in politics and international ten- will be rare.
sions hinder political reforms. Uneven econom- By looking at the future of LIC as much as its
ic development and stifled political reform, coin- past, we can be prepared for these rare instances
bined with ever-increasing public demands, will when we must become involved in LIC. The
set the stage for violent conflict, past is a guide on how not to act, but the essential

As Third World conflicts erupt and abate in nature of LIC is changing so dramatically that it
a melancholy rhythm, the United States cannot offers only a limited indication of how to act.
answer every call for help. We have neither the Knowing not to repeat mistakes does not alone
ability nor, in the post-Cold War era, the need tell how to solve a problem. That is a task for
to, in John F Kennedy's words, "pay any price, imaginative and visionary strategic thinkers. Let
bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any us hope that we have them. MR
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The Casefor Separating

Regina Gaillard
COPYgh 1991 by Joaiw W. DePauw and George Luz

1 -tahoe t orid th U d L.C.

47 lw tohe 7urAe-re the A r hidw

t civic action (MCA) that e, has a inted the
ansand civic assistance s dis p concept and has ulti-

b ed "civic action" or"n pel o uctive to fostering a
soldiers, are not novaio h in Latin America (see

th is hearts and mins nd ic ac urn Command
Th L With "peace b eaci, o of thethe year 2000

dG and with shrinkin a US Army to

"c at" " n
fl * .Cojin b HCA activi c Aton

eres pTeIe teom, Furthermore, the Army shoultia sQmercially. These opportunities are opening at a in establishing a new "US development corps"

time when US military civic action projects are that would be structured to avoid the political
severely constrained by law and misun stood and doctrinal pitdls that have marked the hisby both the US and Latin American Publics. . rof the civic action concept. After an over-

Cumulatively, the history of civic action, C aew of how MCA and HCA as US policy tools
with its l3nag to counterinsurgency and low- for Latin America acquired negative connota-

77u arcl wi b puWW n innngthePeae:Stri- tions, the concept of the development corps s
tegic Implications of Military Civic Action, John W De- outlined at the end of this article.
Pauw and George/..uz, eds. (Pra~eW Publisher, New York,
fm~ong. Cop* 19 by Joh W aw and,, The Goals of Civic Action
George Lu. Rernluh pnsion. The vin e -resse Discussion surrounding the political, social,in this aracke are diose of th authors and do not pwaort to el
the positinof th DO n of the Army, the Dorin of economic, developmental and military goals of
Defense or any odw gommmnt officeora ern"y.-Editor MCA as a US policy tool for Latin America rose
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to the forefront in the late 1950s and early 1960s. operations undertaken against an insurgency. 2

Therefore, the majonryofthe literature and con- This differentiation of the MCAs role is ex-
gressional hearings on MCA is centered on that tremely important in discussing the future utility
period, from which we might glean some lessons. of any type of civic action as a tool of US policy

In their pathbreaking study on MCA pub- as we enter the 1990s.
lished in 1966, Willard F Barber and C. Neale -Even before President John F Kennedy defini-
Ronning framed their discussion of US MCA tively linked MCA to internal security and
policy as a search to resolve the dilemma of secu- counterinsurgency, congressional debates
rity versus economic and social reform in Latin showed that Congess voiced appreciation for
America.' Basing his dissertation on points the role civic action could play in develop-
made in the Barber and Ronning study, Robin ment-as long as MCA was not linked overtly
N. Montgomery demonstrated that decision to "internal security" policies in Latin America.
making early in the Kennedy admnistation ob- By 1957, the framework for future congressional
scured any differences there might have been be- debates on MCA and HCA and their negative
tween MCA as adevelopmental tool in military linkage with internal security doctrine in Latin

LIC erUns
Mihr Civic Action (MCA). "The use of pre- nizations engaged in military or paramilitary activ-

indigenous military forces on projects ity. HCA operations are most effective when the
useful to the local population at all levels in such United States uses them within the guidelines of a
fields as education, training, public works, agricul- coordinated interagency program developed by the
ture, transportation communications, health, sanita- Deartment of State, USAID, DOD, and the Uni-
tion, and others contributing to economic and social fled Commands. Both active and reserve compo-
development, which would also serve to improve the nents may conduct HCA missions.
standing of the military forces with the population. "These operations assist a host nation to attack
(US forces may at times advise or engage in military the causes of instability. They can help prevent the
civic actions in overseas areas.)" need for greater asatance at a later date. HCA op-

-joint C of Staf Publcatio 0CS Pub) 14-2, rm- erasiow may also take place in peacekeeping opera-
ment of Def*e Dkeimary ofMikary and Asnocaied Tem. Wsh-
ingtom DO US Grnment PnnnN Office IGPOI, 1 tions, or in the limited circumances o peacekee-
e 1989), 228-9. itions." (Emphasis added.)

--US Anm Fidd LMu 100-20/Air Force Pmpal 3-20,
m i and Civic A nice (HCA). Militay Oemtions m Low intety CfMt, (Waohmm.

'"Operations [that] provide a mechanism through DC: GPO, 5 Dawmler 1990). 2-23.
which US military personnel and assets assist Third Countrinsungency. 'Those military, paramili-
World populations. HCA improves the quality of tary, political, economic, psychological, and civic ac-
life through rudimentary construction, health care, tions taken by a government to defeat insurgency."
and sanitation programs. These operations are de- -JCS Pub 1-02,93.
fined by law and limited to-

o Medical, dental, and veterinary care provided Low-Intmsity Conflict (LIC). "Political-
in rural areas of a country. military confrontation between contending states

* Cornrction of rudimentary surface transpor- or groups below conventional war and above the
aation osrecto ro~ine, peaceful competition among states. It fre-

e Well drilling and construction o basic sanita- queny involves protracted struggles of competing
tion facilities. principles and ideologies. Low intensity conflict

0 Rudimentary construction and repair of public ranges from subversion to the use of armed force. It
facilities, is waged by a combination of means employing po-

"The Department of State must approve most litical, economic, informational, and military in-
HCA operation and the US Congress funds them struments. Low intensity conflicts are often local-
through appropriations specifically set aside for ized, generally in the Third World, but contain re-
HCA. The United States may not provide HCA, gional and global security implications."
directly or indirectly, to individuals, groups, or orga- -JCS Pub 1-02. 212.
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threatened-most of Latin America-to resist
Ruvmgo SOMlTICOMfrom the threat of communist-inspired insurgency.

Paamin by d yew 20 ) offen a spkn- 'Cuba was in the forefront of the presidents at-
did OP Wak&for the US AraY to po- tention and was a symbol of the kind of troubles
mole ajoult senlice e of US that would result from successful communist
droctdw and bnrategyrot only for Latin guerrilla movements" throughout the Western
An m but d for moat of 1w Thkd Hemisphere. 9 The Special Group (Counterin-

World This reorikntAtk effort should surgency) established by the president in 1962
delink civic action and HCA activiies provided the organizational framework for this

frem cow gatnwgency and LIC. effort and the doctrine of MCA.
In an attempt to coordinate the economic as-

sistance efforts of the Alliance for Progress with
America was being set' Cgreional discus- the military assistance efforts to counter insur-
sion on aid t the L-affoned militar/regime gencies, the Special Group prescribed that inter-
in Guaemala (in the aftermath of the 1954 nal defense and development plans be drawn up
ovethw,,of the commni Ad=ez wvern- for each threatened country. The prescription
merit) indicated that congressional interest in was duly included in US counterinsurgency doc-
promoting developmental civic action by indig- trine and, in 1981, in LIC doctrine. MCA, that
enous forces was linked to a growing concern for "hybrid of economic and military assistance" al-
Latin American economic conditions and their ready linked in speeches by the president to the
relationship to the possibilities of communist ex- US counterinsurgency effort, was a key concept
pansion from within.4 Until the threat of inter- of the prescription and thus became firmly fixed
nal subversion rose to the fore, the US rationale in counterinsurgency practice and doctrine.' 0
for military aid to Latin America was stated as But, when it was developed, the emphasis in
the need for hemispheric defense against exter- counterimurgenc doctrine and tining was al-
nal aggression.' The external aggression rtio uteri eny otre marainingcs au-
nale was to be maintained sporadically into the most exclusively on the military aspects of un-
Kennedy a because it avoided cri- "Although he [ ."sident Kennedy] repeatedly
ticism in Congress that US aid to Latin Ameri- sathoh he p it eny ad
can militaries was being used to suppress popular stated his affinity for the political, economic andopposition within Latin American countries. 6  social aims of MCA," circumstances, particularly

However, in line with Congress' more de- the worsening Vietam situation and the Bay of
velopment-oriented thinking, economic aid Pigs failure, led him to seek advice of counselors
to Bolivia was quintupled by 1956 and quickly "who advocated the primacy of military means
followed by proffering military aid.7 Both types embodied in the policy of counterinsurgency"
of aid promoted MCA programs by Bolivian rather than the more developmental means con-
troops that were deemed so successful by Senator noted by MCA per se. 12

George D. Aiken in 1960 that he likened them However, promoting the idea of MCA in Lat-
to the US Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in America remained an important tool of the
and recommended that these efforts be encour- -kennedy administration at least "as a concom-
aged elsewhere. 8  itant to internal security."'13 Moreover, MCA as

part of counterinsurgency initially received a
Civic Action Linked large share of resources-and even more public-
to Counterinsurgency iy. Presumably, this was because it was consid-

Kennedy was respnsible for organizing US ered an attractive concept with appeal to the
foreign affairs and national security agencies to public and thus a decorative embellishment of
guide and assist governments he considered an Armed Forces public image. 14
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The Latin American military and securiy forces, with their institutional
monopoly on power within the threatened countries, had been the most effective

instrument against insurgency and urban guerrillas. By the advent of the Carter
administration in 1977, each of these countries except Venezuela and Colombia

had come to be ruled by authoritarian military regimes that successfully
eliminated the urban and rural opposition.

The Security versus Democracy placing MCA, by both the administration and
and Development Dilemma GAng,,s seond to the necessit, o mtitam!ining

Congressional debates and hearings by the the capabilitv of the security tOrces of Latin
inid-190, illustrated that Congress was svrmpa- American countries.
thetic to both the developmental and counter- There was no doubt, by the mid-I 97Ls, that
insurgency goals of MCA while it simultanetus- the Latin American military and security forces,
lN expressed doubts about the wisdom of with their institutional monopoly on power
increaised involvement in Litin Amencan inter- within the threatened countries, had b-ven the
nal security affairs. But, ultimately, Congress imost effective instrument against insurgency
,upported the administration policy and re- *and urban guerrillas.'6  By the advent of the
,olved the involvement dilemma by decreasing Carter administration in 1977, each of these
Military Assistance Program (MAP) grant aid to countnes except Venezuela and Colombia had
latin America, including MCA, while permit- C, me to Ix, ruled I authoritarian militar" re-
ting increased sales of military training and gimes that successtullv eliminated the urban and
equipment for Latin American internal security rural opposition.
purposes. The result was legislative restrictions The continuation of repressive measures by
,,n using MCA as a policy tool and clearly the military governments that Jominated the
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Latin American scene in the 1970s prompted ment in Central America as part of an activist
Congress to cut off all economic and military aid ideological version of the containment policy
to these countries after 1974. This broke the co- which took a cold war view ofCentral American
nundrun created by the clash of US interests in revolution. As in the 1960s, congressional sup-

port for military aid to Central American mili-
taries was cautious. MCA as an item in the US

Until the thrat~q(kwenal security assistance program for Latin America
subversion rose to thWfore, the US had longsince beenhalted because of the human
raiAnifWW WW". L*11 rights violations of many Latin American miii-
A merica was stated as thexced for aries and persistent congressional doubts about

hemispheric defens again external the political, social and economic benefits to be
aggressi" .• peaui gained by enhancing the role of Latin American

for forces.
Nn& However, reminiscent of the Alliance for

assist governments he considered Progress, Congress approved a"total intemal se-
threatneA"- otc curity" economic and military aid package for El

to res i the hrea OfeomugnL- Salvador in which the US military attempted to
WOWbd k fsenx promote MCA by the El Salvadoran armed

forces according to traditional counteninsurgen-
cy doctrine developed in the 1960s. But opposi-

security versus the promotion of democracy and tion to administration policy on the part of the
development in Latin America. The Human American public and Congress concerning the
Rights Policy, presented in 1977, further assisted appropriate amount of US involvement with the
the United States out of the ethical bind created El Salvadoran military, and in Central America
by the clash of these strategic objectives. Using in general, limited the number of US trainers in
US ideals and moral influence, the new strategy, El Salvador to 55.
hailed throughout the heniphere, promoted Congress also cautiously supported the ad-
democratic development ima Latin America ministration's Nicaraguan Contra policy until it
through a campaign to limit illegal abuses of the became apparent that the administration was
population by both repressive governments and overinvolved in implementing its anti-
guerrilla tactics. Sandinista agenda, using various branch agen-

cies and departments without informing Con-
061A Vu: MCA and MCA in the 1 980s gress. In view of recalcitrant congressional

By 1981, the increasing Marxism-Leninism of support, the Reagan administration made haste,
the Sandinistas and the threatening situation in as the Kennedy administration had done before
El Salvador prompted the Reagan administra- it, to develop new venues through which to exe-
tion to become involved in the region, and Cen- cute its Central American policy. One of these
tral America gave impetus to a rebirth of interest was the ad hoc development of HCA.
in counterinsurgency and civic action. At the .sil of the HCA legislation that forms the
same zime, the US military introduced LIC doc- bfckbone of present policy and doctrine was
trine that attempted to consider a broader view originally formulated to support the US effort to
of Third World threats but continued to empha- counter communist-inspired insurgency and the
size counterinsurgency and maintain the linkage Nicaraguan Sandinista regime in Central Amer-
between counterinsurgency and MCA.17  ica. " One novelty of the Reagan program for

Similar to Kennedy exactly 20 years before, Central America was appointing a Department
the Reagan administration became the organiz- of Defense (DOD) director for Humanitarian
ing force that drove US policy toward involve- and Civic Assistance. The new position was
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US trainer with S "vadoran

soldiers, summer 1963.

As in the 1960s, congressional support for military aid to Central
American militaries was cautious.... Opposition to administration policy on the

part of the American public and Congress concerning the appropriate amount of US
involvement with the El Salvadoran military, and in Central America in general,

limited the number of US trainers in El Salvador to 55.

subsequently located in the Pentagon's Office for appropriate authority."'
International Security Affairs which originated Congress, at the behest of the administration,
many of the ideas for HCA as part of an active legalized these HCA activities performed by US
promotion of the Reagan Doctrine in Central troops but also severely restricted them. The
America. Continued efforts to extend assistance Stevens Amendment, later expanded. per-
to the Contras, sometimes under the rubric of mitted US troops to perfotrm civic actions-but
HCA, caused Congress to declare HCA to "mili- only incidental to or in conjunction with ap-
tary or paramilitary" groups illegal. 9  proved military exercises overseas. This legisla-

At the same time, SOUTHCOM in Panama tion has led to the persistent claim that National
implemented a "security development plan de- Guard-and Reserve ComXnent troops are in
signed in part to renew emphasis on humani- Central America because "we are there to train,
tarian assistance initiatives."20  Traditional nothing more. '22

MCA programs, emphasizing the role of the lo- Yet, all of the commanders in chief of
cal army, were to be subordinated to operations SOUTHCOM have linked the military exer-
conducted directly by US troops. This was ap- cises to the US counterinsurgency etfort in the
parently done very quickly. A General Ac- Latin American LIC environment. Moreover
counting Office report created a stir in Congress HCA activities, described as "a mechanism by
when it revealed the HCA activities were con- which U.S. military personnel and assets assist
ducted by SOUTHCOM in Honduras without Third World populations" by improvinez their
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US military operations because of Bolivia's cen-
The continuation of rep-essive tral location in the troubled South American

measw s by the mmiy governments LIC environment.
that doninated the Latin American scene A position to bar US troops from Bolivian soil

in the 1970s pompted Congress to cut was rejected by the Bolivian Congress; however,
off all economic and mINaY aid to these the Congress limited the time US troops could

cowaies after 1974.... spend on the airport project to three months a
The Human Rights Poicj, pesented in year. The troops, mostly Reserves and National
1977, fw w assisted t UNNtd States Guard engineers with a permanent contmgmz
out of the ethical bind created by the from SOUTHCOM in Panama, planned to

clash qf40!4 ti tI objectives. bring heavy equipment and return to finish the
job the next year.16

The opposition to civic action activties by
"quality of life," have i edwithin LIC US troops in Bolivia was exacerbated after tif
doctrine under "US Military Support to Coun- US Attorney General and the US Drug Enforce-
terinsurgency."23  ment Administration director promised, during

Other HCA legislation promoted by the Rea- a visit to Bolivia, that "the U.S. would only send
gan administration was also passed by Congress, troops to Bolivia at the request of the govern-
yet always with caveats against US military in- ment."2 7 The promise was publicized by the Bo-
volvement in Central American counterinsur- livian press, but two weeks later, "a campaigning
gency wars and warnings against covert activi- Bolivian politician discovered U.S. soldiers
ties. "I wouldn't prohibit military involvement handing out medicines in rural towns near the
[in HCA activities]," commented a Democratic capital." Worse, "the soldiers' presence had not
congressman, "but it's appropriate for Congress been publicly announced [and] the incident be-
to begin thinking about developing with the De- came an embarrassment for the [democratically
fense Department some kind of mechanism to elected] government when the Health Ministry
make sure it doesn't become a problem and that acknowledged it did not know what medicines
the military doesn't use humanitarian assistance were being distributed."28

to fulfill its own agenda." 24  With a long history of US counterinsurgency

A Latin American View and antidrug operations in Bolivia, it is appar-

of US Civic Action ent that civic actions by US troops are often
Congress'inperceived to be part of a hidden LIC agenda.

Host nation politicians often share Congress' Certainly, suspicions about the linkage, har-
suspicion of US HCA activities. US military bored by many Bolivians, are counterproduc-
civic action projects in Bolivia created a nation- tive to US interests in supporting democracy
alist uproar and considerable political opposition in that country.
in 1989. First reported in Bolivia's largest circu-
lation daily newspaper, 300 or so US troops were "T probLen of Military Citic Action is that
scheduled to extend the airport in Potosf, the .be obeveremains strategic-it's never just 'do
capital of Bolivia's tin mining area. The Bolivian good/sin.' " 29

opposition to the project contended that The Kennedy and Reagan administrations
"Washington's covert aim is to construct military linked MCA, counterinsurgency, HCA and LIC
bases in Bolivia-Civic Action projects, they to internal security activities in Latin America
say, are a way of winning popular support for an that Congress often perceived to be antidemo-
expanded military presence."25 Moreover, they cratic and bordering on the covert, thus inviting
claimed that the United States is attempting the severe legislative constraints. Presidential bull-
"Hondurization" of Bolivia, to make it a base for dozing of debatable policies through an alter-
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The Reagan administration became the organizing force that drove
US policy toward involvement in Central America as part of an activist ideological

version of the containment policy which took a cold war view of Central American
revolution.... Congress also cautiously supported lte administration's Nicaraguan

Contra policy until it became apparent that the administration was overinvolved
in implementing its anti-Sandinista agenda, using various branch agencies

and departments without informing Congress.

na1telv compliatnt and fearful C ni'ress h.ts re- MICA- aind the more recent H( A in cotinterin-
s11ti in quiestionable LIC ,trareties, o)r no 4irecTnC\ doctrine tier thle umibrella ot 1-1C.

ir teiyh r Lit in Americal .1nd. k-lt riluicd to in iJditi n, I X T inJ Iil, he *S ( 'tv . itr-
1. ck of clarity in militan- d errine. "C urrent v*tre in the Lite I00 th)Q~it i I r, linti ti n ot

11K I Imi-rine io" n,, 1 doi 1Ad o tNt\in- l( .-\ rrm ktrm iw .rin Aiineric. in inu11iiarie"
111-imaji1hnu2kween suich diivere activities ;i hii- did. no)t erve L. S' 'tratoeic or dev elopncnital ohb-
mnanitarian a-ssistance, nationbuildini, counter- iect ive, in Litin Aierici. Inta.I 1 eL1ib,-
ln'tirt!encv and civic aictioin.";, vnirtelv 'tikmittedoi miiim rtx ic et ti it IC A

MICA and HCA have never Iven sepamte hindis as ( Xmniress relatively incrtee ippropri -

troin thle US et irt to Co unter stikwerin in the itiimn> and ,iles ,t security i-sistmintc to thc I itin
Third] World. ( octived] as a preventaltive tO In- Amiericaniniiai~ hs ut ml n' ,'nr

-urtzyencv in the 1950s, the s cial, developmental1 titedl a de ticto pre -Nixo n I \\ 4trine dec.i'io n t,
111J humlanitairian ispectr, 4t MCA were sub- 1 n1i it1 i: L -S ic live(.n Im'k.1tilen !1 n itin
'tied undier the iita;ry as-pects, ) I'S cmiter- .-\mermci. lnsto.-0 it w iilrne timw'cr
nmuirmencv docxtrine andi thle Latin Amnericain tv ;Isistum1ce kipj-x i tlit in .H-\meicun inilitanr

nmihltarx d(. xrrine 4t internal Necurit\. Even in the intern. ll dectenweC camp.i'n iuamns in'u,i ic
I QS0( the L~ 'S milIitaiv co nite t,, ino,1ch ide ] mmIuerril I he 11K kvmn L'. Tht' It~ the
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"indigenous frce:JS security assistance" policy tionalism, even if only rhetorical, is a concom-
precluded an active US military role in Latin itant of this process.
American counterisurgency and thus in MCA Nondemocratic forms of government, or at
which had become inextricably linked to US least nonelected governments, are increasingly
counterinsurgetcy docane. perceived as unacceptable. This possible climate

The fact that the m* polcy decisions pre- does not bode well for US congressional or Latin
cluding an active US role in Latin American American civilian receptivity to programs, even
counterinsurgency woe hctually made more antidrug programs, that promise to enhance the

stature of the military, This holds pariculary
true if the programs are perceived to strengthen

Host latkN 0ojit]o 6ftula the military's nondemocratic internal security
share onr v u n of US HCA capabilities as outlined in LIC-counter"nnff

a l:idA U Un cy doctrine, ofwhich MCA and HCA areapart.

polcal "There is no future as of now for MCA in Se-
po ,Ionfi 1989.. . . curity Assistance. There is no growdsuell supm

Wth a long h ,oy of US cowatsur- for Uc."32

gency and antlbg opendhs in Dolivia, Including HCA in a LIC/counterinsurgency
it is ap runt that, Ci'a acaions by US doctrine that is unlikely to become operational

troops am often perceived to be part of a for US forces severely circumscribes a fiture sub-
hiden LIC agenda stantial role for US military actions in Latin

America. These conclusions lead to several spe-
cific policy recommendations on delinking

than 20 years ago leads to the conclusion that HCA from LIC. Remaining are questions about
MCA and the more recent HCA will continue the relevance of US counterinsurgency doctrine
to have very little application in Latin America in the light of the increased ambiguity of non-
as long as they are linked to counterinsurgency/ communist threats to US interests in the West-
LIC doctrine. Furthermore, if those policy deci- em Hemisphere and concern about the blanket
sions precluding a US military role in Latin application of the term "low-intensity conflict"
American counterinsurgency were not substan- to all of Latin America.
tially changed during periods of serious threats to With diminishing superpower competition in
stability, there is little likelihood that increased the Third World, the threat on which MCA,
US involvement of the traditional counterinsur- counterinsurgency and LIC were based has re-
gency type will prove to be an acceptable option ceded if, as President George Bush has declared,
for US policy makers or for the majority of the we are "beyond Containment."" The Soviet
Latin American governments now in the pro- Union has urged Cuba to stop exporting its
cess of institutionalizing democracy and building brand of revolution, and the rest of the hemi-
civilian prestige, sphere is populated by "fragile" democracies that

The phenomenal spread of the knowledge of Qeed -economic rather than military assist-
human rights values, spurred by President J immy - nce. 34
Carter in Latin America, has created what I call If the MCA concept was based on a threat
a "second revolution of rising expectations." that no longer exists or is changing, throughout
Whether or not democracy works in Latin Latin America, the Army must devise new con-
America, there is widespread acceptance of cepts. Economic, social and criminal threats are
democratic ideals among Latin American increasingly ambiguous as to the application of
masses and an expectation that democracy must military power in a democratizing Latin Ameri-
eventually work for them. A strong sense of na- ca. The US military should keep in mind that
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IArmy National G'uardsmen Inspecilt lIknW-L, for a Bailey brige In Panamna Wdring Exercfs W
7~BLAZING TRAILS, March 1985.

The Stevens Amendment, later expanded, permnitted US troops to
perform civic actions-but only incidental to or in conjunction with approved

military exercises overseas. This legislation has led to the persistent claim that
National Guard and Reserve Component troops are in Central America

because "we are there to train, nothing more."

US policy makers and the Congress have con- The following recommendations and justifica-
*istentlV toUnd the developmental and huimani- tions for them offer an answer.
tarian iaspects Ot civic action activities to heiat- Recommendations. LX'lnk HCA troni L IC/
rractive concepts; that are above reproach. counternsurgency,. and incizuke HCA in a neu-,
M oreovwer, the humiane aspects of these programs separate pewacekLepmig" LIcmi-e.
reflect US ideals that are well-known and ad- Current LIC doctrine includes four "opera-
mired by Latin Americans and many other tional categories": insurgency Support and
p~eople in Third World countries. counterinsurzencN, (includes HCA), cornhainuz

Therefore, any civic action proposed by the tetrorism, peacekeeping operations (United
Army tor Litin Amnerica must ernphasi--e hu- N.1tions-type) and peacetime contingency
MrAnitarian development and be completely di- operations (such as Panama). The LIC catego-
VOrced f~rom "SCcuritv," couinterinsuirgency and ries represent every possible operation except
LI1C. I low Can at civic action program be set uip majlor war in Europe. Studies done for the Army
t(,t the lurure that w ill support the developmen- since 1983 have urged that discrete doctrine he
rall ideals of the concept, use Army manpower foirmulated for each of the categories. instead,
aind resotirces and avoid many of the political the US military should include the nonw.ar-
pit-tails that have plagued civic action in the past? fighting concept of HCA uinder "peacekeeping
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operations" and separate it from LIC.35  interests in support of democracy in a rapidly
Broaden the new OCApeacekeepbV function, changing worl

organize it as ai!edahy in each service and promote The development corps is cost-effective. This
joint DOD**IZ. mission would help retain force structure and fa-

The HCA4,eacekeeping specialty would be cilities in the United States and contribute toal-
dedicated to, development construction and leviating joblessness and lack of skills both in
medical, mangerial and conservation civic Latin America, through training and example,

and in the United States when those who have
served in the development corps return to civil-

(f thW concept was bed Jan life.
on a thuV hM#Wxo longer exEW or is The development corps could prove, in tmu

changing, 'Lan America the of the US budget, that the Army and otber
Amyw coma.., services involved in it are "paying their waW
Any - by -'-.The instimonal experience of the servis
for must emplua=1e makes the military the most capable orgarim-
h Mt aid be tion for such a mission. Development work by
com I I Ffm "secsry," the military is a form of foreign aid and, there-

cow vi nbugdcy and /C. fore, would save not only dollars paid to civilian
contractors but also could realize additional cost
savings by combining Army pay as foreign aid.

assistance. Its rationale is simply humanitari- The US Agency for International Development
an; a form of cheaper foreign aid as US foreign (USAID) would negotiate the contracts in con-
assistance budgets shrink. It should enhance sultation with the development corps com-
DOD "jointness," with all services contributing mander. The work would also be cheaper for the
to projects.36  receiving country. As USAID and foreign assist-

Call the new HCApeacekeeping function "The ance resources diminish, the development corps
US Development Corps," establish the develop- can help fill the gaps.
ment corps as a new unifed military command and Development for debt? Because of crushing
contract its services only to democratic civiian Latin American debt problems that endanger
governments, the viability of the new democracies, the devel-

The US Development Corps would avoid the opment corps commander should urge DOD
legal constraints that have marked the civic ac- and the Department of State to develop a pro-
tion concept's history by working under contract gram for Third World democratic governments.
only to democratic civilian governments. It They would exchange a portion of their interna-
would be stationed in the United States and pro- tional debt for "permitting' the development
vide its recruits with vocational training to fulfill corps, under contract, to "train" in conducting
its mission. Morale is expected to be high, as it its humanitarian development role. A "debt for
has been in units that have performed civic assis- development and training' program would re-
tance in Honduras. Service in the development qcire removing congressional banking restric-
corps might be an attractive option for US troops ons and passing enabling legislation.
coming home from Europe and Korea, providing The development corps can serve as the
opportunities for advancement based on excel- nucleus for a new CCC With a decaying urban
lence in civic assistance abilities, and rural infrastructure within the United

Justifiations. The development corps sup- States, ideas for new national service, including
ports US national interests. Increasing the man- a plan from Senator Sam Nunn, have been set
agerial and humanitarian competence of new forth. Most are based on the successful Army-
democracies is an objective congruent with US run CCC of the 1930s which provided pride
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and jobs for thousands. The future US Army counts for more than one-third of the total" US
Development Corps might also recruit for such economic development aid."
a mission. Again, this mission would help retain A continuing trend toward multilateral devel-
force smue and facilities in the United States opment assistance combined with the new
and contribute to alleviating joblessness and HCA/peacekeeping doctrine would provide an
lack of skills both in the Third World and in the additional opportunity for the Army to perform
United States. those tasks. The development corps would en-

The development corps can serve as a multi- able the Army and the other services to partici-
lateral devel nent multiplier. Supporting the pate, as in the United Nations Peacekeeping
argument that developmental and economic as- Forces, with other nations in development and
sistance should not be tied to security, "the U.S. humanitarian and civic assistance operation
has progressively increasd its contributions to regularly without the negative connotations
the multilateral developmental banks and the that have restricted these activities since the
United Nations system..." Such aid "now ac- 1950s. MR
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7 poveny ad unrelenting despair are causing an awakening of

United States, stating that we must take a moral stand now and
baki P with an enlightened military humanitarian/civic

assistance program.
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instability that provides a fertile medium for the growth and spread
of the international narcotics trade.

The deba on what o do about, for or with Latin America ebbs
and flows through the public awareness, subordinated, at times, to
more pressing concerns. But it is nonetheless an ever-present and
troubling ppl in the tide o national consciousness. Latin Amen- The mreNt focus on
ca and the Caribbean are undergoing enormous changes, changes drug ftpficng, serious
which could fundamentally affect the future well-being of the thon ig t is, must be seen
United States. agait the inherent

isabilty of Latin Amera
Poverty:af Injustice There is a socia and

The collage of peoples and cultures to the south is an incredibly ecom k that
complex paor of interdependent forces. Despite the North PAINOPOWI&
Americam ten&6cf fouMng on only one major issue at a time,- f0-~ sp111'1" read
Latin America can only be comprehended as the sum of its parts. of n tnal
Poverty; injustice; instability; liberation theology; and social, narclct &ade.
economic and political revolution are in constant and complex
interaction.

To understand the complexity to the south, one must first under-
stand its poverty. The cold statistics that dispassionately detail the
desperate human condition in Latin America are readily available.
The causes and effects of that poverty are perhaps notso evident.
The US Congress House Committee on Appropriations stated in
1981, "... the unrest we see in the region today is due in very large
measure to the inequitable development patterns of the past and,
in a number of countries, the present."' The 1984 National Biparti-
san Commission on Central America, the "Kissinger Commission,"
concluded that "the commanding issue in all of Latin America is the
impoverishment of the people."' Former US ambassador to El Sal-
vador, Robert E White, citing a 1981 US Congress, Senate Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations report warns:

".... it is a grave, and if we continue it, fatal error to believe that
we are confronting primarily a case of Communist aggression in
Central America. What we are basically confronting is an authentic
revolution, bom out of despair and discouragement because of a lack
of economic opportunity and because of a distortion of the political
process."3

Major General Evan L. Hultman agrees, saying, "internal dissatis-
faction with social inequities, economic deprivation ad pbitical
isolation have given rise to many indigenous h An through-
out the hemisphere."'

People struggling against starvation, ignorance and disease value
political ideology only to the extent that it affects their own desper-
ate condition. Likewise, the evils of the drug trade are relative. Peas-
ants, strugging to put food on the table for their children, see in
come from coca leaf production as their salvation. Naconaicantes,

* taking advantage of the desperation of poverty and the seemingly
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A Colobian farmer p cking coca leavesin Caidas stam, Noore 4M6 The tees
WOW up to 7 feet high and can be picked
every three months.

imsatiable North American demand for drugs, often provide a wel-
come means of economic stability for those unfortunates for whom
there are few alternatives. Many in Latin America, in fact, argue
passionately that it is far more preferable to send cocaine north for
the gringos than to allow their own children to starve. The conse-
quences, they say with a shrug, are a North American problem.

Professor Lars Schoutz, director of the University of North Caro-
lina Institute of Latin American Studies, affirms that there is wide.
spread agreement that poverty underlies instability in the region.
But he rhetorically questions why peasants, who have suffered in si-
lence, poverty and political repression for centuries, have now sud-
denly decided to rise up in insurrection. He attributes the change
to the"revolution of rising expectations" spurred on by smrtual
changes of the Latin American societies, particularly changes in
transportation and communication 5  Philip Berryman, former
Central American representative of the American Friends' Service
Committee, agrees, stating that the expectations of the peasants
have been raised by the church and by development agencies.
He notes, however, that the poor have often been frustrated by
their lack of progress which, in turn, has led to militancy among the

. ,: peasants.6

The bridge betweenbeing aware of one's impoverished socioeco-
nomic condition and initiating action to improve the situation is
political mobilization. Schoultz notes that in Latin America today
the poor are forming grass-oots organizations ranging from coop-
erative to neighborhood self-help communities and are "pushing
themselves into the political system."7 Many of these small, com-
rmunity-based oranizatioms are connected with the church and the
idea of liberation theology.

Liberation Theology and the
Revolution of Rising Expectations

To some, liberation theology is theology, to others, it is revolu-
tion. One cannot attempt to understand the social and political
undercurrents of Latin America today without also understanding
the growing influence of liberation theology upon events as they

PeOpl Mst dgaW are unfolding. Considered by some to be potentially as significant
starvation, ignorance and disease as the Protestant Revolution, the theology of liberation and human

value po/idcal Weo/og only to emancipation ispezasive in its influence and promises to have
the extent that it affects their a profound effect u on the entire Latin American sociopolitical

own desperate condition, equation. 8

Likewise, the evils of the drug No less a revolutionary than Che Guevara has observed that
trade are relative. "when Christians dare not to give full-fledged revolutionary wit-

Peasants, struggling to put food ness, the Latin American revolution will be inevitable."9 What we
on the table for their children, are wimessing in Latin America today is a convergence of the rheto-

see income from coca leaf tic of leftist revolutionaries with the sincere beliefs of growing num-
pruducion as te / saba*to bes of Latin Anerican Christians that there is a sound biblical basis
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for making radical changes in the existing, inequitable structures of
society. A grass- t revolution is in the making, and in many
cases, political opportunstis are standing in the wings ready to, rurn

inevitable chaos to their own ultimate advantage.
Put simply, liberation thecoy is "an interpretation of Christian

faith out of the expeience of the poo. "1° The focwof theology is Naurcracates, taking
upon the lMe of Jes and his message. The poor, thrugh scriptural adbwmfte of die despevvjie
study, come to understand thei individual self-worth and personal of pm and th seem&%*
dignity and their right to seek abetter life, not only in the next world nsagabk No" Amepican
but also in the presem Inevitabl, the outcome of such study is a d fnnmdfir A% o*
critical evaluation of the present forces in society as being responsi- prvvde a wkome means of
ble ir their economic deprivation and political injustice. "Libera- ec&omk Mabiiyfor ths
tion theo " Betryman expins, "is a critique of economic smic- wj fox whom t e
tis that enables some Latin Americans to jet to Miami or London fe
to shop while mostof dheir feDlowcitmms do not have safedriking May... aw epona iomdy

watt." tha &t isfivr moe prferalii
Walter LaFeber, proessmr of history at Cornell University ex- to send cocabn norh for dhe

plains that, forcenturies, the Romn Ca Curch had been one grngos dan to aflow ter
of the pillars of the status quo in Latin America. However, following own childff n to stow.
the encyclicals of Pope John XXIII in 1961 and 1963, the Vatican
Council 11 in 1963 to 1965 and the Second Latin American Bishops'
Conference in Medellfn, Colombia, in 1968, the church became
"an engine for (religious) revolution." 2 The focus of the church in
Latin America has shifted from the rich to the poor. Amajorhistor-
ical fissure has occurred, and the tremors are now being felt.

Gustavo Guti6Tz a Peruvian theoloian and one of the advisers
at the Medellfn conference, has prokundy influenced the develop-
ment of liberation theok Gutfrez sees "dehumanizing poverty
as an offense ar-.., God" and urges priests to see poverty as an evil,
to protest agrinst it and to strugle to abolish it."13 It is in this

srugle against poverty that liberation theology has encountered its
most vigorous opposition, for the theology sees poverty as a result
of the manner in which society is structured. To alleviate "dehu-
manizing poverty" requires changes in society's structure that re-
quire the poor to move into political action-a move often opposed
by those benefiting from the status quo.

To the peasant, there is a direct connection between awakening
his mind to his siction through the Gospel, organizing his village
for self-help projects and joining a national *xganm
Armies and police, Berryman states, have often been suspicious of
such movements and, in many cases, have targeted them for repre-
sion. The peasants, in turn, have become increasingly militant and
radicalized 14 It is in the ferment of a frustrated peasantry that leftist
opporatn have implanted their message and begun their strule
"for the people."

Unfortuntly, the emergence of peasant organizations and the
political mobilization of the poor have often been met by elite
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intransigence--the governing minority's unwillingness to make
changes in their societies' socioeconomic structures to ,atisfy the
peasants' needs. The entrenched oligarchy commonly responds to

The poor, through the demands of the impoverished, but vocal, peasantry through
scr*iwal stud, come to brutal repression.15

understand A& liffridua As a result of the ruling elite's unwillingness to change, many
sei'-womik andpmsonal peasants have become radicals and joined insurgencies. Berryman

digniy and theidgdht to states that as governments responded with increased repression,
seek a better life, not only "... many people felt they had little to lose by supporting the insur-
in the next wordhut also gents."16 General John R. Galvin, former commander of the US

in the pumgt.... Southern Command, acknowledges that "political stress and social
The wpeu fiaes in frustrations have fed the insurgent movements. 17

societv[aeeqe wjMheing Them is litile doubt that poverty, social inustice and political re-
res n lftheir pression have fed the fires of Latin American insurgencies. To

economk dqdaitin and dampen these fires by alleviating the grinding poverty and social
poligt usCe. and political injustices will require vast changes in the socioeco-

nomic and political structures of many Latin American nations.
Unfortunately, the ruling elite are reluctant to make such reforms.
In their intransigence, they are making President John F Kennedy's
words prophetic: 'Those who make reform impossible make revolu-
tion inevitable." 8

The Coming Revolution
and the Moral High Ground

The revolution is coming. It is already at the door. In Latin
America, leftist rhetoric is converging with the ideology of libera-
tion theology in a historical repudiation of the existing order. Both
groups clearly are seeking radical changes in the status quo--revolu-
tionary changes. The entire US post-World War II policy in Latin
America has been to seek to preserve the status quo to ensure stabil-
ity in its southern flank. It is precisely this status quo that is now
under attack-violently by leftist insurgents and morally by hu-
man rights and liberation theology proponents. The latter seeks to
liberate man from his poverty and injustice while the former seeks
to dominate him. It is indeed ironic that two groups with such wide-
ly divergent religious and moral views should converge in common
cause. It is doubly ironic that the United States, a country born of
revolution and foure on the idea of the equality of man, with "lib-
erty and justice for all, hould ever find itself opposing similar revo-
lutions to the south. -

Over the long term, absent a sound, moral justification for its poli-
cies, the US government cannot rely on the support of the Ameri-
can electorate. When the cause has a clear moral justification
(World War II or Desert Sonn), the American people will sacrifice
"life, fortune and sacred honor" to defend their ideals. When the
cause is ambiguous (Vietnam), public dissension will compel a vacil-
lating and ultimately ineffective foreign policy.
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The American people will not long support a foreign policy with - ILiberation] theology
0it at least an implicit moral basis. In Latin America, however, the sees poverty as a result of
leftsts attack the unjust status quo detended by the entrenched, and the manner in which society
otten repressive, oligarchy and champion the rights of the impover- is structured. To alleviate
ished masses. In so doing, they have staked claim to what many "dehumanizing poverty"
consider to be the moral high ground. Using social and political in- requires changes in
'tabili y as a cover, the drug cartels are exploiting the situation to society's structure that
their own evil ends. require the poor to move

It is within the United States' power to reclaim the moral high into political action--a
,_'ound in Litin America b concentrarine its resources on eridicat- move often opposed by
tn' the p.xvertv, ignorance and disease that give rise to insurgencies. those benefiting from the
Acknowleduin' the necessit. tot a ftillv coordinated and intcgrated status quo.
approach to the problems of the region, the US military is limited
in its ability to effect ,uch a policV on its own. It does have the abil-
itv, however, to lead the way toward this coal by concentratin,
resources in military civic action operations in support ot nation
assistance. Done in cooperation with Litin American and Carib-
bean local authorities and in cordination with the US Agency for
International Development, an expanded and specifically focused
military civic action proiyram could fill in the tyaps of current nation
assi,tance efforts and contribute signitficantly to alleviatint. the
people's misery.

To address the root causes of Litin American instability, the
United States should adopt a strategic military humanitarian/civic
assistance policy. The succinct basis for such a policy should be:
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Proceedg with vage-level consensus using appopriate recitotoj,
the United States will concentrate dhe ma)xim amount of militay
harimanar ic assistance possible at the most basic and local level
practical to assist die ural carnpesino to improv his standard of ki*g.

When in doubt as to the purpose or direction of a particular pro-
gram or proposal, with such a policy, one need only answer the
question, "Does this directly help the rural caipesm?" Given the

The en&e US still limited resources available for US assistance to the region, the
post-World War IIHpocy answer to this question would serve to focus US efforts on the "cen-
in Ladn Amer a has been ter of gravity" of leftist insurgencies and the rural poor.

to seek to prsenw te sau Although such a policy might well serve to accelerate the "revo-
quo to ensure sablly in lution of rising expectaions" in Latin America to the ultimate detri-

ts sOeWM Jfl L merit of the entrenched oligarchy, its morality is clear. The moral
It is ptreely this status basis for a US strategic military humanitarian/civic assistance policy

quo tha Js now under coincides with the liberation theologists' argument that poverty is
attack-i6 nty by leflist a sin against God.
insurgents and moralyby The United States is a great nation, born of revolution and

human rights and liberation founded on belief in God and the equality of men. Therefore, such
theology proponents. a rationale and justification for a long-term military civic action

program for the area is eminently practical. Such a policy would
"take the moral high ground" and deny the leftist opportunists the
strategically critical advantage of pretending to fight for the human
rights of the common people. By championing the poor and en-
couraging governments in the region to do the same, the United
States would align itself with the inevitable revolutionary changes
that are beginning to sweep Latin America.

The American Right of Revolution
The revolution against the inequitable status quo in Latin Ameri-

ca has begun--peacefully and democratically in some nations; vio-
lently and oppressively in others. The common denominator is a
desire by diverse and often divergent groups for a change in existing
unjust social, economic and political structures. Seeing the abject
poverty in which many Latin Americans live, Robert F Kennedy
argued:

'"These people will not accept this kind of existence for the next
generation. We would not; and they will not. There will be changes
... a revolution is coming--a revolution which will be peaceful if
we are wise enougl'compassionate if we care enough; successful if
we are fortunate enough-but a revolution which is coming wheth-
er we want it or not. We can affect its character;, we cannot affect
its inevitability." 19

The revolution is now at the door. The winds of change are blow-
ing at the bulwarks of the existing status quo, cracking its founda-
tions and sending shudders among its defenders. Leaning into the
storm, the United States has too often found itself tolerating a status
quo of social, economic and political injustices that would be abhor-
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,. There is Hid doubt
that po"et, social fuS1ce
and poiial repression
have fed the fires of Latin

W4 American insurgencies.
To dampen these fires by

- allevialtng the grinding. ..., . pove andsocia/andpoa-

nomuc and politica s ftm~of many Latin American

nations. Unfortunately, the
ruling elte are reluctant to
make such reforms.

rent within its own borders. The real revolution in Latin America
is a revolution against this oppressive status quo. It is within this
context that leftist insurgents seek to advance their own agenda in
the region, and the international drug lords exploit the instability
for their own profit.

For the United States, the situation is a historic contradiction of
its own heritage, a heritage of strugle against oppression by the few
for the many. The nation, however, is not without historical guid-
ance in the crisis. Truths, once self-evident but k.o4obscure, are
still applicable. Once, long ago, an angry young revolutionary
wrote:

"We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalien-
able Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit
of Happiness-That to secure these Rights, Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Con-
sent of the Governed, that whenever any Form of Government
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becomes destructive of these Ends, it is the Right of the People
to alter or to abolish it."20

The right of revolution against an oppressive status quo and the
right to have a government "of the people, by the people and for

[A long-teim civic action the people" has been defended by Americans for more than 200
program] might well serve years. It is time we _pen the door and ally ourwselves, through an

to accelerate the "revolmtion expanded and enlightened military humanitarian/civic assistance
of nsing expectations" in program, with our heritage. It is time we embrace the revolution

Latin America to the of rising expectations in Latin America and work together to
ultimate detrament of the secure political liberty and socioeconomc justice for all of the
entrenchled oigarchy... people of the Americas. President Kennedy's words have never

[but wou d#y0*.leftist been more applicable:
Oppo - "Now the trumpet -summons u ain, nt as a call to bear arms,

"ly .Al eof though arms we need; not as a cafi to battle,, though embattled
pretendi.toJ#tfor the we are; but a call to bear the burdens of a long twilight struggle-

huma~n4gft of the a struggle against the common enemies of man-tyranny,
commOn people. poverty, disease and war itself."21

By championing the poor To the south, the trumpet has sounded. Who will answer
and encouraging govern- the call? MR
ments in the region to do
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LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT

H .ADQUARTERS DE

Lieutenant Colonel John B. Hunt, US Army, Retired

The Gulf Wiar notwithstanding, emphasis in recent years has in-
creosingly focused on the military role in what has become known as
low-mintensity conflict, or just LIC. The author provides some back-
ground and clarity on the terminology while also describing the basic
features of the joint Army and Air Force LIC doctrine.

IN A SMALL ceremony in Washingzton, DC, Thei authors ot the nmnual came to, recoonmze
Non 5 DeVcember 1989. Chief of Staff of the that LIC is qualitatively diffirenr from war, has

Arawv General Carl F. Vuono and Chief of Staff a difterent purpose and require,, itftetent meth-
ot the Air Force Gieneral Laim D. NVe Ich s.Ni'ied kk ,( Lk nIJUrt, iinmi,_cN )I in~untir~t rUcrdILs
the t*0rcxworJ of US Army Field Mlanua (\I) in pI o r, trt pical cotintric' cck in,- rooverthro-w
I XL_"JiAir Force Pamphlet (.AF Pam) 3-20, oovernilenits. In tact. that IN only% Part ot its

N I ibltn ( )pration in IA It ntensitN Conjlict. T1- is mcanini.
Culminated nearly three vears ot eff ort to pro- The otficial definition ot II& in -Joint C hiefs
JU ie% ewiservice doctrine tor thle compleIx Len- "t Startt P1iih1CM1at ( n1& : Pub I '.I 'Lrnncnr
vironMent that is wvidely reco~zed as the most of Io4ense Imtuimr ot f iditan couk A~socuued
Probable threat to US interests in the near fii- Tmcnns, is:
nte. The ceremony constituted final aipproval "R'diticl-militairv controntation between
tur the publication tbat wvas distributed to the contendinQ states or _7otips below conventional
field in late 1printz I 9Y@. wit and above the routin,e. peicettili co mrp.t it ion

T'he basic concepts of low-intensirv conflict A1,0Imon states. It frequently involves protracted
(LI( ) have been around since the early I 960s, stnimegles of competinij principles and ideolouies.
I'ut they have never been Nothoroiwhly uncorpo- Low\ intensity conflict ranizes from slubver-
rated into the doctrine of the US Arimed Forces. sion to the use of armed force. It is waged by



a combination of means employing political, The official definition aids understanding by
economic, informational, .and military instru- what it omits. Earlier versions specifically ex-
ments. Low intensity conflicts are often local- cluded sustained combat by regularly constituted
ized, generally in the Third World, but contain forces. That distinction is no longer present.
regional and global security implications." By implication, then, some pitched battles can

Lexicographers would probably consider be fought in an environment we still describe
this an essay, not a definition. Yet, is useful and as LIC.
expresses some parameters omitted from earlier To find the distinguishing element between

LIC and war at the upper limit, we must look to
other sources. The Nawional Secwty Strategy of

LiC is .quaveydifferent the United States (the White House, January
from war, has a d Imt pupose amd 1987 and January 1988 editions) states that the

wquuw .d,,C cofre military role in LIC is indirect and supports the
image ofi~~npWoor, political, economic and informational instru-

tropical conapis seeking to overthrow ments of national power. These documents say
goverme n fact, that is only padl the principal role of the military instrument is se-

of its meanng. curity assistance but adds that the United States
may employ its own combat power when nation-
al interests are seriously threatened and other

definitions. It defines the phenomenon by es- means are not sufficient. The latter idea supports
tablishing upper and lower limits: below war, the upper limit in the JCS Pub definition. It also
above the routine and peaceful competition makes clear that using US combat power is not
among states. War has not yet been officially de- a preferred option.
fined, but like art and pornography, we generally The JCS Pub definition also refers to a "com-
know it when we see it. Routine, peaceful com- bination of means," indicating an understand-
petition is easily visualized. Countries have dis- ing that LIC is not an exclusively military show.
agreements over many things--tariffs, trade, ter- By inference and extrapolation, we can arrive at
ritorial waters, immigration and many others. a clearer vision of what LIC is. It is neither war
They can usually be resolved through the diplo- nor peace. It includes violence, but the military
matic process; they do not require large-scale dimension is not dominant. That is to say, we
killing. This is not the peace of the millenium, have-not given up on the idea that the problem
but it is about the best we can do in an imperfect can be solved by political means supported by
world. various economic and informational options, as

well as by limited and appropriate military
The LIC Phenomenon means.

There is only one universe of fact, and we must This expanded description contains the as-
recognize that any divisions we make in it are ar- sumption that nonviolent solutions to problems
bitrary and made for our analytical convenience, are preferable to violent ones. On its face, that
The generalizations of peace, LIC, and war are auld ;eem a truism, but if it were universally
essentially correct in their middle regions, but v~lid, there would never have been a war. Every
the distinctions become fuzzy at the edges. That country holds some values (even though it may
is, there are no bright line borders between them. be hard to define them) for which it will risk de-
At its upper limits, LIC is very close to war and struction in war. A serious threat to those values
shares many of its characteristics. At its lower excludes the methods of LIC. Therefore, we can
limits, it is distinguished from peace (or routine see that LIC does not constitute a threat to the
peaceful competition) by introducing violence survival of the state; we engage in LIC for some
into the political process. lesser concerns.
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role.Th Arme ForceA Honduran teacher and US soldier distrit
medcalan engineschool supplies during Fbertes C had fto i4m

Tlis t id eaoreeac ane oca psilit hat thesigh, suoeownb
role. The Armed Forces... had great use in the development effort through

medical and engineering support, among others. Combat operations had to be limited.
Civilian agencies of government had to be in charge .... This kind of"war" stood

traditional and familar relationships on their heads. It was not (and is not)
easy for people in uniform to accept these ifferences.

This last idea reveals anotherctaractenstic ot the possibility that they might, somehow be
LIC. w is a value-laden term based on perspec- draged in.
tire. What is LIC to ,s may be a struggle for sur- Terminology. Usin a value-laden term to
viral tr someone else. It reflects our degree of describe an im ortant phenomenon is intortu-
commitment and concern. LIC iswer itinsult our friends when we describe
not vital. Thus, the wags who call LIC "low- their vital conflicts as "low intensity." It suggests
intensity conflict" have inadvertently stumbled thiey ir Unworthy of seriouIs concern. Like such
upon a greater truth than they know. This can t.erms as "backward country" that have been
be understood by taking the view of a Third largely rejected, LIC implies that, if only the
World country. Their internal conflict or their Third World had sophisticated, precision-
war with a neighbor is a vital (life-threatening) guided munitions with nuclear warheads, they
interest to them, and they reject the notion that could have a real wvar. It also sqq<zests that their
it is LIC. On the other hand, they may view the lives, fortunes and honors are somehow valued
long confr'ontation between the United States less than thoxse of the Northern Hemisphere. "l'i
and the Soviet Union as a distracting nuisance the man in the trenches, his war is intense
that would not concern them, were it not foer enough, thank V'Lu.
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UC also presents another problem in under- Origin and Meaning. It is legitimate to
standing Remembering that it is an arbitrary di- wonder why a term is generally accepted when
vism cthe wole universe of human relations, its shortcomings are so many and so well-
we carrc d it un ate that the term known. The answer is less than satisfacor, but

it reflects the necessity to get on with a problem
f*l- "1-° under less-han-perfect conditions. The fow-
Tk tWW Ui (CED , ng discussion is derived from long exposre to

LC, and wr are essendafy Cofret in the debate on LIC from its origin.
t id ons, bst the distincions LIC began life as a euphemism. The term re-

bcome .flw at the edges. That is, flects our failure in Vietnam and our long dislike
thav no brtht line border between (not entirely dissipated) of discussing it. We had

thm A$* aqier limit,, LC a mey used counterrevokumn counterinsurgency, sta-
cle .. .At Us lower lims, it is biity operati ns defs

dikkipe 4rrm outne mn,= _m.Wavth
peac&pa kcptAu!n)A 1*btrvducing coded meaning wa discovered and the goven-

,lt* I h ment was suspected of planning for amnhher
Vietnam, the name was changed. The tm
"low-intensity conflict" came into vogue in the

presents obstacles in understanding what is 1970s.
sought to be understood. That problem is the About that time, there was a revival of serious
whole idea of a conflict continuum. A linear scholarship about the phenomenon of insur-
presentation of low-, mid- or high-intensity -gency or revolution. Military and civilian stu-
conflict suggests a one-dimensional relationship dents revisited the studies of the early 1960s and
of quantitative variations. That is, low means examined more recent examples of the problem
less, and high means more of the same thing. that refused to go away. They rediscovered the

Generally, when combined with the idea of high political content of these struggles, from
"intensity," low, mid or high indicates the num- Malaya through the Philippines to Vietnam and
ber and caliber of rounds fired. This implies an Latin America. They learned, again, the lesson
inevitable and even desirable escalation from that the insurgent forces and government forces
one level to the next higher. This is an example are drawn from the same people. They rediscov-
of the logical error of "begging the question." ered that the people somehow choose the side
The situation is presented in such a way that the they support based on that side's proposals for
solution is implied. Without careful consider- dealing with issues that concern them. They un-
ation, one is tempted to exercise his greater mili- derstood legitimacy to mean enjoying the peo-
tary power by increasing the level of violence, as pie's assent to be governed by one side rather
we did in Vietnam. That experience, while still than by the other.
controveizial, is widely believed to illustrate the Mobilizing popular support and buttressing le-
error of such an approach. git'macy became the primary concerns. Scholars

The conflict spectrum idea is simplistic. It ig- .c came to recognize the secondary role of violence.
nores qualitative differences that LIC specialist ' It could not win and could not even drive people
contend are of primary importance. A hint of into the arms of the enemy. The solution was to
the qualitative differences is revealed in the defi- be found in balanced development--political,
nitional references to political, economic and economic and social. Military combat forces had
informational instruments of national power. a defensive, supporting role. The Armed Forces,
Those suggest something different than bigger they discovered, had great use in the develop-
guns and more ammunition. The qualitative dif- ment effort through medical and engineering
ferences will be discussed later. support, among others. Combat operations
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had to be limited. Civilian agencies of govern-
ment had to be in charge. Scholars discovered r,,,t#F,

that this kind of "war" stood traditional and fa- 4.,
miliar relationships on their heads. It was not o .

(and is not) easy for people in uniform to accept
these differences.

The scholarship of the 1970s was not new, but ,"
it added sophistication and increased the depth
of knowledge. It had a practical turn from which

specific programs could be developed that stood
a reasonable chance of success. A strategy for
counterinsurgency, not unlike that of a decade
earlier, was developed. Initiatives were made to
implement it in the Armed Forces.

By 1980, the momentum had died down
again. Proponents of what Andrew F Krepine-
vich Jr. calls "the concept" (the traditional,
quantitative approach to conflict) in his book, ,
The Army and Vietnam, were in the ascendancy.
The Army, which had led the rediscoveries, de-
cided again that LIC was not its job. A struggle,
which continues, has seen both advances and
setbacks for the advocates of the qualitative ap-
proach to LIC.

The world continues to intrude, however, and
the wolf at the door cannot be ignored. The
struggles in Central America jolted the Army
and the country back to reality. The study of LIC To the gun crews on the US
resumed its advance, and it continues to experi- destroyers, /attacks on Iranian oil
ence ups and downs. Proponents of LIC contin- platforms] were direct military actions.
ue to seek understanding and solutions to the From the broader perspective, however,
problems. the oil rigs represent a strange choice of

target... The attacks on the oil rigs
From Counterinsurgency to LIC were, in some sense, acts of communica-

The increasingly sophisticated understanding tion. They were psychological actions.
of counterinsurgency led to an important discov- The message they delivered was that the
ery that could be applied with success to other United States would not tolerate Iranian
forms of conflict. The political dominance of in- interference with neutral shipping.
ternal wars is also to be found in some interna-
tional conflicts. The evidence for this is empiri-
cal, and no satisfactory general theory has yet delivered a loud message that state-sponsored
been formulated. It is difficult to put a date on terrorism would not go unpunished. Military tar-
this insight, but some of the examples of recent gets were hit, but their destruction was not the
history are illustrative. The US bombing of drivingpurpose. Rules ofengagement were strict;
Libya on 14 April 1986 is one. That mission was there were to be no attacks on "targets of oppor-
conducted for political and psychological pur- tunity." (In spite of precautions, unintentional
poses. It was not a simple military operation. It damage to other than selected targets occurred.)
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Likewise, the attacks by US Navy forces on be made to fit within the parameters of the JCS
Iranian oil platfnns in the Persian Gulf had an Pub definition, but that is probably to the dis-
unusual dimension. To the gun crews on the US credit of the definition. Somehow the values at
destroyers, thse were direct military actions. stake are too high to call that situation LIC.
From the broader pezpective, however, the oil That is an American perspective, of course.
rigs represent a strange dice of target If the Maybe someone else would call it LIC, but that
purpose was to change lianian behavior by mili- is-just too big a pill for an American to swallow.
tary means, in the triitional war sense, destroy- Thus, the scholarly discoveries of the 1970s and
ing those targets would not have done the job. 1980s show that LIC is bigger than insurgency
Something was added to the decision-making and counterinsurgency, but they are not yet able

to determine accurately what its upper limit is.
It may be that definitional limits are useful

ILIC] &e T*iwkn tam only to philosophers. We can agree that the US-
based on e. What if.,C to Soviet stand-off is not LIC without offering de-
us may be a for surivalfor tailed reasons why. It is our scholarship and our

someone else. Ourcts enf degree of perspective, and we know that is not what we
comomhnenb*w i;GJncern. MiC is mean by LIC. Other countries can write their

important but nti RL Thus, the wags own studies. If I were to attempt a new definition
who call LIC "low-intensity conflict" of LIC, I would start with something like the JCS
have inadvertently stumbled upon a Pub version and add words to the effect that it is

greater &u& dan they know. a situation in which US survival values are not
atrisk except perhaps in the long-term cumula-
tive effect but that important interests are

process. That something was the political di- threatened.
mension. The attacks on the oil rigs were, in However, I do not want to attempt a new defi-
some sense, acts of communication. They were nition. That brings us back to accepting a term
psychological actions. The message they deliv- that is generally considered unsatisfactory.
ered was that the LhUited States would not toler- Hundreds of attempts have been made to put a
ate Iranian interference with neutral shipping in name on the phenomenon of "less than war, not
the international waterways of the Persian Gulf. peace." None proved any more useful than LIC.
The attacks demonstrated a greater military ca- Pages of military journals were filled with debate
pability and a warning. They told Teheran to by advocates of one term after another. Eventu-
change its behavior, or else. It was not necessary all, the debate proved to be a distraction. We
to spell out in detail, "or else what r '  reallv do not care how many angels can dance on

Many conflicts in the world are something the head of a pin if our purpose is to close up a
short of war. Forty years of confrontation be- rip in our pants. The rip was growing wider, and
tween Israel and the Arab states have been the time had come to decide how to deal with
punctuated by wars, but most of the time, they the phenomenon, whatever it might be called.
have constituted something else. India and Pak- Enough was known about LIC to do that practi-
istan have engaged in some form of LIC since cAy.
1947. Theirs is a different conflict from that in LIC is a term of convenience. It is embodied
the Middle East, since the interwar periods have in law by the Defense Reorganization Act of
been generally free of violence. 1986 that established the Assistant Secretary

There are other examples around the world, of Defense for Special Operations and Low-
Some people have included the stand--off of mu- Intensity Conflict and mandated a LIC board on
tual deterrence between the United States and the National Security Council. People in gov-
the Soviet Union under the rubric of LIC. It can emment know what it means even though it is
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Lit', with its elements of violence. requires that the miliary instrument
of power be engaged. Yet, as we have seen, the prospect of politically resolving the

conflict has not been abandoned. The aim is to avoid escalating t, war and to
solve the problem in the poitical doan.. U e can "win" in LWC.

IiW IIC IIII ItI iIIJ k IC W k41k -C 1 IthtI t~risk.li lltivi-xtt~1 1
iuiiiii.i m . T en io ti tiiiiN 1 nin..iJ-

C t '. iri %o n C.Li1,st'\ it: knokk I I1 1 i it' t i sJic -

Armiy and Air Force Doctrine turnl thut -%%r i.uinnilii I p vijitits k
l~cI, 'nimml ill] Generm ratt ( lticc, orhcer file. n,-.'ecrmnk, %%.ir- uc f ti h to

I: C.venx~voth. KminsaL, andi the Armyv-Air -.hile jn p itrica min. Ini xklir. ,he rnilurarx
S 1 kitrit IT 'r \m-Initerisy C A tilict. Lin- lstiIIitn t 'I IOI~ I 'Vi p A I i-.. t i c

". \it VirCC Vic ircinii., cr OUT TO lIC'Ivitj ' 11t hc A ilit I~ins III 'k ili.1 ii t 'ilil .Ii I\- mcii-

!J trIrIC. -fI~rCsIV(ll kk~vs F\I IX\ -20/i.F P.in1 lc~i.I iIiit. r ' cit iitit ii'nk "

0.The lxxk js noit prlt iu it Iile h n~ist iic, irc i u t i e II illilrtAr\ I 10tt'1 itN.

k it ii, rs IthII-li~c tl c i %koi 'A 'tk Ic Wi Inc r, it-.

t I id Ic h In H5 Vi. I*. I" I I i ,-r , I. qTheri ,n I,,I I f I I I i t I r mIl' t u1 t I ' Ilk in't il, I\ tltti n

Iliiiit k~Lcrit tV'L\ 1et ili~thir*prih toe xvir.iitic tistruiincn kIt I Wt L~ FCTl (I\ TTCILCct

I~ Il II trilli p, itI -t , tri it ii. tary , Lper ,n %k) i t. ill t , t ic n it I it 1, rec ~Ittrl tIma

tin PCrtcclti\ I!tlicr'.tt x ki, that i noi kitnr cuceci Yet , is kk C hix C 'Cten, thei~ 1,r, I'tu t I I n-

V, itt lk , I te I'. I Ii ws iitli 'Iwn' 1 .111 t1' 12 -1\ I\ 'Il Aii M I I~ 2 cI
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The political instrument is dominant in LIC. Legitimacy is the key to success. A govern-
The military insrument, along with informa- ment conducting operations in LIC must look to
tion and economic policy, is secondary or sup- the legitimacy of the entity it is supporting and
portive. That is the meaning of the words in the to its own legitimacy. The concept is a subjective
Naional Security Strategy. The logic grows out of one. Whether a government, an organization or

an action is legitimate is a matter for the private
and cumulative judgments of the whole world.

-1 A geeONi IA Every act of a military force or its individul
in LC J135Swt k 119 Wi legiTiCY Of t members can make positive or negative impacts

entity it is suppaft and to ki own on legitimacy.
legitiaacy... Whahe a go eent, Ptseverance is the final imperative. It seeks

an or, daaon or an action is legIW* to disabuse us of the notion that we can "get
is a , UN te ,rw 1i and CKwabi the boys home by (Iuistnm" A combft4
wu #JBSWAeiewmM EwY at politico-military acton enm sceed unei

of a narforce or its individual we are ready to stay for the long haul. Even those
member m n ake positive or negaiw peacetime contingency operations (Libya, etc.)

&Waco on k.gmacy. in which the military action is swiftly ended re-
quire long-term preparation and follow-up.
The authors of FM 100-20/AF Pam 3-20 had

the assumption that peace (or LIC) is better originally called this imperative "patience."
than war and that the purpose is to drive the sit- Their intent was to emphasize that dogged
uation down to routine peaceful competition presecution of a set policy may not be the proper
and prevent its escalation to war. Political dom- course. The Armed Forces and the country must
inance reinforces that the military role in LIC is have sufficient flexibility over the long term to
indirect. That is inherent in the nature of the change their course of action if it is not working.
environment and has great implications as to Sometimes, the best thing to do is nothing. That
how military organizations are effectively means, in particular, that apparent short-term
employed. It also means that military person- benefits might sometimes better be sacrificed in
nel, down to the lowest organizational level, the interest of long-term goals.
must be aware of and concerned with the politi- These imperatives are the common features of
cal character of LIC These lessons are clearly the various conflicts, domestic or international,
derived from insurgency/counterinsurgency that we call LIC. We cannot identify all such
and are applicable to other forms of violence conflicts with certainty, but we can identify
short of war. enough of them to form a docmne.

The next imperative, unity of effort, is closely Operational Categories. The Army and
related. If the political purpose is to be achieved Air Force doctrine divides military operations in
by combining all of the instruments of power, it LIC into four categories. The first is insurgency/
is important that their actions be synchronized. counterinsurgency, from which the ideas grew.
This has major implications for command and "1xe doctrine treats them as a single subject be-
control, especially when the Armed Forces are dause they are two sides of the same coin. The
trying to sychronize their efforts with civilian National Security Strategy says we might, under
agencies in which the concept of"commiand" is proper circumstances, support either side. Re-
unknown. cent history proves the point (Angola, Afghan-

Adaptability follows in logical order. It will istan, Nicaragua).
not suffice to do things ordinarily. This requires The second category is combating terrorism.
more than tailoring forces; it includes changing Terrorism is a tactic that can be employed in ei-
methods and attitudes. ther LIC or war. In LIC, its political content is
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Terrorism is a tactic that can be employed in either LIC or war.
In LIC, its political content is readily apparent.... Terrorism is conducted for

political and psychological purposes, to intimidate or coerce. Our response must
include actions in the same dimensions. That requires the unified effort

of many agencies over extended periods.

readily apparent. Applying the other impera- self to the environment.
aves is not difficult to see. Terrorism is con- The final categorn is peacetime contngenc%
ducted for political and psychological purposs, operatio Ls. This is a lare catezorn" that includes
to intimidate or coerce. Our response must in- many actions b" the Anned Forces that are use-
Jude actions in the same dimensions. That re- fiul to, the ,,overnment. >ome ire warlike
quires the unified effort of many agencies over (strikes and raids), others are quite peacetul (dis-
extended periods. ,aster relief) and still other, lie in-between (drug,

The third category of military operations is interdiction). All have a dominant fvlitical
peacekeeping. This is interposing a neutral purpuse, require an mte,,mtcd ett,,r x ith cI\il-
military force between belligerent parties with ".,n agencies, demand a departure from the ordi-
their consent to aid in negotiating a lasting nary military way o fdoing things, test the legiti-
peace. Without applying the political instru- macv of our purtxse and method's, and take
ment, it has no chance for success. Scrupulous time.
Impartiality is, necessary to protect the leutima- Relation to AirLand Battle Doctrine. The
cv of the peacekeeping force. It must he pa- capabilities, skills. organi:ations and equipment
tient and appreciate the concerns of hth sides. that the Army and Air Force have developetd to
Peacekeeping is quite different from fightinL, use in war are the very thints that make the
and a military trce in this role must adapt it- Ancd F,,rces useful1 to) the Q, wenent i lli. .
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System, the Army's method for managig
. change. A study authorized by Army Riatp m

Armed 5-5, Anny Studies and Anialyses, is under wy at
Fort Leavenworth to identify requirernt as-

sowuae werike (certain present Army capabilities, determine ef-
ohwEiV qu* re'fiJ ficiencies and deficiencies, and recommend so-
and l' Etdws einl & ~ n (drug lution sets. The solutions will include all of the
inn). Al have a dominant domains of combat development: doctrine,

poit lpwposs, reqwn an iftegrated training, leadership development, force dem1-
effol with irv9iia enckMoemand a - opment and materiel solutions. These utms

dPW&Wftm de ' way will be integrated into the Planning, Prpam-
of doifngtdun4 t de e b of .or ming, Budgeting and Execution System

"d" (PPBES) for the future developm gtthe
.. I- " • - j~ A-1 , , '

LIC i like an object seen vaguely throdgh a
AirLamt&tst&&ctin appletiLC, with fog. Enough detail is visible that one can diacen
suitable mod&adn to fit the *w' m The its inherent danger Its exact form at the outer
LIC imperatives provide guidane for that limits cannot be discerned. With wht we know,
modification. Thus, the relationhip between we are able to take the appropriate action. TMis
LIC doctri e and AirLand Battle doctrine is is especially true of counterinsurgency, for which
complementary, we have a well-developed theory. We know less

.about support to insurgencies. We also have ex-
Whe We Am and perience in peacekeeping and some types of
Where We Am Going peacetime contingency operations such as

The doctrine approved by the Army and Air strikes, raids and shows of force.
Force provides only the basic framework for exe- There is less information on other peacetime
cuting military missions in the LIC environ- contingency operations such as drug interdic-
rent. Both servims understood and intended tion and combating terrorism. However, there
from the beginning that implementing doctrine is sufficient understanding to act with prudence
would be required to translate general require- and confidence, and the threat is such that we
ments to specific tasks. The Army Combined must act. The four operational categories are
Arms Command (CAC), Fort Leavenworth, reasonably well-understood. The doctrine for
Kansas, is planning to integrate LIC in com- coping with them appears in FM 100-20/AF
bined arms and branch doctrinal publications. Pam 3-20.
Some additional publications will be produced There is room for improvement in our under-
to address the operational categories and other standing of the operational environment of LIC.
specific missions in greater detail. The Air Force While we go forward to implement what we
will develop its own procedure for implementing know now, we must also continue to pursue fir-
the basic doctrinal guidance. tjher tnderstanding of the phenomenon of con-

The Army is also integrating LIC require-- Tict short of war. The effort to do that is well un-
ments into the Concept-Based Requirements der way. MR

Lieutenant Cob nei John B. Hunt, LIS Armry, Reared, Ls wt te Army Propo-
nency for~ Lw-ntensity Conflct. Deparoueof Joint and Combined Operatins,

SUS Army Command arid General Staf Colleg, Fort Leaxmenorth, Kansas.- He
holds a B.A. and).D. from die Unkersiy of Kansas. During his military career, he
seiwd s amoyuffericedoficr anda ffc aea forSouthAsa.
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Developing a Drug War Strategy
LESSONS FROM

OPERATION
BLAST FRi ACE

Lieutenant Colonel John T. Fishel, US Army Reserve
Operation Blast Furnace was a very visible and highly criticized ef-
foot by the United States to curb the flow of cocaine into the country.
Many have claimed that its meager results were not worth the political
fallouL The authorfinds that Blast Furnace may indeed be a valuable
experience for the lessons that should be learned from its successful
identification of key "centers of gravity" in the drug industry. He
discusses how these can be put to good use in future drug interdiction
and eradication effors.O PERATION Blast Furnace, the first ever the Paz Estenssoro government."2 Similarly,

combined interagency US-host nation Rensselaer W Lee states that,"... the use of the
drug interdiction experiment was requested by US Army to raid cocaine laboratories in Bolivia
the Bolivian government during late summer ... aroused intense nationalistic reactions ......
and fall 1986. The Drug Enforcement Adminis- while Kevin Healy says that "... Operation Blast
tration (DEA) was the lead US agency for the Furnace reinforced 'anti-imperialism' and pro-
operation. It was tasked by US Commander in labor political alignment patterns and senti-
Chief, Southern Command (USCINCSO) ments in the IBolivian] coca-cocaine debates." 3

General John R. Galvin to the commander of The operation, however, really was merely a
the 193d Infantry Brigade, MajorGeneral James raid analogous to the 1942 Dieppe mission
R. Taylor, whose subordinate commander, Colo- against the coast of France. 4 Like the Dieppe
nel "Steve" Stephens of Task Force Bayonet, was raid, Blast Furnace provides a wealth of material
the chief planner and ground commander for for lessons learned. Unfortunately, most of the
most of the operation.' lessons have been neither captured nor learned.

Planning began in early summer 1986, and This article seeks to remedy that failing by ana-
the operation commenced in July. It continued lyzing the operation and its results. It further at-
until November when the US troops returned to tempts to address the lessons of the operation
Panama. Blast Furnace was followed by limited and its aftermath in a way that will suggest strate-
US military assistance to the embassy, DEA and gic alternative approaches to coca.
the host nation.

In retrospect. Blast Furnace appears to have Analysis of the Operation
been considered a failure. Some examples of this Blast Furnace was a combined, interagency op-
assessment include Donald J. Mabry's comment eration---combined because it involved US and
that Operation Blast Furnace "... nearly toppled Bolivian elements; interagency in that it in-

volved the Department of Defense (DOD) and
The tews expressed m this article are those of the audho, the Department of Justice (specifically theLand dio not putrport to reflect the position of the Deprct ofnt/,Armd , the Depamnentof Defentse oran other ,lemment DEA). The operation is best addressed in two

o,,tur agerewy.-Edttr specific areas: intelligence and operations.
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Effective intelligence was recognized early in the ment) was key. IPB showed that if one elimi-
planning stage as key to accomplishing the mis- nated the point at which chemicals, coca,
sion. The missionoflDODfrces in BlastFumace personnel and transport all came together-the
was to provide helicopter lift and comnnunica- lab-there would be a direct and immediate neg-
tions support to Bolivian and DEA forces in an- ative impact on the industry.
tidrug operations. The iigev portion of The IPB process then developed a profile and

signature for the drug lab that allowed a specific
targeting procedure to be developed. Out of this

Blaslt.Firnae was a oI6 d procedure, target lists were elaborated and tar-
inUWOW PpeI3t.---combined gets selected for attack. These targets were as-

because it involved US and Bolian signed at the mission briefing held at 1600 each
element,;,iri ne y in dW it involved day before the operational strikes that lifted off
the Depw ent of Defemse (DOD) and at 0600 the next morning. Because the US mili-

Depw Im J1 ulc (qre4eiaY tary controlled the lift assets, it controlled the
the DEA).... Effectdve intligence was missions.

recognized emly in, the planning The Bolivian Police's Mobile Units for Rural
stage as key to accomplishing Areas (UMOPAR) discovered the target only

die ision, after lift-off. DEA went along except when its
own version of HUMINT developed leads that
diverted DEA assets into usually futile efforts to

this operation was accomplished by adapting make arrests. This would also divert some Boliv-
the intelligence preparation of the battlefield ian-UMOPAR assets and cause postponement of
(IPB) process. some missions. In general, control of targeting

IPB is an analysis process that uses all sources through intelligence and lift assets provided op-
to produce a graphic representation of the intel- erational control.
ligence estimate. It is a systematic and detailed The operations undertaken during Blast Fur-
effort to collect all relevant data about the area nace attacked a significant number of labs. Al-
of operations, the environment, and enemy doc- though there was very little law enforcement
trine and adaptations. It is integrated to produce success in terms of arrests (only a few low-level
a relatively complete picture of the probable individuals), partly resulting from inadequate
courses of action open to the enemy. operations security (OPSEC) at all levels, all of

In the case of Blast Furnace, the process was the labs attacked were put out of business, and
handicapped by the fact that the senior intelli- other labs were not established in Bolivia. The
gence officer (and nearly his entire staff) spoke narcotraffickers made a conscious decision to
no Spanish and, therefore, it failed to consider wait for the US effort to end. According to Ste-
overt human intelligence (HUMINT). This phens, all official sources, including the arnbas-
failure left a major gap in both the IPB and the sador, told him the operation had succeeded in
ongoing intelligence analysis. In spite of this, reducing the flow of coca products from Bolivia
they did conduct an effective analysis of the co- t95abotit 10 percent of the previous level.
caine industry and identified the coca base/co- 'Late in the operation, it became clear that the
caine hydrochloric acid (HCI) laboratory as the narcotraffickers had shut down their Bolivian
critical attack node. In strategic terms, this made labs and had chosen to produce more cocaine
the lab the center of gravity, from other sources of coca such as Peru. DEA

This conclusion flew in the face of some of the then asserted its authority and targeted a peasant
conventional wisdom of drug enforcement that village that was known to have a concentration
said either eradicating the coca crop or eliminat- of traffickers. The purpose of this raid was to cap-
ing the narcotraffickers (through arrest and judg- ture the narcotraffickers and any stores of coca or
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At the time, [the pesantfarmners] break-even point for 100 pounds of coca
leaves was $40. Because of, and during, Blast Furnace, the price of 100 pounds

of leaf dropped 37.5 percent to $25.

Blast Furnace reduced the commerce to and within Trinidad...
No mitigating civic action was designed to offset the negative impact of the

military operations although rudimentary engineering projects and medical support
to the civil population in the poorer areas could have made a positive impact.

Thus, Blast Furnace was blamned for the recession it partly caused.

k-OCa produLCtS th;at might bxe there. The plan to anrticipaite thle popula11tr Lipriin thait occuirred3.
called, for movinu the UMlOPAR and DEA raid- Trhe tict that civic action rio ad'v-
crs In U'S Armyv helicopters,, exactly ats on lab chological operations (PSY0P) hid not Kven

iiT.lie onlv igi ictdiiCrencc Ktween inluILded IN 're~ a bittcr trnt in the %vil~age raid. No
!Ii, raid and the other, condutcted. by Blas Fuir- I iUINT had ,ecn generated k civi: ictio n,
?ILLC %%,~ thait the target Was~ a poplated v~ile aind thle fact that thvillae were ri talkvo
ratther than an isolatedl lab. posed to thle rid] can Kv attributed. to thle lack ot

AVs in all ot the lab raids, OPSEC wais not sti- anyv positive PSYOP by the Rilvian and_ US
lent It'precludfe " me1 waringTe little wairn- t~ wce. aI %NCIl ia the nidiinecnt~ rv. hit ecta e.c

inL: time was enlough, and the raiders were met hosde PS Y01' used by the narcotratrhckers,.
I tho rot nhlv aroiusedi and an village. A lia iilrentepethm 1 biet'rLL

near no~t ensued. and1k thle raiers depalrtedi igno11- Furuice wat, located at thle airport ot the ~. itv ot
ruiniotislyi. lie fact that thle raiders were sur- Trinidiad. in the heart ot Beni I ')partmient. thle
pri'e. byv t hi, tiurn ot evenit c, in b~e attributedki TOeLnter ,t tihe , Lla~nc kie in,]e~x I K( 'I ,i.

I),: Lick ot I KIUNIIN T ;n the 1P1$and1 inade1qute WVhile the US troops were housedl at the atqxrt.
1HiUtINT to uppo rt onigoing, Operations, the Joxen or ~o PlEA personnel 'tIed At the
While P EA f IUNIINT ideiitifedi the target, the [Hotel Oaimadero in town. TFhe hotel is a tairlv
!Aik t 'cii p tiil I RIUINT produced] tilure Iuxuriou~tai sinn that, in tirhi,al tines.,
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demand for his product simply dried up. At the
Although there was very lte time, his break-even point for 100 pounds of

law enforcement success in terts of coca leaves was $40. Because of, and during,
afft, iwPt* suftingfrom wiequate Blast Furace, the price of 100 pounds of leaf
opemdions MU* at al kvels, all of the dropped 37.5 percent to $25. In general, the
labs aaed e re put out of business, peasants placed no blame--the price drop was
and otker labs were not established in an act of God. Indeed, the peasants from five
Bolivi& The naircoa ckers mad a coca-growing villages along the Chapar6 River
consckm d1 in to wait for the US sought assistance from the US Agency for Inter-

effor to end. -national Development (USAID) in developing
alternative crops.

Note that this was a direct result of the lab

caters to cattlemn and narcotraffckem As a raids. When, late ii the opezation, emphasis was

result, there is usually lively commerce from shifted to law enforemdit raids, the peasants
the airport to town and in town. were mobilized by the narcotraffickers to vio-

The presence of the US military and DEA lently oppose the raiders. This activity was easy

forces of Operation Blast Furnace reduced the to spot as armed troops, tansported by US heli-
commerce to and within Trinidad. Also, the copters, were conducting highly visible opera-
isolation of the US troops through their gener- tions in peasant villages without any PSYOP

al self-sufficiency eliminated any serious preparation, mitigating civic action or adequate
HUMINT efforts in town. No mitigating civic HUMINT so they would know what to expect.

- A further result was the recession induced inaction was designed to offset the negative impact Trinidad's economy because it was the site of the
of the military operations although rudimentary rear operating base. Despite the large number of
engineering projects and medical support to the US and UMOPAR troops at the airport, they
civil population in the Ths, areas could have did not significantly use the services and diver-
made a positive impact. Thus, lat Fuace sions of the city, and they had disrupted the
blamed for the recession it partly caused. normal air travel of the narcoraffickers who did

Results use the city. This, plus the lack of PSYOP and
The results of Blast Furnace were relatively mitigating civic action, produced both resent-

modest, yet still significant. Labs were clearly the ment and the lack of any significant HUMINT
center of gravity of narco activity in Bolivia in to support the operation.
1986, and the combined attacks on them forced
the narcotraffickers to temporarily close down LeSSOnS Learned
lab operations in that country and simply wait The most important lesson from Blast Furnace
the gringos out. Hence, during the period of is that the center of gravity on the supply side of
Blast Furnace from the late dry season through the equation is that point at which chemicals,
the rainy season, approximately 90 percent of coca-products and transportation come together.
the flow of coca products from Bolivia was inter- .,1n Bolivia, in 1986, that point was the coca base/
dicted. This was due to the direct effect of the cocaine HCI lab. Although the particular point
strikes and the indirect effects resulting when the of concentration may have changed or may
narcotraffickers temporarily halted their proc- change in the future, the fact remains that the
essing. Consequently, while the narcotraffickers point of concentration of resources and product
lost some revenue and equipment, this was not is a center of gravity.
significant. The second part of this lesson is that to attack

A far more interesting and significant result the center of gravity effectively does not require
was the impact on the peasant coca grower-the a law enforcement approach. The law enforce-
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Eradiceation alone is a counterproductive effort. First, it merely alienates the
peasant farmer and turns him into a potential insurgent. Second, it is a wasted effort

because for every hectare of coca that is eradicated, two to three more are produced.

The baseIHCl lab/ltransport complex. thze-wholesale distribution center and
the money-laundering complex focused on commercial banks. Successfully attack
these three centers, and a huge dent is made in the cocaine industry that might be

sufficient to buy time to reduce the number of users to a manageabke proportion.

ment aspect of Blast Furnae wa-,s an abject fail- process and -would have preclided the divastrotis
tire. However, the attack on the dni,- labs suic- vi~ieraid previously dc'criiheJ. k )\cfl ind
cessftillv reduced the Su~pply of cocal prokiucts clandestine HL'NINT would have produced in-
from Bolivia by ab-out 90 percent. The corollary tellu.ence that permittedi a picture ot the con-
to this lesson is that this center of _ravirv does centration of precursor chemicakand the ort-
not exist in only one country, and it attacked in ni:atiron tit the narcm itic, industry. Finally, a
one place, it will pop Up elsew\here. Th-is coro I- ailtied nltCll;1_CenCC 01pEr't i n'l %uid ha.1e con1-

laryv is one of the few lessons aictuallv learned and centrated rather than dispcied P~HA- and midi-
has been incorpo~rated into LSCINCSO brief- trmv ettorts.
inizys to visitors and as part of his counternarcotics A third lesson is in the openitions area. Maii-
Itraregy. _ I :it I cc a CICtio old I~ kkl I m,' " . t, ovrt

A second lesson learned is the primacy, of in- WUMINT and develop the conditiorn to con-
relliience. The well-learned part of the lesson duhct strike openit innls in p puidara.More-
is that the LPBprocess can ke used to identitfy the over, Civil Attair, rrinint- tit the L~ lOl'AK
center of gravity and critical nodes for tarceting. would have reduced the ettecr their po st-3LLvt
The part of the lesson thalt 117101id iAve been1 ":47-Iace operario n, had in li ai the pea\,-
learned was that overt H-UMINT is the sinc'e inrrv.
best approach in collectine, relevaint intelli- A totirth lesson, alo in the opera tions area., is
,,ence. Properly used, overt HLTNINT would that PSY01P is essential to the, uCces, Ot .coun1-
have given t .ar superior int onai~tio n to r the lI P enrm4imea mml.VY ~iic m'
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with mitigating civic action, would predispose demand for leaf and coca paste was reduced to
peasant villages not to interfere with strikes nothing. Peasants who could not make money
against narcotraffickers. PSYOP, in conjunction from growing coca sought alternative crops. As
with the rear operating base at Trinidad, would the director of USAID Bolivia later put it, "Erad-

ication depends on effective interdiction." His
argument was based on the five villages seeking

IThe intelligence staff identified alternative crop aid as a result of Blast Furnace.
the coca base/cocaine hydrochloric acid

laboratory as the critical aattack node Cocaine industry Centers of Gravity
In strategic terms, this made the lab the We have learned much about the cocaine in-
center of gravity.... IPB showed that dustry since Blast Furnace. We now know the di-
if one eliminated the point at which mensions of production among the primary pro-

chemical, coc,, personnel and tnswwlopt ducers-Peru, Bolivia and Colombia--as well as
al came toget---the k -there would among the secondary producers. We have

be a direct and immediate negative learned that Peruvian and Bolivian peasants re-
impact on the industry. spond to similar stimuli and are in similar cir-

cumstances. And we know that the dimensions
of the industry between Peru and Bolivia diverge

have reduced the negative perception of the with the production of base and cocaine HCI.
base preseced thatTrinia. Morcep ov sate But, as late as 1988, a normally astute observer
base presence at Trinidad. Moreover, strategic could write that "of course, some Peruvians have
PSYOP can be used to effectively target the en- sought entry into the more lucrative stages of the
tire population of the host nation, as well as agro-industry. Peruvians operate the labs that
specific target audiences. refine coca leaves into paste. ... In this pas-

The next lesson is that corruption, although sage, the author gives the impression that paste
it interferes with OPSEC, can be neutralized so labs represent a lucrative target. That is precisely
effective operations can be conducted. Corrup- the opposite of what was discovered in the IPB
tion tends to preclude effective criminal prose- analysis for Blast Furace.
cution, but if the objective of the exercise is to The figure shows a graphic flow of the main
interdict and disrupt narcotrafficking opera- ingredients of the cocaine industry--chemicals,
tions, then neutralizing the effects of corruption Coane

can be temporary. As a result, the costs to the Supply Demand

corrupted person are less for doing what he is Chmicals

supposed to do than for not doing his job because Coca Grower E tr An

he has been bribed. Sp.

The final lesson has to do with the coca eradi- Tanpote Rt" Dist*W

cation program. Eradication alone is a counter-

productive effort. First, it merely alienates the Tso

peasant farmer and turns him into a potential in- -Base tab

surgent. Second, it is a wasted effort because for Ha 1
every hectare of coca that is eradicated, two to T !
three more are produced. This is simply a func-
tion of the law of supply and demand. What
Blast Furnace demonstrated was that targeting Money La, M Laundry

the center of gravity, the labs, had the salutary ef-
fect of producing steps in voluntarily abandon- ,* ca/Ccaie, ,
ing coca growing in favor of alternate crops. * Chiaks
What happened during the operation was that ,,0 c, - - . cen,e G,,.,
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coca and money. It also identifies three potential
centers of gravity; transportation nodes; and LA POL|C|A NACIONAL
command, control and communications (C3 ).
As shown, the industry is somewhat artificially LOS BUSCA
divided between supply and demand. Moving
counterclockwise from the top, straddling the
two sides, is the chemical node divided between
the kerosene required to turn leaf into paste ond
the ether and acetone required to turn paste into 7
base and HCI.

The second node is the start of the supply - -...

chain--the farmer, pastemaker and transporter.
The first two are now, more often than not, the
same while the transporter moves leaf directly _
from the grower or from the stomper to further - - , _

refinement. The only chemical required for 0
processing at this stage is cheap, readily available
kerosene, and the only equipment is a plastic
sheet. Along the Chapar6 River of Bolivia and iDENUNClELOS!
the upper Huallaga River of Peru, there are
thousands upon thousands of these rudimentary
labs that are nothing more than maturation pits. -AYUDE... iNO SEA LA PROXIMA VICTIMA!
Since Blast Furnace, these one- or two-man op- __.
erations have become a principal target of DEA A Colon'tan wanted poste identin the Medellin Gare
and its host nation allies, the UMOPAR. hierarchy: "Turn them in Help us----one the nextvicfimr

The third node is the base lab/HCl lab/trans- It is erroneous to assume
port center. Here, chemicals, leaf, paste and that putting the cartel out of business
transport to and from, all come together. Gener- and not allowing anything to replace it
ally, these lab sites are significantly larger than wil solve anything. Since August 1989,
mere maturation pits, requiring several fairly Colombia has mounted a direct attack on
large buildings, storage areas and easy access to the Medelfn Cartel, with some apparent
both ground and air transport. While they are success. The price of this strategy, how-
not large factories, they do give off telltale signa- ever, has been extremely high in terms of
tures to relatively unsophisticated (and the most societal violence ... and the overall
sophisticated) intelligence-collection mecha- value of all of these actions remains very
nisms. The signature makes finding the lab com- much in doubt.
plex comparable to finding a fairly large guerrilla
base camp (although easier) in counterinsurgen-
cy operations. This node, particularly the lab it- , s the-last site of significant concentration of re-
self, was the one identified by Blast Furnace's IPB -4urces, but only refined cocaine, transportation
process as the center of gravity, and money come together. Thus, we are talking

The next node is money. Here, we find money about a target that is a warehouse in the midst of
laundries on both sides of the supply/demand line many other warehouses, making it a very tough
and banks straddling it. This node was identified nut to crack indeed. The problem here is compa-
after Blast Furnace. rable to finding good urban guerrillas and re-

The fifth node is found on the demand side of quires very high-quality HUMINT to attack.
the equation. This is wholesale distribution. It The last three nodes indicate increasing dis-
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persion of resources-transport, retail distribu- narcotrafficking industry, Blast Funmace success-
tion and the user. -Attacking any of the three fully identified the first, the lab complex. Since
with law enforcement resources is, at best, a de- Blast Furnace, however, much of the collective
laying action and, at worst, a losing game. Only efforts of DEA, the Deparment of State's Bueau

for International Narcotics Matters (BINM) ard
the host nation have been focused on far less l-

[One] target was a populated crative targets such as growers and maturatim
village wtdr than an isoaed lab.... pit paste labs. This violates the cardinal rule of

A near riot ensued and the ,a ers strategy--to attack the enemy's center of gravity
departed ignominiously. The fact that and not waste one's time on the trivial.
the raiders were suwpised by dii turn of
events can be atibuted to the 1a4 of Toward Statgllc Altmuu ti

HLMAi uteIPB. . to CRUMAlmulRs .
Wh Me DKA Rfh.. id4fdt ae The lessons ofOperatof'Blast Furne, corn-

lack of sociopolitical HUMINT produced bined with the analysis presented of the cocaine
fai/ur to anticipate the popshr industry, provide some direction in seeking stra-

UdSuh OW occWurL tegic alternatives to coca. The principal fact of
the cocaine industry is that it is an economic ac-
tivity driven by supply and demand. Although

addressing the user to reduce demand, and then we identify both a supply and demand side of the
in a non-law enforcement node, offers much equation, there is a demand aspect throughout
hope of success in the drug war. -the supply side.

Finally, in the very center of the graphic is the We, including the strategists of the US South-
C3 node identified as the cartel. It is erroneous em Command, have identified the center of
to assume that putting the cartel out of business gravity as demand, and Blast Funace proved the
and not allowing anything to replace it will solve point. When demand for leaf and coca paste
anything. Since August 1989, Colombia has ceased, the price of leaf dropped 37.5 percent,
mountd a direct attack on the Medellfn Cartel, and the peasants lost money cultivating coca. As
with some apparent success. The price of this a result, they sought assistance in producing al-
strategy,_ however, has been extremely high in ternative crops. Hence, the first critical step in
terms of societal violence. Little or no action has developing economic alternatives to coca culti-
been taken against the Cali Cartel, and the over- vation is reducing demand at any point in the
all value of all of these actions remains very chain. On the production side of the equation,
much in doubt. this means attacking the center of gravity that

Based on this description of the cocaine indus- Blast Furnace identified as the labs. It also means
try, three nodes have been identified as probable not attacking the peasant grower directly and
centers of gravity-the base/HCl lab/transport supporting all operations with effective mitigat-
complex, the wholesale distribution center and ing ivic action and PSYOP The latter does
the money-laundering complex focused onff 4need to be directed at the peasantry because fail-
commercial banks. Successfully attack these ure to do so will turn coca growers into potential
three centers, and a huge dent is made in the co- guerrillas. This has happened all too often in
caine industry that might be sufficient to buy Peru, through their progressive alienation from
time to reduce the number of users to a manage- the national government which has never
able proportion. Such action would signal victo- helped them anyway.
ry in the drug war, but only if the identified cen- If the drug war is at any time successful in re-
ters of gravity have beer, attacked effectively. ducing demand, then we must be ready to offer

Of the three centers of gravity identified in the alternative crop assistance. Many of the current
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areas of coca production will grow almost any
crop, so there often is no significant technical The attack on the drug labs
problem for substitutes. What is required is that successflly reduced the supply of coca
crop substitutes be economically viable; a market pvluctfron Bohia by about 90 per-
must exist. Substitute crops without a market cent. The corollwy to this lesson is that
tend toward the same outcome (alienated peas- dis center of gravity does not exist in
ants becoming antigoernment guerrillas) as is only one country, and if atacked in one
produced by operations targeted at the coca place, it will pop up elsewhere.
growers.

One feature of the cocaine industry that
would inhibit introducing alternative crops is developmental civic action and PSYOP for it to
that the coca;tItting system comes to the be successful. Moreover, both must support an
groe orge p e The industry buys leaf effective rural development program.
diect m ht or paste from the -lMutlely, no economic alternative to coca
stompe and provides tansport directly from the production is viable unless demand is reduced
farmer or the maturaton pit. All the primary and the costs of growing are raised so that a
producer does i pepare his product for ship- change is attractive. At that point, any econom-
ment and collect his money. For any agricultural ically viable alternative crop will work, and all
alternative to succeed, the marketing and distri- other actions will merely help institutionalize
bution process of the coca industry at the grow- the transition to the alternative. The transition
er's level must be replicated accordingly. to alternatives may be all important. If it only

A final consideration in approaching altema- means a return to subsistence agriculture, then
tives to coca production is that costs and benefits the peasant has been placed in a situation of
need not always be calculated in simple econom- acute relative deprivation that most theorists
ic terms. There are social costs and benefits as agree is a recipe for insurrection. The strategic
well. Reducing the-price paid for coca leaf to the bottom line is that the cocaine industry problem
peasant below the break-even point may not be is both political and economic. Success
necessary if the social cost of growing coca can achieved on the economic front will, if not han-
be raised sufficiently. This would be a very risky died with political skill, serve merely to enhance
and sophisticated supplement to strategy, requir- the probability of a serious insurgency such as we
ing a major investment in both mitigating and now find in Peru. MR

NOTES
1 The mr: o iad vi weng 8ts paper that 04 pwuiapantobser- 1988)101 . and Kevin Healy. "Coca. "he Stae. and tnle Peasanry in Bolivia.
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manW (SOWHCOM iv io aclin piogram in Bolivs from 1996 "vougi 1968. an alioule dmir lbt provded an .n-AeIb number of valuaelesor lor
This inidd aol lkto ft. US wwvu~r opr thosaogVe cha- D-day wyam as k allaiogpe, tis ore is flawed amw Blast Furnace1 .R a mWM f 'a crmfw- was rot to unimtigaled daatr Deppe was.
0oM campai ls en 19 5. Thecceofmang and deveoprental v aon are deveoed
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Lieutenant Colonel George L. Christensen, US Army

Nation assistance has emerged as an important factor in the low-
intensity conflict arena. The author cites several successful training
exercises in which Anny dental teams, from both Active and Reserve
components, have made signcant contributions to host nation dental
health care while also providing excellent training for US dental units.

LOW INNSITY conflict (LIC) and the of what LIC strategy the United States chooses,
rmys role in that controversial arena the focus, or objective, of that strategy should be

have captured a great deal of recent attention. directed toward legitimizing and stabilizing a
Certainly, the ongoing nature of LIC cannot be government that is friendly to the United States
ignored. Yesterday, today and tomorrow, the and its interests. The legitimacy of a government
United States will find its interests jeopardized is largely determined by its ability to meet the
by what the former commander in chief (CINC) needs of its people; therefore, nation assistance,
of the US Southern Command (SOUTH- in an effort to enhance that ability, has emerged
COM), General Fred F Woemer, chose to call, as aa appropriate strategy in US doctrine. 3

not low-intensity, but high-probability war' ? Civic action programs play an important role
fare. 1 The controversy surrounding LIC, how- in nation assistance. Woemer talks in terms of
ever, is not regarding its probability. It centers on what he calls a "combined arms team for LIC. ,4

the appropriate US strategy and the role, if any, This team is made up of engineers, Civil Affairs
of our military forces. specialists, psychological operations (PSYOP)

Certainly, LIC transcends purely military con- experts, public affairs specialists, medics, a securi-
siderations. It involves the politics, culture, his- ty assistance staff, the US Agency for Interna-
tory, economics and religion, as well as many tional Development (USAID), foreign military
other aspects, of the subject country.2 Regardless sales (FMS) programs and, of course, the host
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country infrastructure. Often included in the of US troops placed greater demand on the den-
medical element of the team are members of the tal care system; however, US dental personnel
Army Dental Care System. Based on past and still spent many hours of volunteer time treating
present successes and the unique service it pro- and teaching the civilian population.
vides, the Army Dental Corps can play a vital The immediate aftermath of the Vietnam
role in nation assistance,-civic action programs. War saw a general "never again" denunciation of

Dental care involvement in civic action is cer- limited warfare and a reorientation on the "Big
tainly not a new concept. The Dental Corps' War." SOUTHCOM, however, found itself
most visible involvement came during the Viet-
nam War. It is probably safe to assume, however,
that some form of dental civic action programs The legitimacy of a government
has been conducted since the first Army dentist is /argey determned by in abOy to meet
was appointed in 1872.5 What is important the needs of i& ppl ... R ardlas of
about Vietnam is that it seems to mark the estab- what LiC aV heUnited Sftat
lishment of civic action as a legitimate Dental chooses, thefocus, or objective, of that
Corps mission. strategy should be dArcted towwd

The arrival of the 36th Medical Detachment legmizing and abildn ga government
(Dental Services) (Med Det [DS]) in 1962 that is frienily to the United StAtes
marked the placement of the first dental unit in and its inIteiuit
Vietnam.6 The detachment's mission was, of
course, to tend to the needs of US forces, but
they also participated in informal civic action faced with LIC as a primary threat in the 1980s
operations. The first formal dental civic action and a realization that civic action would be an
role came with the introduction of the 5th Spe- important weapon. SOUTHCOM also found
cial Forces Group, including its organic dental itself with very few medical and dental assets
officer. Due to the nature of the Special Forces' with which to prosecute an effective civic action
mission, the dental officer found himself heavily program. Initial dental efforts, generally a small
involved in supporting the Civil Affairs and psy- part of a nondental exercise, were primaily ad
chological officers assigned to the group's "A" hoc affairs using the limited dental resources
teams. The demand for dental services in the available in the theater. These resources in-
civic action programs soon outstripped the capa- chided personnel from the Panama Dental Ac-
bilities of a single dentist. The group was subse- tivity, as well as personnel and equipment from
quently augmented by two additional dental of- the 7th Special Forces Group and the 142d Med-
ficer slots to assist in this emerging mission.7  ical Battalion assigned to US Army, South.

What later came to be known as DENTCAPs In time, the SOUTHCOM civic action pro-
(Dental Civic Action Programs) were a formal gram grew in prominence and urgency. The role
part of the MEDCAP (medical civic action pro- of the Army Dental Care System grew corre-
gram), one of a number of programs developed spondingly, primarily as a result of great success
as a result ofa secretary ofdefense directive to ai& yn th early programs. What had started as some-
the civilianhealtheffort inVietnam.8 These pro-" thing of an afterthought in these early operations
grams, though aimed toward providing very basic grew into a major consideration in civic action
emergency dental care, were highly effective and planning.
were often employed as a part of a combined arms SOUTHCOM became the "test-bed for LIC
task force sent into a targeted area. In the later doctrine," and Honduras was the main laborato-
stages of the war, the formal role of DENTCAPS ry.9 Army -Reserve-and National Guard dental
deteriorated as the war effort itself seemed to units, as well as the Army's only Continental
lose its focus. Additionally, the increased number United States (CONUS)-based active duty,
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Figure 1. Relative Effect of Medical Programs on Host Nation

TOE (table of organization and equipment) focused on dental extractions and offered little
dental detachment, went to Honduras on many in terms of long-term benefit other than reliev-
and vared deplopm These ranged from ng pain.
srall pawrine snezmaw to mppwt dental In their article appearing in the February 1989
readiness and training exercises (DENRETEs), Miirny Review, Colonel Edwin H. J. Cams and
conducted by the dental element in Paimerola Lieutenant Colonel Michael E Huebner offer an
(now Soto Cano Air Base) and the 7th Special excellent review of the SOUTHCOM Regional
Forces Group, to large, stard-alone dental exer- Medical Strategy which, they claim, is the first
cises. These early efforts, though attending to such document for a unified command. Among
the needs of countdess impoverished Hondurans, the principles of this formal strategy document

is the appropriateness of using military medical
assets to achieve US objectives in a LIC environ-

SOUTHCOM wwfabe with ment and the validity of humanitarian and civic
the common dilemma of having few assistance as a mission for US military medical

forces with whictkh pwue i nation .uits. They also point out that the programs that
assistane effboultFORSCOM, on the eolve must be directed toward the host country
other hand, had the forces but precior requirements and its national plan and must be

few realtifield opphmities, executed in concert with the host coumtry infra-
particularlyfor those medical and dental structure, the US country team, USAID and the

uni& sdtdfor nation an ance. US Military Security Assismnce Ofike.10

The DFT concept was born to meet It is safe to ay that the degree of effort and the
both of tise demand resources committed to a medical civic action

program for any given country directly affect the
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Figure 2. Relative Effect of Denta Programs on Host Nation

degree of benefit to that country. if the objective
is to assist the host country in its development LW7e, IAi~dallw nw dw yntentv
and Its abilt to see the hedffhtb of its peo- - IVOMW ' frIstU 00fw urin*00
pie, it is obviow d=a the mmx sophis&cee amd ""i &'a""W frliif ... If hey) 'dfw i
resource-intense mad"ca activities, particularly far grei" wage of serices beyond the
those directed tward improving the host coum- deNda extinctions usuafty asocuited
try health care h*&0tucture, can better accom- -the smaller DF~s, thAm poviing a
plisih tha ojecive. longer-ter benteft in the nation arni-

Figure 1 shows a chart appearing in the Calm twice effort. These mutual benefits are
and Heubner article. It displays the movement eviieit i the DFT and natio asiftance
of the effect on the host country health care pro- efforts of one pwiicular denaW unik,
gramn from "Quick FIX to "Long Term" in rela-
tionship to the level of effort aid the resources
required for various indicated medical civic ac. nion assisance program should drive its medical
tion programs)' The nonlinear nature of thr. 4 nddental effort toward that end.
slope depicted is noteworthy as it sugoests the' '7A seconid look at figure 1 reveals two uniquely
relatively disproportionate benefit of medical dental services on the curve. There are, in fiict,
operatwrm on the low end of the cuve It could many more dental services that could appear.
be said that there is great benefit in just getting Figure 2 represents a dental overlay of the
started, in establishing a presence. Nevertheless, Huebner curve related to the same axes. Note
the greatest benefit to the host country and its again that the services aimed at host country
people comes firm the activities on the high end dental care systems and associated governmnt
of the spectrum.- Consequently, an effective na- infr-astructure are the ones with the greatest
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V em marks] die estof civic action as a legitiate
Dental Corp mission... The fi ormal dental civic action role came with the

introduction of Me 5th Special Forces Group, including its organic dental officer ...
the dental oier found himsef heal involved in supporing dhe Civi Affars and

psychological officers assigned to die group's "A" teams.

long-term benefit. There are significant differ- team can come into an area for as little as a few
ences between medical and dental services that hours and have a lasting impact.
do not appear on the two graphs. These differ- Another difference is the level of effort and
ences are the factors which make dental civic the resources required to gain an equal benefit in
action activities unique and such a valuable the long term. The short amount of time re-
part of any nation assistance program. quired to produce a result on the lower end of the

First and foremost, dental services, particular- dental service spectrum has already been men-
ly on the low end of the curve such as extractions tioned. It must also be noted that these services
and dental cleanings, usually afford immediate do not require a great amount of personnel and
payback, a near instantaneous good will effect. materiel resources. Mid-spectrum dental
Furthermore, a large number of people can be #rvices such as definitive restorations and
treated in a relatively short time with equally ef- prosthodontic appliances-roughly equivalent
fective results. Contrast the native who comes to minor surgical procedures or perhaps short-
to the DENRETE team in pain and is given im- term medical care-also require relatively little
mediate relief in the form of an extraction, a in terms of time, personnel, equipment and ma-
cleaning or some other service with the patient terials. Those programs on the high end of the
who reports with a common chronic medical spectrum are also easily managed.
illness that requires treatment over an extended The 257th Med Det (DS), the Army's only
period for relief, if any, of his symptoms. A dental CONUS-ased, active duty, TOE dental unit,
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as well as other dental units from the Reserve
Component, has demonstrated the unique value Oral health education is an
of dental prtipatimn in nation assistance ef- important part of any dental teatment
fort panicularlyover the last four years, Theef- plan. Unit oral hygienists, as a part of
fectiveness of dental civic action pogams has the DFT, traveled to schools in the area
been well noted by th-recent SOUTHCOM of operation. There, along with thei
CINC and Is pe&hs best daonsItated by the Costa Rican Public Health countepamr,
demand for dental civic programs from many of thy conducted oral hygiene classes for
the countries in the SOUTHOOM area of oper- the schoolchildren and, more
ations. importan, thei teachers.

Before looking at specific efforts, a basic un-
derstanding of the deployment for training Soto Cano Air Base, though of great benefit to
(DFT) program is necessary. SOUnHOOM was the individual dental officer and his assistant and
faced with the common dilemm of having few to the Honduran people treated, offer little in
forces with which to prosecute its nation assist- terms of unit training value. On the other hand,
ance efforts. The US Army Forces Command large, stand-alone unit deployments covering
(FORS(O)M), on the other hand, had the forces multiple sites offer maximum unit training bene-
but precious few realistic field training opportu- fits. More important, the large deployments offer
nities, particularly for those medical and dental a far greater range of services beyond the dental
units suited for nation assistance. The DFT con- extractions usually associated with the smaller
cept was born to meet both of those demands, as DFTs, thus providing a longer-term benefit in
well as to satisfy the reqtuirements of the law-gov- -the nation assistance effort. These mutual bene-
eming such activities. 12 More specifically, the fits are evident in the DFT and nation assistance
draft revision of US Army Field Manual (FM) efforts of one particular dental unit.
lO0-20,MilitaryOperaions inLow Intensity Con- The 257th Med Det (DS) started participat-
flict, describes the DFT as an exercise conducted ing in nation assistance activities in a round-
outside of CCONUS due to the unique training about manner in 1986. Early operations were lo-
value accrued to the exercising unit, usually re- cally generated in ad hoc fashion at Fort Bragg,
sulting in collateral benefits to the host nation. 13  North Carolina, to support the 7th Special

Though this discussion focuses primarily on Forces and their training activities in Honduras.
nation assistance (the SOUTHCOM interest), Dental teams consisting of a dental officer and
the obvious training benefits to the participating his assistant, their vehicle and equipment were
units need to be mentioned. The benefits are ODNTAL UNIT DIrT

many, including individual soldier MOS (mili- 11.1 ,..WM
tary occupational specialty) training, enhancing 1' "-.AL UNIT O OI

DENTAL UNIT Tunit esprit and morale, developing individual I.8St.Oa
self-confidence and satisfaction, education, and IDENTAL UNIT OFT
quite simply, they are fun. The most important usg ,,,., P" ,u,-,
benefit, however, is the opportunity to train the D. DEGREE

unit's mission-essential task list (MEh) in a- O COUNNEO UEO/DIEN/VET TEAM DFT
DIFFICULTY

realistic environment. / DENTAL SUPPOAT-NONUEDCAL DFT

The degree of benefit in this regard depends
on the type and quality of the DFT experience. PERSONNEL AUGMENTATIONS

Figure 3 relates the six basic types of dental DFTs I,..4. Jam lin i &, ,m Emm ai

in terms of degree of difficulty and unit training uNIT TRAINING VALUE
value. Small personnel augmentations such as

those sent out to support the medical element at Figure 3. DFT Impact on Unit Training
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The great success of the Costa Rican dental DFT program can be
attributed to many factor. The most important is that it was part of an overall dental

care strategy with specific objectives. designef and executed in concert with the host
country health care infrastructure, SOUTHCOM and the county team.

,ffd '1iCCesSftullV demonstrating that dental oper- duIcted )rail hygiene classes tor the 'choolchil-
artions are 3 Valuable contribution to nation as- dren and, more important. their teachers. In the
'i~tance str,,te(-y and promoting US poiyo- meantime. senior dental officers of the unit
!CCrt"e". worked with public dc-ntail heailth officials on

The initial Costa Rican mission and rxo sub- problems oft at broader nalture iiuch a, t~riite"'ies
,cqt1ient missions have seen the 257th, in con- ind the equipment requirements needed to es-
,crT with SOU, THCONI, the country reaim, And riblish effective outreaich proramsT.11S
thle t' o)'ti Rican Ministries ot Public I IcAith and At this poit, the Office oft I)etenise Ckoopera-

cc orirv, wrarosthe entire spectniml tof thle 1 on from the cotintix reamn- -- the prtiary or-
JC1nral cu~rve sho"-n in figure 2. Multiple Mobile chestrator thus far-k-came involved in vxlssi-
Jenta ir eams, paired with counterpart CAosta Ri- Hle assistance throughi the EMS protram aind
ca n dental teams. providled a fr-ill rang-e of den17tal LTSAID to procire necesarx dentail equipment

- CC t(x Ic t.1iiated po)pulations in dire need ot 'listenl. hU.>aRcnIF p'rinloi-
caire. Recent deployments have seen the addi- ckided at predeplovinenit exchaing-e of vis;its with

4!, a)~ reinovaibe pm osthdontic capa,;bilin try. ( . wst Ricain aind 257th Mcld I Nt 'ttici-l r i"-
include at mobile field lakoratory to) t'ibriclite cuIss overall strateizy and objecrtve'. As part ot
wmplete and partial removable dentures. their visit to Fort IBri, the ( '0"tJ Ricain,tcitils

'rii healith educitim 'n is an imip munt parrt 't %ete krietedt LnI tiel dentl c pH i e"i
any d~entail treatment plain. Unit oral hvgi-enims, doctrine,,and were taken to vi~it the nI verirv
AN i rmrt (I the [I T, traveled to) sch o d> in the ,t Nm rth . :i-o dma I)CenrAl Schm ~ d where they
.ire. i (It m)peratimon. There, alonu wvith their G.isra received a briefing, on thle school"hihl
Kca:.n Public Health counterparts, thev con- SUCCeSStUl. stme-sponsored dental outreaich
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program. The great success of the Costa Rican fort should be directed toward the services that
dental DFT program can be attributed to many provide a longer-lasting benefit to the country
factors. The most important is that it was part of and its people.
an overall dental care strategy with specific ob- And, finally, members of the entire team must
jectives, designed and executed in concert with avoid the "Ugly American" syndrome, a fre-
the host country health care infrastructure, quent undoer of good things in the past.16 The
SOUTHCX)M and the country team. entire dental team, down to the lowest-ranking

Costa Rica is not the only success story, and enlisted person, must function as ambassadors
the 257th Med Det (DS) is certainly not the without portfolio, reflecting the United States
only player. A large number of Army dental and that for which it stands in the best possible

light. At the same time, this will enhance the
host country government's image, particularly in

A W ocOm should be region of dissatisfaction and unrest.
deeloped .dd in f e eld The dm team cin be an effective form mul-

manuals, andit shoud be taught in tiplier through performing civic action pro-
pp1 d* ce s at dhe Acaemy of grams, particularly in LIC Contributions in this

Health Sckncqs Civic atio PNeMn area are not limited to LIC. Applications
should be ilud in feld dentl Wuni' throughout the operational continuum are con-
METL Currntfield dental sets, kits ceivable, particularly in consolidation phases of
and outfits should be reconfigured to operations and in pacifying hostile indigenous

meet civic action requrements, populations in the rear area of operation.
And, perlaps most imporlant, the Dental Currently, dental civic action doctrine is
Corps must coilecively educate the key largely ad hoc and locally formulated. The pres-

[LICI players and planners. ent dental field service manual, FM 8-26, Den-
tal Service, barely mentions civic action. 17 How,
ever, things are changing as the demand for

officers and ancillary personnel, most from dental participation in nation assistance efforts
Army Reserve and National Guard units, have and the success of these operations increase. As
deployed on countless civic action exercises more and more units become involved, a con-
throughout the world. Whether part of a large, sensus, yet still informal doctrine, is evolving.
stand-alone dental DFT or a small team sup- The draft document for dental support of Medi-
porting a major exercise, the Army Dental Care cal Force 2000 addresses dental civic action in-
System has been able to make a valuable contri- volvement and sees it as a legitimate mission.' 8

bution to nation assistance programs. Many les- FM 8-42, Medical Operations in Low Intensity
sons have been learned in the process, both good Conflict, addresses, in detail, the dental role. 9
and bad. To ensure continued success, certain Still, more needs to be done.
basic requirements must be adhered to, and ob- Foremost, civic action in support of nation as-
vious pitfalls must be avoided. sistance programs and combat operations should

Foremost, the dental effort, as well as other bformalized as a secondary mission of the Army
components of a nation assistance program, Dental Care System. A formal doctrine should
must be part of an overall strategy formulated in be developed and included in future field manu-
concert with the host country objectives. als, and it should be taught in appropriate courses
"Shuck and run" tactics, a euphemism for DEN- at the Academy of Health Sciences. Civic ac-
RETEs that are limited to extractions, should be tion operations should be included in field den-
avoided whenever possible. The number of ex- tal units' METL Current field dental sets, kits
tractions performed should not be allowed to be- and outfits should be reconfigured to meet civic
come a major measure of success. The dental ef- action requirements. And, perhaps most impor-
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tant, the Dental Corps must collectively educate
the key players and planners-in IC oprtin The entire dental team, down to
to ensure the dental team Is integated into na- tie lowest-rainwg enlisted person, must
tion assistance stogy. function as ambassadors without

The Dental Corps can play a unique and valu- P04iNfol, rejfectmg the United States andl
able part in nation asistance prgrans as pas that for which it stands in the best
successes have demonstrated. In Costa Rica, the possible light. At the same time, this will
dental team was the "Point man" for the medical enhance the host country government's
effort and an important part of the overall strate- imtage, particularly in regions of
gy for that nation. Given the high-probability dissatisfaction and unrest.
nature of LIC, nation assistance will be a growing
mission for the Army and its specially suited ele-
ments like the Army Dental Care System for Task Force on Humanitarian Assistance of 1984,
some time to come. the Stevens Amendment and the subsequent re-

Despite the need and past success, there are vision of Thie 10 of the US Code, recognize hu-
those who argue against civic action involve- manitarian and civic assistance as a valid mili-
ment. A study commissioned by the Inter- tary mission. 21

Hemispheric Education Resource Center con- Finally, there are many who decry siphoning
cludes that civic action programs, in general, are professional assets from the Army Dental Care
a failure and are ill-advised .20 Thie study group, System's primary mission of caring for soldiers.
among others, criticizes the programs as a "drop If through their efforts in nation assistance the
in the bucket." Well-known LIC experts such DentalCare System can help preclude introduc-
as Mao Tse-tung might argue that many drops ing combat forces and the casualties involved, it
will, in time, fill the bucket. Some question the will have contributed greatly to accomplishing
legality; however, the Department of Defense that primary mission. MR
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Observations on the Theory of LIC and Violence in Latin America
By MAJ Eduardo Aldunate, Chilean Army

Despite all of the times I have sought enlighten- panacea for the problem of subversion. Some of
ment from the classic theorists, it would be a vain the more outspoken advocates of this tactic even
attempt on my part to even pretend to understand go so far as to speak of a great "multinational often-
this war that is, yet is not, the one known to the sive." Others, both in the United States and in
US Army as low-intensity conflict. Even more dif- Latin Amenca, think that by simply throwing
ficult to understand is the American approach to money at those governments plagued by the prob-
dealing with these conflicts. It is gratifying to see lems of violence and subversion, the situation can
the great interest the United States now has in be neutralized and finally resolved.
Latin America, evidenced in numerous speeches
and papers. However, I note with a certain degree Violence and Terrorism
Of apprehension the way in which a North Ameri- Perhaps it would be wiser to analv:e the complex
can perceives activities in the region, particularly problem of violence in Latin America in greater
military professionals and faithful readers of US depth. ictually considering the role the political,
Army Field Manual 100-5. Operatioms. This has economic and -ocial structures of the afiected coun-
prompted me to pose some questions about the vio- tries have plawed in its developmenr. One would
lence in the region that underlies the conflict cur- likely find that the legal structures otten favor those
rently labeled "low intensity" by the US Army who practice violence. Such an understanding is

My objective is to present another point of view not commonly held, leading certain sectors of in-
to contribute toward a better understanding of the ternational opinion to sympathi:e %with the suppos-
problem. To that end, I will show that the problem edlv weaker igroups who suftr constant persecution
of violence in Latin America has emerged from a from the "corrupt and inhumane" military. Finally,
variety of very complex causes and that "quick the cultural traits and education ot the peoples in-
fixes," such as using force alone, treat the symptom volved provide fertile ground for a predisposition
but do not cure the disease. In fact, these quick toward violent behavior.
fixes often serve only to perpetuate it. The contin- Added to this simmering pot, admittedy, is a po-
uing scourge of violence in Latin American coun- litical societv that has been unable to act in unison
tries must be addressed by profound reforns in all against a common foe. Although emotionally and
areas--political, economic, social. iudicial and mili- intellectually opp)sed to violence, the political so-
tarv. Furthermore, the international community ciet cannot ,ather iu, torces to lace the problem
must show a willinmness to strengzthen a sense ot that atects it as a whole. Partisan ditterences and
solidarity with these countries, personal jealousiCs among the _,roups havC to date

Many US observers, especially military profes- been Insurmountable obstacles to achieving the na-
sionals, believe that the problems of subversion and tnu,/ unit that is absolutely necessary tor a countrv
drug trafficking in Latin America have military so- to deal with violence, in whatever forn it assumes.
lut ions or that using force 1hould be the primarV A d1hrogh kno\ledge and undcrst.mdn ot the
means of dealing with these problems. Also, it Uountries of the region-not collectively but, rath-
seems that the leaders of more developed countries &r. individually-ire absolute prerequisites tot any
think they can "advise" the militarv of developing attempts to "sisist" or intervene in thin' situation.
countries within the framework of an established The reasons the countries themselves do not put an
doctrine of low-intensity conflict. This idea appar- end to this scourge must also be considered. If
cntlv i, based on the conviction that the militarv there i . miditar olution kilhmd h, m-t tell n01
instittIons of these countries are not doing their the case), one should ask why the anned torces ot
job well ind that "a little advice" could help solve those countries cannot find it.
the revion's enormous problems. Terrorism in Latin America is basmc.,llv rooted in

This. in turn, is normallv thllowed by "advisers" economic and social inequality that can onlv be
wvho believe that the "correct use ot torce" is the improved by providing a broader and more equita-
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ble access to economic resources and the benefits person about the benefits of democracy if its effects
they imply (health, education, housing, stability, se- on him are abysmal, if his chances of getting an
curity, and so on). Because the political establish- education depend on how much money he has,
ments have traditionally been inefficient and un- and if access to individual and family health care is
successful in providing a more equitable system, practically nonexistent. His vision of the future
violent solutions are often seen as the only re- will be one in which he is condemned to scratch a
course. This tactic has been used by groups predis- living out of the ground, as did his father and
posed to employ totalitarian doctrines, a phenome- grandfather before him.
non that has been common in this region and one The worker who lives in a rural area finds there
that, in the 1960s and 1970s, manifested itself in are no adequate roads to transport his goods. Hesuf-
forming guerrilla and terrorist groups that destabi- fers under the crushing burden of need in time of in-
lized political societies of that period. This fi.ally flation. He lives in the 20th century--or at the
led to many military governments taking power, es- threshold of the 21st as some love to say-yet, his
pecially in the southern cone. children have to walk miles to go to school. He sees

having drinking water and electric lights as some-
Economic Reality thing extraordinary and indeed something that gives

A similar economic reality exists in some areas some people status over others. For all practical pur-
today, coupled with the consistently misguided dis- poses, he still lives in 19th-century conditions.
tribution and application of foreign aid-a topic I Add to that the frustration he must feel when he
will later address in greater detail. Because the same glimpses the unattainable fantasies that play them-
weak socioeconomic structures persist, most of these selves out on the television screen. Not only is it
countries still suffer varying degrees of violence, unrealistic to expect him to espouse democratic

Clearly, then, one of the primary factors in this values as firmly as would a Kansas farmer, it is also
situation is the economy. It is strongly centralized in absurd to suppose he should reject the chance to
these countries, and almost all economic resources better his lot by whatever means become available
are managed by the state in a patronage system or to him.
are in the hands of a few powerful economic groups. In some countries, the political society has sus-
Plans for the economy tend to be short term, and tained the constant political swing of those who
the rules for its operation are always unstable. use violence as a means of struggle against the sys-
Printed money generally has little or no value, and tem. The society allows many of them (such as
the state uses its own resources and businesses to dis- ex-guerrilla leaders) to attain high political posi-
guise unemployment, thus the lack of distinction be- tions. Then they reap for themselves the benefits
tween the terms "government" and "state." of the very system they attempted to overthrow by

Hence, with very little private investment- force of arms as they try to shroud their recent past
whether internal or foreign-to stimulate develop- in a mantle of forgtten deeds. Furthermore, it is
ment, state ownership of many industries, economic quite common in the intelligence community to
groups that put strong pressure on the governments, know who, among prominent public figures, main-
entrepreneurs who have little or no social con- tains ties with groups that advocate violence. This
science and constant nationalization of internation- situation only makes it more difficult to solve the
al businesses have all caused inflation rates to sky- problem because of the lack of mutual trus- among
rocket and standards of living to plummet. Political those in positions of authoriv. In any case, it is al-
parties that tend toward "statism" or, at best, semi- ways preferable that these former subversives partic-
statism (that is, the theory that resources should be ipate in the normal political process rather than
controlled by the state) often control the unions. continue their armed struggle. While some may
The fact that the economy is poorly managed serves complain about that choice, it is one of the costs of
their immediate electoral purposes. keeping democracy alive in some countries.

In the meantime, the poorest classes are living in .- As an aside, consider presidential elections.
subhuman conditions, teetering on the brink of dis- 1'ormally, the two main parties vie for political
aster. While their needs have increased, their low prominence in aggressive campaigns (themselves
standard of living has remained at the same level not exempt from violence), proposing socioeco-
since time immemorial. nomic systems that are not only vastly different but

These classes fall easy prey to guerrillas or drug indeed are often antagonistic. So, in some Latin
lords who promise them a steady income and American countries, people desiring change often
enough food for themselves and their families. Af- simply vote for change, causing the "ship of state"
ter all, it is extremely difficult to talk to a young to radically change course every six or eight years.
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This does not provide long-term investments and they very quickly cry out for the same democratic
projects the stability they need to come to fruition; benefits they seek to destroy, completely ignoring
only a few projects manage to survive elections. the responsibilities that accompany their rights.
Hence, what you see periodically in the region is Normally, private human rights organizations
playing the political game of all or nothing. Cases have a one-sided perception of the facts, in that
in point from recent history are El Salvador, Brazil, they are concerned only for the supposed victims of
Argentina, Panama and Nicaragua. military or governmental excesses while paying

mere lip service to the many civilian and military
The Judiciary victims injured or killedby their deendants. No

The judicial problem is even more complex. As one takes effective action or makes public denunci-
a result of the aforementioned political instability, ations of this same violence on behalf of the origi-
there is an absence of adequate legislation that nal victims.
could break up the chain of violence efficiently. It is also necessary to recognize the political affil-
Consequently, the only ones who face tu-gh sanc- iation of some of the members of most of these
tions are the low-level activists who actually con- "humanitarian" groups to appreciate how Marxism
front the law by taking up weapons or get caught basically uses any organizaion t obtain its obhec-
hiding bombs. Because they are not the architects tives. And when the military occasionally falls to
of this chain of violence, punishing them does not the temptation to use violence as a response, a vi-
eradicate the overall problem. cious cycle of violence is perpetuated. This act ter-

If we consider this together with a desperate eco- rorist groups and their publicity organizations cer-
nomic situation in which groups that advocate vio- tainly use to their advantage.
lence control enormous sums of money, we can see Another factor in this equation is the activity of
corruption as a natural consequence. This pro- certain sectors of the Catholic Church that has
motes a situation that mitigates in favor of those played an important political role throughout Latin
pro-violence organizations that use delinquents America's history. The appearance of liberation
(ranging from habitual thieves to members of orga- -theology, which distorts Catholic doctrine to con-
nized crime mobs) to protect their illegal activities form to Marxist ideologies, has had a profoundly
and to intimidate those who would try to enforce negative impact despite Catholic authorities, in-
the law. As a result, the situation becomes very cluding Pope John Paul II, having categorically
complex. rejected it as contrary to the spirit of Catholic

Consider, for example, a scenario that has played doctrine. Similarly, the seemingly Marxist inter-
itself out repeatedly in violence--tom countries. A pretations of scripture 3pproved at the Latin Amer-
flunky working for a terrorist group gets caught by ican Bishops' Conferences at Puebla, Mexico, and
the security force and goes before the court. He Medellfn, Colombia, have had some very harsh
ends up serving very little time and is released so effects despite the Pope's efforts to clarify their
that, in a mockery of justice, he can again parade significance.
in front of military headquarters or civilian targets Many members of these positive religious organi-
throwing stones or hiding bombs. In sum, he can zations have ties, in one way or another, with pro-
act with absolute impunity. violence activists. They go beyond what ecclesias-

Justice, in general, because it is slow and bureau- tical authorities have taught by providing support
cratic and because it affects the average man of to those who supposedly suffer unjust persecution.
these countries, is urgently in need of moderniza- Obviously, they go completely against the activities
tion. With respect to this, the otherwise praisewor- of some governments and especially against the
thy and necessary activities of human rights organi- military.
zations become indirect but highly effective tools This is not an attempt to cover up the fact that
that the terrorists use. Some of these organizations, the mfilitary itself is responsible, in some cases, for
have supported terrorists in the face of excesses by. "%uman rights violations. No responsible soldier
the military. While it is certain that the militaries would disagree that such actions must be stopped
have committed some abuses, the types and quanti- and that mechanisms must be designed and im-
ties attributed to them are exaggerated. Yet, a plemented to prevent further abuses on the part of
whole range of delinquents are protected from sup- the military. This must be done, however, without
posed political persecution. the military losing its authority and efficiency in le-

However, these protected delinquents do not gitimately defending the people against violent sec-
fight with words, as did Demosthenes, but, rather, tors. However, prudence, in this case, would cause
with modem assault rifles. Then, when arrested, one to wonder if the military is not simply part of
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the same general landscape, as opposed to being rights of those citizens who feel unjustly punished
one of the main causes of the problem. or persecuted should be properly defended; howev-

It is perhaps more appropriate to wonder what er, one of the the fundamental roles of the law in
would happen in these same countries if the mili- this regard should be to protect the average citizen
tary did not act in the face of violence. Further- from the scourge of violence. In other words, the
more, one should ask if the military is not justified legal system must respect the rights of the majonriy
in taking a srong stance i defending the national as well as the rights of those who rumr to violent
community against imminent or latent aggression. actions.
I think we are looking at a case of the "thief" cri- There should be professional armed forces work-
ticizing the "judge" and suggest that we analyze the ing to defeat the pro-violence groups. They must
subversives' actions. Consider for a moment their follow judicial procedures that are consonant with
strategies that speak of armed insurrection, popular the threat but must have the resources (a centralized
struggle, armed mobilization and other forms of ex- intelligence system and modem technology) to at-
treme violence to reach their objectives. These tack all levels of the terrorist organizations. The
obviously do ri follow the path of democracy armed forces should be able to provide sustained

Evidemle the armd forces are an integral corn- economic support in threatened areas, and when
ponent of the prble, along with the rest of the these military forces withdraw, this support should
society of which they are a part. However, their not cease. Certainly, there should be a clear proce-
actions have normally constituted a response-right dure for effectively punishing the excesses of those
or wrong--to an action initiated by pro-violence who are part of this force; however, at the same time,
civilians in this cirle of violence. Although there fear of punishment should not prevent the military
are no "recipes" in politics, I believe the solution to from acting to legitimately defend the people.
the problem of violence should be sought in a thor- Nor should private citizens fear reprisal for tak-
ough, coherent strategy--with broad criteria and a ing a stand against those groups or individuals who
spirit of open-mindedness, prvdence and, above all, would destroy existing social order by violent
political realism, means. The concept of a "nation at arms" is appro-

Criate, with citizens now prepared to use moral, cu-
Toward a Coherent Strategy tual and material weapons against violence.

Certainly, the first step will be to find a consen- The press, and especially Latin American jour-
sus among society as a whole, within each country, nalists, should also act in accordance with this ob-
in diagnosing this disease. Failure to do so or to do jective. They should cooperate with the educatio'n-
so incorrectly will extend hatreds and passions that al system in cultivating a national sentiment that
divide the country and, more seriously, continue to helps the government combat violence rather than
submerge the society in a violent struggle. exacerbate it by misusing the idea of freedom of the

First, there must be a firm resolve among the cit- press. Clearly, the ideal of freedom of the press
izens of each country to reject the use of violence, presents a dilemma. While I strongly advocate the
whatever its source. Second, Latin American need for this fundamental freedom, I also believe
countries need to enact deep reforms in their politi- the media needs to impose some degree of self-cen-
cal and economic structures that will transform the sorship against information that represents a clear
benefits of democracy for the most deprived from threat to democratic order, to innocent individuals
mere electoral slogans to reality. One of the ways or to the population at large. Judicial mechanisms
to bring this about in the economic sphere is to re- should be established to prevent the media from
duce the enormous participation and control of the becoming the involuntary ally of terrorists.
state in the region. Without ignoring its responsi- All of this discussion is nothing less than a com-
bility in some areas of the economy, the governing mitment made by each country and its internal in-
institutions must take a subsidiary role in economic stitueions to the values of democracy. This com-
matters with respect to the rest of the society. .".mitment is based not only on the rights but also on

Third, each country must have the political will the obligations that democracy implies for govern-
to face the violence problem in terms of a global ments and citizens alike.
approach, without accepting politicians or officials Finally, it must be noted that the international
of any kind who speak out against violence in pub- community has continually meddled with internal
lic and support it under the table. Then, the judi- politics in Latin America, often impeding develop-
cial system must support the established authorities ment rather than promoting it. A far more pr-
by acting as firmly as possible within an accepted dent and welcome approach would be for devel-
legal framework to obtain the fairest results. The oped countries--especially those that share
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common objectives or cultural ties with Latin Am- level. Where decisions affecting the diplomatic,
erica-to make a greater effort to understand Latin economic and military spheres are made, this func-
American people. The developed countries should tion of political interface is invaluable. The military
give the people and their governments the support should be able to work jointly with the other fields
they need without co mpr inw their sovereignty to lay out a coherent strategy that does not become
or their traditions. They should stop providing a isolated in one or another of these spheres. Further-
source of direct and indir support to violence, ei- more, it is unwise to waste the armed forces' im-
ther by their actions or failure to act. In fact, re- mense potential--especially the manpower--in an
sponsible countries should seek out and penalize, by undertaking of this nature. Thus, military efficiency
way of all available economic and legal sanctions, is lost if not coordinated with other activities.
those countries or organiations that lend them- For example, a military adviser performing at the
selves as a base for violence. strategic level must present the political perspective

Fortunately, the end of the Cold War and the to his superior who will make the final decision on
economic troubles of former Eastern bloc countries using force or, alternatively, the commitment of
have greatly alleviated the problem of Communist- military forces in noncombat operations where ap-
backed insurgancy, at least in the short term. This propriate. Similarly, a military adviser should re-
is not the ca.with the eofa cking mind the political authority that in a given area,
in those countries in which insurgents have joined should the socioeconomic problems not be solved,
forces with drug iods. subversion will persist despite all of the military

An aspect of this broad "poliuco-rategic ma- pressure brought to bear against it. In situations
neuver" (that A, the coodinated action of the such as those described here, using force by itself
many fields of national action) should be the coor- may not be the most appropriate response, as has
dination of the various internal institutions of each been proven in many historical examples.
nation with the whole of that nation's strategy. Another point that merits consideration is the
Hence, the correct military action--should it be fragile state of some of the democracies in the re-
necessary and justified-would be taken at the gion that are currently confronted by violent inter-
same time as appropriate economic and diplomatic nigl threats. These struggling, immature democra-
measures. This would prevent a repeat of what cies have not demonstrated to date the resolve
happened in Panama where the economic aid came necessary to show they are capable of facing and
almost six months after the military action, solving the problem of political violence. Many ask

The example of Panama illustrates how not to what type of governmental system is best suited to
conduct a olir t maneuver. The diplo- face this crisis situation. While it may fall to politi-
matic result of the US action in Panama was nega- cal scientists to answer such questions, they none-
tive for the United States in terms of its regional theless present valid concerns to anyone interested
context, despite the fact that many countries agreed in the region's problems.
with the United States' judgment of General Man- In my view, the issue of the crushing external
uel Noriega. This also led to a situation of near debt of many of the countries in the region should
crisis with the Vatican, endangering the supposed be included in this context. Governments of the
successes that had been gained in this operation. region are faced with having to look (from the out-

In retrospect, one must ask whether there is any- side) like good debt payers while they suffer domes-
one who seriously believes the situation in Panama tic problems that require a large share of their scarce
was resolved with Operation Just Camse. My im- national resources to be allocated for internal devel-
pression is that the answer must be "no" and that, opment. These problems will go unattended-as long
clearly, the problem in Panama and in other coun- as available finds must be used to pay the foreign
tries of the area goes far beyond a Noriega. In fact, debt. In many cases, these nations are forced to
the most probable future will be that another No- take what little remains after the foreign debt is
riega will emerge as soon as US forcms witdlraw. If *sviced and opt for short-term populist measures
the structure is not completely overhauled to deal that lack any direction. While these governments
with the problem in a joint and coherent manner, may retain a certain level of respect in the interna-
it is only a matter of time before such symptoms re- tional community, inside their own countries, they
emerge. are merely inefficient governors and mediocre ad-

Also critical to a coherent national approach ministrators of an ever-increasing poverty.
must be formal, legal channels through which the The developed countries may be assured that
military of each country may be heard in matters of part of the debt will be paid-and certainly Latin
national security that are decided at the political American nations want to pay their debts--but at
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the high cost of these countries not being able to this century. Now is the time all should cooperate
use their own resources to diminish poverty and and work diligently toward consolidating this pro-
thus reduce the level of violence. Hence, we can cess rather than looking to the past and blaming
be certain that violence will continue for a long one another for failures in an efbt to attach re-
time. This could have a boomerang effect t sponsibility for, a country's problems.
those countries that try to inaease their by Certainly, there are still some orthodox sectors
charging excessively high indest rates. Thus, the that do not understand what has occurred in the
foreign debt is not merely an economic but a politi- world recently and maintain their extremist posi-
cal problem, and it must be addressed and under- tions, some of them still using violence to achieve
stood from that p ec 1. In this reard, a more their goals. As for the political right, it
reasoned approach by devoped countries would more social and humanist positions. y
look for ways to ease rather than exacerbate the enough, being center or "moderate" today receives
economic problems of Latin American countries. the broadest appeal in electiom, with moderate po-

Latin American countries should be allowed to litical policies becoming more popular in every as-
determine the solutions to their problems. They pect of politics in Latin America.
should be reasonably encouraged to do so, aidd There are countries in the area, such as Brazil,
with technology and helped to overcome economic Argentina, Mexico and Bolivia, that are on ds
crises, espec th related to the extemnal debt. path despite the fact that they are experiencing
No one should exacerbate their already diffiut sit- many of the problems previously outlined. But, in
uation by imposing excessive tariffs on their prod- general, Latin America will have to wait a bit long-
ucts. Rather, they should strengthen the levels of er to see if political figures and society as a whole
exchange and eliminate the unfair system of pro- have really learned the lessons of recent history or
tectionism, encouraging these countries to export if their apparent change is nothing more than elec-
their products. Latin American countries stand tior year "make-up."
ready to make the progressive transition from their I can offer examples of what I have discussed by
current status as exporters of raw materials to be- exahining my own country's situation. Chile, due
come exporters of finished products, incorporating to the political process of 1973-1990, has shown
the added value of new exports to benefit both the clear indications of being on the road to solving
world market and their own economies. these problems. An objective evaluation of its

This is not a plea for "free money." It is a bid to triumphs and failures of that period would seem to
open to the world a serious place in which to do bear that out. The sound economic situation ldt by
business fairly and equitably rather than permitting the military government to its successo the modem
a few to take "the lion's share" aid obliging the less constitutional government currently in power, aid
fortunate to make do with "the mouse's share." the decentralization of state control are only a few
These are measures that would aid the countries in factors indicating that, despite the little foreign aid
the region economically and in shoring up the Chile received during these years, the country has
weaknesses of their democratic systems. Last and followed an effective course. Admittedly, certain ac-
most important, developed countries must truly at- tivities and fields still require some improvement,
tempt to understand the Latin American countries. but the progress is unmistakable.
All must realize that they are the most interested in All of this was guaranteed by the professionalism
solving their problems; moreover, they are responsi- of the Chilean armed forces which brought about
ble in the eyes of their own people to do so. the peaceful transition from military government to

civilian leadership. This transition stands as dear
Prospects for the F ture evidence of the political stability achieved in the

The experienies of the 1970s and world events counarrin sharp contrast to the gloomy predictions
at the end of the 1980s proved the failure of "stat- "mnie by those who know nothing about Chile and
ism" and "centralism." They also demonstrated the 'its armed forces, or of the civic maturity of its people.
excesses of extremist ideologies in South America However, isolated violent factions still exist in
and obligated all political parties in the region to Chile. In that regard, it is essential to recognize
reexamine themselves and their positions from a that the process is a long one, and much time is re-
pragmatic perspective. Many groups in this region quired for successive governments to adopt the
accept the concept of private property, along with measures necessary to finally rid the country of ex-
the benefits of a market economy and nonviolence tremist violence. A moral commitment to democ-
as a political recourse. Also, they appear to be a racy must reach the heart of every citizen. Forw-
little farther away from the totalitarian ideologies of nately, in Chile, changes in the world situation in
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the last few years and in Chile's political sphere of understanding of the profound reasons for the
(with the end of the military government) have led endless violence.
most political and social figures to reject violence. From the US perspective, and based on its stra-

A region that has been walking an economic tegic reality, the situation in certain countries of
tightrope for almost a century, facing the ever- the area requires only part of the potential US aid
present risk of falling into the abyss of Marxist to- available which, in tur, leads to the classification
talitarianism (today apparently a more distant and as low-, mid- or high-intensity conflict. In other
changing threat), cannot be asked to suddenly words, the magnitude of the US effortexPed
change its entire structure, especially if it has not determines the classification of any given conflict.
had an adequate level of commercial exchm , for- The countries involved have a very different view-
eign investment and international understanding of point; for them it is painful, bloody war not con-
its difficulties. It is even more unreasonable to de- flict. The fact that those who seek to help them in
mand this of the area that has always been the some way cannot mderstand this will no doubt
most affected by various world economic crows, a have increasingly negative results, as has already
fact that often seems to be forgotten. been shown in similar situations in post-Word

Consequently, returning to the central, idea, it War II history.
would seem that using military forces under More than anything, Latin America needs for
these conditions is not die soludon to the problem. world powers to understand the region's individual
Rather, it is only one part of those measures that and collective realities. Such an understanding
together form a coherent whole, within a long- would make pouile a true cooperation in varioms
term national strategy, in which using force alone is areas, to be achieved according to the reality of
not always the best approach. As long as condi- each country. But it will certainly never be at-
tions of economic deterioration, an inadequate le- tamed through a so-called "carrot and stick" ap-
gal system and the sociopolitical situation mired in proach or by calling some countries "banana reTb-
poverty persist, and as long as the developed coun- lics" or using similar insulting appellations.
tries do not show real solidarity with developing This level of understanding can only be gained
countries on the terms previously described, noth- through seriously and dispassionately studying Latin
ing will be gained by using force. This is true of America's present and past, its economic potential
force rendered by the militaries of the countries in- and its cultural riches-all of which should be
volved or by foreign military advisers who seldom grounded in the respect that is due to all countries
understand the social, economic and cultural reali- as sovereign entities composed of human beings
tiesofother countries. This is the only way to realize the old dream of

A final warning on the matter is that the transi- forming a true continental brotherhood. Such
tion through this long, slow and deep reform pro- cooperation cannot be achieved by invoking the
cess will probably face internal resistance in these ideal only when the region or individual countries
countries The traditions of centralism, subsidies are needed in the councils of international organi-
and statism have created a "culture of conformism" zations or in situations of international crisis, as has
with the status quo among the workers because been the tendency in the past. Europe and Japan
they a- least have security. Hence, the govern- have already had their moments when economic
ments will confront difficult moments in effecting reform and development were nurtured. Now, we
such radical changes. Only strong political will, de- must ask if it is not time for Latin America to be
termined leadership, business and political con- afforded the same opportunity.
science, and a great social commitment will allow Without a doubt, a broader application of uni-
them to go forward. versally accepted concepts of humanity, solidarity

I would like to conclude by emp~hasizing the dif- and- equality in relations between countries (as
ficulties and obimcles toward understanding these -- Pope John Paul II urges in his international out-
problems that will confront those who consider look) would be a benefit to Latin America and the
Latin America as a unified whole-a common error world community as a whole. M
in even enlightened sectors of the most developed
countries. I would also like to debunk the myth
that the most beleaguered countries in the area are Major Ed1uardo Aduat is the Chilean Liaison 1
facing a mere "low-intensity conflict." Even the oler to the US Aimy Comined Arms Command,
name is euphemistic from the Latin American Fort Lewauwrth, Kansas, and consulwwg editor for
point of view. It disguises the serious internal war the Spanish edition of Militmy Review.
these countries are really fighting and reflects a lack
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June 1941 by Samuel J. Lewis For Hitler, however, the Mediterranean held little

interest. He had earlier rejected a MediterraneanThe United States was at peace in June 1941 and strategy proposed by his military advisers, and Ger-
would remain so for another six months, when the man forces were sent to the area only to prevent
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor would finally awak- the ruination of his Italian ally.
en the somnambulant giant. The war, however, was Hitler's real desire was to invade the Soviet
already assuming global proportions. In Asia, the Union, his ideological nemesis. He had often spo-
conflict had already been raging for some 10 years in ken of the need for securing "living- space" in the
the form of Japanese aggression in Manchuria and East and even mentioned drawing up plans for the
China. With the retreat of the European colonial invasion the summer of 1940, but he did not in-
powers following the fall of France the previous sum- struct his military to make preparations until De-
mer, the Japanese Empire prepared to expand south. cember 1940. The German military devoted most

In Europe, Germany's armed forces had overrun of its efforts to preparing for that invasion, which
France, Belgium, Norway, Yugoslavia and Greece. jumped off on 22 June 1941, betainning the most
The Nazi propaganda machine hailed the German extensive land campaign in historv.
dictator, Adolf Hitler, as the greatest military genius By 30 June, the German arm clos;d the first of
of all time, and as May 1941 concluded, few could ar- its great double encirclements. trapping some
izue. The seeds for Hitler's destruction, however. had '90,0X2 Soviet troops in the Bialvstok px:ket. It
already been sown. Like other continental empire and subsequent German victories throughout the
builders before him, the former Bavarian corporal remainder of the year, however, would avail Hitler
couldnotescapetheContinenttowinafinaldecisive little. Russia would swallow up the German mili-
victory. As long as England remained secure across tar' like it had swallowed up other famed invading
the Channel and prepared to fight on the periphery armies before. Millions of soldiers and civilians
of Europe, his previous victories remained temporal. would fight and die in an enormous geographical

The first hint of German weakness was demon- funnel, some 400 miles wide at the narrows be-
strated the previous month, when the Battle of tween East Prussia and the Carpathian Mountains,
Britain concluded with the final German air raid and some 2,000 miles between the Arctic Circle
on the night of 10-11 May. Great Britain had sur- and the Black Sea. After thousand. ot battles and
vived and was still full of fight. In early June, CiOn- eniagements, most torgotten or unknown. this
voy HX-129, the first to receive continuous escort struggle ended in late April 1945 with the Red
across the Atlantic, arrived in England. At the Armv's a sault on Berlin and Hitler's suicide. MR
'same time, the British army seized Baghdad after
driving out the pro-Axis Iraqi leader, Rashid Ali. 0
On 8 June, Commonwealth and Free French forces Sarnwu I. Lewo S Lin rtstitUwr ttith die .onhu
invaded Lebanon and Syria. And on 15 June, Field tJs lntte I "S A1). C A .n , rnmmit aJni

c r if nera StaJ (.olege, F, rrt Leaenu, ,r. Kansts. HeMarshal Archibald Wavell launched an unsuccess- fretuntsby wrote f, rr Mfldt Review i~htil .l researchtul counteroffensive in North Africa in an atempt 1"e&)' uta CSI.
to relieve General Erwin Rommel's siege of Tobruk. N.I

Operation Barbarossa and the litial Period of the Soviet
Union's Great Patriotic War by Colonel David M. Glantz, US Army

On 22 June 1941, Nazi Germany unleashed the into 122 infantry, 19 panzer and 15 motori:cd divi-
tn.tyt powerful military hos.t the world had vet 'seen .ions 'truck the parriall prepmrcd led .-\rlv .i
in an attack against a nation with which it had devastatini blow. -h1e more than ; million men,
cvnically signed a nonaggression pact less than two ;.350 tanks, 7,1S4 irtillery piecc-. (W.A".\ vehicles
years before. Along a front of more than 4,0WJ kil- and 2.770 aircraft that took part in this iurprise ot-
"meters extending from the Kola Peninsula to the tensive represented hillh 75 pvrcent t the German
,lack Sea, three German army groups organied Wehrn icht.
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The massive German blow, supported initially by pincer entrapped and destroyed a full Soviet fro f o
more than 500,000 Rumanian and Finnish troops, more than 650,000 men around Kiev, and soon
caught the Soviet government and Red Army by other large encircleients at Viaz'ma and Bryank
surprise. f piwtyeas of growing political crisis, vividly marked the Wdmnah's final fall drive to

wnremat* oe the nature of initial periods seize Moscow and end the war.
of war and adequate intelligence information re- In early December 1941, while German forces
garding the impending German attack, the Soviet were poised at the gates of Leningrad, Rosto and
Union was not fully prepared to resist the invasion. Moscow itself, by herculean efforts, the Soviet High
The "riddle" of June 1941 as to just why this was Command marshaled and committed to combat
the case has since remained unresolved. A satisfac- sufficient strategic reserves not only to halt the
tory answer to this riddle will probably not emerge German offensive but also to launch a major coun-
until the system that produced Joseph V. Stalin has teroffensive of their own. By year's end, it was clear
itself perished. to most perceptive observers that Operation Bab-

Within a matter of days after the invasion had nssa had failed.
begun, German armored spearheads had pierced The fact that the Soviet Union was able to saivive
Soviet border dekfems, plunged deep into Soviet this series of unprecedented military disasters md
territory, paralyzed Soviet command and control, the loss of the bulk of its peacetime army (about 3
demolished numerically superior Red Army forces million men) and still emerge victorious remains ore
in the border military districts and threatened de- of the most fascinating, but as yet relatively uitud-
fending Soviet forces with utter annihilation. The ted, cases in modem military history. M
momentum of the multiple German armored
thrusts carried the Wehnnachr through Soviet stra-e
tegic reserves hastily deployed along the Dnieper Colonel Davd M. Glaru Ls the director, Fo n
River and produced a cascading series of successive Mitary Sadies Office, US Arm. Comabned Arms
encirclements of large Soviet forces. Three Soviet Command, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. and foumder

and editor of the Journal of Soviet Military Studies.armies were swallowed up in the forests east of Bia- He has been aftewuewM ibtor to Military Review
lystok, and another three were smashed around since 1983.Smolensk. In September 1941, a gigantic German

Squads/Platoon-key to Success talions this way for several years and have always
In their January 1991 Miltary Review article, been frustrated. Too often, training emphasis is not

'Centralized Battalion Evaluations," Colonel Robert given to squads and platoons. Ironically, a battal-
H. Sulzen and Lieutenant Colonel Stephen C. ion's success is ultimately dependent upon the
Rasmussen claim BOLD THRUST is a dramatically successful execution of these smaller units. After-
innovative training strategy recently developed at action reviews (AARs) from the National Training
the 7th Infantry Division (Light), Fort Ord, Califor- Center (NTC), Fort Irwin, California, and the
nia. The BOLD THRUST strategy is to replicate Joint Readiness Training Center ORTC), Little
the combat training center (CTC) environment Rock Air Force Base and Fort Chaffee, Arkansas,
complete with MILES (multiple integrated engage- & , corn~orate the fact that execution by tank com-
ment system), a fire-marker system and observer- "'manders, squads and platoons is ultimately the key
controllers. A permanent BOLD THRUST staff to battalion mission success.
and controller team evaluate battalions against RAIDER FOCUS is a training strategy of the 1st
Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) Brigade, 6th Infantry Division (Light), that places
standards. This permanent controller team and emphasis on small units. This strategy, while not
general officer commitment apparently guarantee necessarily new, prepares small light infantry units
the effectiveness of this training strategy. However, and battalion staffs for CTCs and war. This strate-
except for the permanent BOLD THRUST staff, gy does not resource a centralized team to standard-
this training strategy is not new. ize the evaluations; rather, the brigade commander

I have served with units that have trained bat- emphasizes that all leaders will understand and use
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published ARTEP standards. RAIDER FOCUS in- attempt to discourage this bad field discipline, but
tegrates normal combat service and combat service often they cannot observe all unsafe field craft ac-
support slices into the training. MILES, AARs tions. Also, they cannot demand that the soldier
from observer-controllers and live-fire scoring sys- or small unit immediately retrain in the tasks per-
terns aid soldiers' learning by providing quick and formed poorly, thereby reinforcing the training
measurable feebwk The net result is better- principle addressed.
trained small units at a relatively low cost. RAIDER FOCUS provides several controllers at

RAIDER FOCUS begians with battalion, compa- platoon level to observe training. These controllers
ny and platoon assesments of their rspective mis- demand that sokiers who, although successful with
si seta task list pocecy. All units estab- MILES, practiced a baefield survival skill
lish training priorities and prepare and coordinate retrain that skill as soon as feasible before Egn-
training schedules. Leaders prepare instruction, the ning another task. This retraining of a task that
staff resources suppliesmd t and the bat- was successful under MILES conditions remindt the
talim deploys to the field. Coumpany-siz= units es- soldier that MILES is not war but only replicates it.
tablish WN e ar ard execute training in ac- A false sense of security is reduced in this sntW
cotdmioe =wiit hh . Training is for war--no for MILES.

So? So, training is at squad and platoon level. For According to Field Marshall Rommel, "The best
three solid weeks, .these amall units execute battle form of troop welfare is first class training." I have
drills and mision-essential sk until they perform been to the NTC and JRTC as a rifle platoon leader,
to published standards. Precious learning time is not support platoon leader and company commander. I
wasted because soldiers are waiting for maneuver in- agree with Sulzen and Rasmussen that realistic and
structions from higher headquarters. Soldiers con- demanding training to CTC standards will prepare
centrate on improving those tasks identified during battalions for war. However, each of my units' suc-
the planning phase as areas needing improvement. cesses or failures at NTC or JRTC was directly re-

The staff simultaneously trains on its mission- lated to small-unit and individual proficiency.
essential tasks. Simply by executing obvious training - RAIDER FOCUS is a cost-effective alternative to
support requirements, the staff exercises planning the BOLD THRUST strategy. It maximizes brigade
and coordinating processes. Battalion commander training resources for small units while simultaneous*
and supported units' comments are the feedback ly preparing battalion4evel battle staffs.
The staff schedules command post and similar exer- CPT Todd J. EbeL, USA, CombinedArms
cises during the three-week period to =n spcific and Services Staff Schoo, USACGSC
nmssion-emential tasks. Brioade staff members con-
duct AARs, and the batin staff r ,-those
tasks not conducted to standard. Because these staff
training exercisesdo not require all of the battalion's General Brown Right On Target
soldiers, squads and platoons are flee to train tasks Lieutenant General Frederic J. Brown's superb at-
they and their company commanders prioritize. ticle, "AirLand Battle Future: TheOther Side of the

Training focused primarily on winning at NTC or Coin." (February 1991 Mdiiary Revinw) is right on
JRTC,as the BOLD THRUST strategy does, risks es- target. Brown has once again asked us to look be-
tablishing a false sense of security by soldiers at all lev- yond our In box and examine where we want to be
els. Indeed, short ofwar, theCTCsare the best the asaUSArmyin 10, 20 or 30 years. Changes inthe
Army has to offer for training resources. However, strategic environment, most notably in the Soviet
because CTCs are not war, leaders must exercise ex- Union, Europe, and now, Southwest Asia, will have
treme caution in training just for the centers. a profound impact on our future doctrine, force struc-

Specifically, leaders and soldiers have developed -rre and modernization. All of us must be concerned
techniques to win with MILES. For example, a sol-. jiith hefurure-thatiswherewewillbespending
dier at JRTC will position behind small trees while -'"he rest of our lives. Thanks for reminding us.
receiving direct fire from an opposing force soldier's COL Alan G. Vitters, USA, CokUbus, Gem*
MILES system. The result is the MILES sensors are
not activated, and the soldier is not a casualty. Yet,
the foliage from the trees that prevented the laser im-
pact would not disrupt penetration from actual bul- The New Guard
lets. While this initiative is great, it requires scrutiny. The Gulf War's end brings back into focus an

The two CTC controllers and, I suspect, the two action already under way: significant US military
BOLD THRUST controllers dedicated to a platoon cuts in US Army ground forces--Active and Re-
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serve. Three questions must be asked about the par. I Uiil say that, after being in the first RC corn-
coming "new guard." First, are the cuts justified bat unit used at the National Training Center, Fort
based on the events of the war and the present Irwin, California, for opposing forces augmentation
chaos in the Soviet Union? Second, are policy and to command and control subordinate units, the
decision makers drawing the wrong conclusions 48th Infantry Brigade (Georgia Army National
from the war in deciding to cut the force, and what Guard) rotation proved a combat-ready unit could
effects will these reductions have on Reserve Corn- be produced in time. But to expect an RC unit to
ponent (RC) capabilities and force structuring? maintain the same readiness level as an AC unit
Third, assuming reductions are justified, how will would be an impossible task.
they be managed? I offer the following observa. Historically, RC units have been afforded the op-
tions for consideration by policy and decision mak. portunity to prepare for combat. A study done by
ers when they are answering these questions. the RAND Corporation (from an Association of the

The RC leadership often speaks in glowing terms United States Army Special Repo 'The Active
about the citizen soldiers capabilities. For the most and Reserve Components: Partners in the Total
part, I agree wholeheartedly. Today's RC is vastly Army") states, "the minimum time to prepare a Na-
more combat ready than the RC of even 10 years tional Guard division after fmb or the Ko-
ago. Much of this increased capability stems direct- rean War was about 32 weeks." Increased equip-
ly from equipment modernization, qualitative im- ment and technology levels, regardless of the quality
provements in personnel and increased financial re- level of RC leadership, will require even more time.
sourcing. The RC has been transformed into a This is basically a matter of "mind--set." The
more equal partner in the Total Force structure. It RC will not degrade itself by admitting time is
was not accomplished overnight, nor accidentally-- needed to bring units up to speed. The RC leader-
decisions were made and implemented years ago. ship is wrong to claim an impossible level of initial

Officers' and noncommissioned officers' dedica- performance, and the AC cannot expect Reserve
tion is impressive, particularly when balancing civil- forces to assume a mission they cannot fulfill. It
ian and military careers. Recruit quality in the RC will a.ot lessen the RCs importance to admit addi-
is on par with the Active Component (AC). Hay- tional time is required.
ing spent nine plus years as a Regular Army officer, I Will this affect RC CAPSTONE alignment?
would favorably compare the average enlisted sol- The Gulf War does not allow analysis of what
dier in the RC with any found in my former AC would have happened if the three RC combat bri-
units. People will always remain the most impor- gades had deployed with their roundout unit be-
tant resource in any organization, and personnel is- cause this did not happen, and combat did not oc-
sues must be addressed as part of the overall solution cur. Arguably, if those units had deployed and
to what the makeup of the new Guard will be. experienced the same train-up level as the AC

I disagree with those who state RC units are as units, RC combat missions would have been per-
combat ready as their AC counterparts. Given that formed at the same level as the AC. However,
leadership and training programs are equal in quality what if combat had occurred shortly after arrival in
to the AC's, this is still statistically impossible. RC theater? The concept of rapid RC deployment and
units have 38 or 39 available training days per year. AC training and mission readiness levels could
Other requirements detract from the actual time have been validated.
available for training including maintenance and ad- In the final analysis, if this reorientation of the
ministrative actions (physicals, HIV [Human lmmu- mind requires the RC to reconfigure, then so be it.
nodeficiency Virus] testing, physical fitness testing The nation needs a strong Reserve force that can,
and inspections). AC units have 200 available with the allotted time, reinforce the AC This in-
training days per year. Comparing 39 days to 200 cludes combat forces, as well as combat service sup-
days, it becomes apparent that it is impossible to be- 1ot..*rces. For many years, a "come as you are
gin at the baseline used for evaluation and produce ar'was assumed. It did not happen that way. US
RC units equal in combat readiness on "day one" to and coalition forces had the luxury of a long prepa-
their AC counterparts. Does this mean RC units are ration period. But what of the future?
inferior? No, it means that the difference inability is What must be done? First, it is time for the
a matter of time, opportunity and training. Qualitative Management Program (QMP) to be

I will not argue the points of whether the three implemented in the RC but with the flexibility to
combat brigades mobilized for Operation Desert retain quality personnel who cannot be promoted
Storm were given an unfair shake, whether leader- because of a lack of unit vacancies. However, the
ship was lacking or whether training was not up to system must weed out those individuals who not
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only fail to be but also lack the initiative maximize the system's strengths, as well as balance
to perfixrm in tl -nr V8A . its known weaknesses.

SeCno" for service continuation CPT Richard D. Koethe HI, ARNG,
after .way to remove below- Tennes Army Nadona/ Guar,4 Memphki, Teimmeaverage " " return fom the
gulf, the words, "getting rid of the dead wood," keep

appearing in their "war stoies." It seems units have
retained personnel for reasons other than combat "Up-unning" MPs
readiness. Mobilization and deployment are not the for Contingenclis
times to rid units of those who are not capable. "Force Protection: Military Police Experience in
There are systems in place allowing commanders to Panama," by Captain (P) Anthony M. Schilling in
take the necessary actions. They should be more the March 1991 Miliary Review, was an excellent
stringently enforced. If properly conducted, the review of the series of eveta&s leading up to Opera-
message will soon get out that continuation in the tion Just Cause and the ro!e of the military police
RC is m a give but mt be earned. (MP) in those events. I must disagree, however,

Third; an 16VtwA- ftimpt should be with Schilling's comment that "the MPs require a
made to reduce the adminisative requirements on system with an antiarmor capability and better pro-
RC leaderhipand personne. Every effort should tection than a high-mobility multipurpose wheeled
be made to abolish internal detractors. If this oc- vehicle (HMMWV)."
curs, there will be a corresponding rise in training In his article, "Military Police in Contingency
opportunities. Operations: Often the Force of Choice," in the

Fourth, the peacetime/wartime process must be September 1990 Parameters, Major General Charles
refined, and the AC must support these efforts. A. Hines states the "unique capabilities of the mii-

Fifth, the equipment fielding arid modernization tary police, coupled with their domestic and inter-
process should be continued. Automation should be .ational acceptability as a security force, frequendy
a key factor in future purchases. The RC artillery make them the most appropriate force for contin-
with the battery computer system and light tactical gencies .... [but] as the lethality of a situation in-
fire direction system should be fielded. Training sim- tensifies and combat operations become more cer-
ulators should be available for all ground combat sys- tam, the suitability of military police declines while
tems. Increaseduseofthesedevices will not only save that of the combat arms rises."bus e oeralqipmen cts. The MPs are uniquely trained and equipped.

S' forRC units, hnmeue the ue of the Na- Their organization and training to deal with hostile
tional Training Center'and the Joint Readiness civilians with tremendous professional constraint
Training Centr, Little Rock Air Force Base, and and minimum use of force make them a potent
Fort Chaffee, Little Rock, Arkansas. One deploy- force in politically sensitive situations. They are an
ment for an RC unit pays dividends for years. excellent resource for antiterrorsm and, I would ar-

Seventh, there is a need to establish a cadre sys- gue, counterterrorism operations where the envi-
tem. Personnel, equipment fielding and authoriza- ronment demands those constraints. However, as
tions should follow a system similar to the Soviet Hines correctly notes, the time comes when the
military. Staff and man units only at a certain per- "gloves must come off." At that point, when heavy
centage. In some cases, only a cadre would be pres- weapons such as the Panama Defense Force's
ent. This allows the unit leadership to train in V-300 armored cars are deployed, the game has
those skills and tasks needed after mobilization. For evolved from low-intensity conflict to purely com-
example, in an artillery unit, each battery would bat operations.
field a complete fire direction center, a gun chief Jst as the infantry, armor and artillery are inap-
and, perps, assistant in each section, along wh ;propnate in low-visibility, politically sensitive oper-
the commander, first sergeant, executive officer, fir: ations, MPs are an inappropriate choice when full
ing battery chief and gunnery sergeant. Upon mo- combat operations begin. To attempt to "up-gun"
bilization, the remaining personnel positions would the MPs to handle every possible contingency
be filled at the mobilization station where these would be as wasteful as sending in 8-inch self-pro-
fill-in personnel would undergo extensive training pelled howitzers to handle a civil demonstration.
and be incoporated into the unit. We each have our role; there is no need to try to

The AC and RC cam be me parners in the To- do the other guy's job.
tal Army. The inherent limitations of the RC need LTC John M. Hammell, USA, Headquwkrs,
to be accepted and everything possible done to 89th Miltary Police Brigade, Fort Hood. Texas
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THE NEW INSURGENCIES- Anticmmunimt rows for years in its support of the Contras, until it
Guerrilln in the Third World by Michael Radu, with and they were overcome by events.
contributions by Anthony Arnold, Paul Henze, Jusrus While developments have or are quickly eclips-
van der Kroef and Jack Wheeler. 306 ges. Tmsaction ing the scenarios cited, the case studies are excel-
Publishers, New Brunswick, NJ. 1990. $32.95. lent background material on the motivations and

Is the Reagan Doctrine dea.i? Did it ever exist? methods of operation of the movements against
Is spport to anticommunist guerrillas ideological Marxist-Leninist regimes in Ethiopia, Angola, Mo-
bedrock or geopolitical marriages of convenience? zambique, Camxbodia, Aistan and Nicaragua.
Interesting question as the bipolar threat of con- All in all, this book is an excellent treatise on the
ventional war recedes and light is applied to the requirement to go into a situation with our eyes
conflict spectrum's lower end. In this book for open, seeing the last step, as Carl on Chusewitz
policy makers and soldiers alike, the authors ex- said, before we take the first.
amine Western support of insurgencies, in general, MA Robert C. Leieht USA. UStAreyfReseih

and six current insurgent movements, in particular. FellowTheRANDCorporafion, SantaMonica, Califoda
In a lengthy introduction, the principal author,

Michael Radu, rips off the "bumper sticker" labeling
of anticommunist guerrillas as freedom fighters and
describes in detail the very different (from our own) INSURGENCY AND TERRORISM: Inside
reality in which these groups operate. He argues Modern Revolutionary Warfarie by Bard E ONeill.
that to try to understand their objectives, motiva- 171 pages. Brassey's (US), Inc., McLean, VA. 1990.
tions and tactics from a Western cultural and polit- $19.0.
ical perspective is to quite often misjudge their es- This slim book contains only 164 pages of text
sential character, hence, policy "houses" can be and footnotes. Therefore, it cannot be and does
built on sand, leading to far different outcomes not try to be a comprehensive survey of any, let
than expected. (Did we really imagine that the alone all, low-intensity conflicts since World War
muhdn would establish a liberal democracy if II. The author, who teaches at the National De-
they succeeded in toppling the Kabul government?) fense University, Fort Lesley J. McNair, Washing-
The common thread among these diverse groups is ton, DC, wisely delegates that task to other mono-
the desire to rid their countries or homelands of graphs by area experts on the Middle East,
"foreign domination, foreign forms of political orga- Southwest Asia, South Africa and the numerous
nization, and alien political and cultural values" other places undergoing terrorism and insurgency,

Radu saves his strongest stuff for the ideological the most prevalent form of armed conflict in the
blinders of the Ronald Reagan administration with world. The author, instead, offers his readers a
its illusionary "Reagan Doctrine." A media cre- framework for analyzing the ends, ways and means
ation, the term defines a statement of principle that of low-intensity conflicts; that is, their adversaries
US policy is to support local forces opposing exist- and external allies, their resources, methods, strate-
ing, Marxist-Leninist regimes. While Secretary of gies and their goals. When he deals with specific
State George P Shultz reasoned that morality, the cnflict and contestants, it is not done to tell their
national interest and cost effectiveness dictated hltory in any meaningful detail. It bs done, in-
such support, the threat was never pinned to the stead, to demonstrate the utility of his analytical
wall: Will it be communism or the Soviet "evil categories.
empire?' Illustrative of incoherent and conflicting For example, one category of analysis concerns
goals was support to UNITA (National Union for organizational structure. The author discusses a
the Total Independence of Angola) and, simulta- spectrum of structures, running from decentralized
neously, to FRELIMO (Mozambique Liberation urban terrorists who disdain mass political organiza-
Front), Mozambique's Marxist-Leninist ruling party. tions to centralized political insurgents who follow
Alternatively, never able to believably articulate the Maoist model of protracted war. Despite the
the threat, the administration suffered slings and ar- bewildering number of so-'alled revolutionary war-
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riors, at least one fact emerges from this survey- war," the idea that the three critical factors in war
organizational structure is a very useful concept for are the government, the army (military force) and
analyzing and categorizing groups engaging in low- the people. He maintains such a view is accurate
intensity conflicts, only if war is an instrument of the state. However

Like all other books, this one has some short- he continues, since the state no longer is the sole
comings. In pursuing generalizations that are valid or even the primary factor in warfare (other factors
for a wide variety of groups-the author sometimes such as religion, justice and existence prevail), trin-
states the obvious: "The smaller the disadvantaged itarian war can only be one type of war among
groups, the smaller also the potential, since they many different types. Hence, van Creveld asserts,
can be more easily dealt with by encapsulating war cannot be just an extension of politics because
them .... The more government responses are in- politics is synonymous with the state, and the state
formed, prudent, relevant, determined, and disci- ha not existed for much of human history and will
plined, the greateir the burden on the imsugents." probably diminish in importance in the future.

Despite these few blinding insights into the ob- Even where the state does exist, he adds, politics
vious, this book is the phe to start for people like does not circumscibe all of its activities.
me who are eeking -anatcartories to analyze This is a very narrow definition of politics. As
the insurgent and terrorist groups that seem to be widely read as van Creveld is (as indicated by his
growing more diverse, parly because the Soviet exhaustive bibliography), he omits the broader view
Union is fiagmenting. When the Kremlin was that politics can be found in all human interaction,
running its international communist empire, it pro- that it is the essential determination of who gets
vided at least some direction and control over what, when and how. Taken in that context, the
many subversive groups in the West. It simulta- view that war is an extension of policy would fit
neously eliminated subversive groups among its even the examples van Creveld cites. Staistics o
subjects in the East. Now that the Soviet Union Deady Quarrds, Lewis F Richardson's classical
itself is decaying from within, one can only expect study on warfare concluded decades ago, but not
more terrorist and insurgent activities from inde- cited in the author's bibliography, already makes a
pendent groups from Armenia to Northern Ireland, strong case that what van Creveld dismisses as
each with its own structure, agenda and ideology, nonpolitical war may, in fact, be just that.
We will need Bard ONeill's Insurgncy and Terror- Had van Creveld stuck with his central critique
ism to help us sort through this mess. of the Clausewitzian theory of war, he might have

Michael D. uluarma, produced a solid-if debatable-work. Unfotu-
Combat swda InsJ, USACGSC nately, he clutters his argument with a number of

digressions on a multitude of subjects: the literature
on war, war as the great game, war as theater, wom-
en in war, the sexual undertones of war, and so on.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF WAR. IThe Some take off on tangents requiring great leaps of
Most Radical einterpretation of Armed Conflict faith to lend support to his underlying premise that
Since Clae* by Martin van Creveld. 254 pages. we are in the midst of a significant transformation
The Free Press, New York. 1991. $22.95. in the nature of war.

Martin van Creveld has given us excellent ana- The book's jacket describes the work as an auda-
lyrical books on the subject of war. This is not one cious searching examination of the nature of war.
of them. What he offers, instead, is an extended Other adjectives might be substituted for audacious
essay on his vision of how the essential elements of such as preposterous, incredulous and ludicrous, to
war are changing. His chapter subtitles indicate his name a few. While much of what van Creveld says
organizational construct for understanding war. "By is-tho -provoking, his arguments often are
Whom War Is Fought," "What War Is All About," jumbledby bold and sometimes unsupportable asser-
"How War Is Fought," "What War Is Fought For" tids. Sadly, we seem to have less a serious study
and "Why War Is Fought." He condudes with a than an extended essay that attempts to display the
vision of future war that reviews all of his foregoing authors mastery of understanding the state of war in
chapters, each heavily sprinkled with historical and the modem age while dismissing far too many others
theoretical vignettes, and extrapolates his assertions as unenlightened. It is poorly edited by its publishers
of recent trends into the future. (such as 'Carslyle" Barracks, "Bohling" Air Force

Van Creveld's premise is that the Clausewitzian Base, and so or), with some overlap, redundancy and
concept of war no longer applies. Carl von Clause- disjointedness in how van Creveld treats the subject.
witz, the author states, was focused on "trinitarian A reviewer, prominently cited on the book's
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back, admonishes us, "for professional soldiers to collective security, and argue the authors, the Con-
neglect this book is to neglect our duty." That may tadora process that sought to negotiate an end to
be so but only insofar as a reputed author ought to the Central American conflict may provide a useful
be read to see if he has anything of significance to model.
add to the literature on his subject and, in this case, While there is little to dispute in terms of the
if only to entertain the provocativeness of thought central thesis, there are some interesting and signif-
van Creveld must have intended. But to cite this icant omissions in the discussion. First, in a book
book as a serious study of war and rate it as a vision that focuses on the inter-American security system
on the transformation of war is to place too much and its institutions, it is surprising that the oldest of
trust in what seems to be a loose rendition of a those institutions, the Inter-American Defense
master's disparate thoughts. Board, is not even mentioned. No matter that it is

COL James R. McDonough USA, Director, moribund (but hardly more so than the Organiza-
School of Advanced Miltary Studies, USACGSC tion of American States [OAS]); it is still in exis-

tence and is loosely connected with the OAS.
A second, critical omission is that the positions

of the Latin American armed forces on this subject
ALTERNATIVE TO INTERVENTION: A of vital institutional and national interest are not
New U.S.-,Lti Ameican Secuity peltioship. considered. This is significant because the positions
Edited by Richard J. Bloomfield and Gregory F. Trever- of the military institutions may be very different.
ton. 159 pages. Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc., Boulder, Despite these failings and omissions, Altemwi
CO. 1990. $39.50. to Irireeiaon is a "must read" for anyone interested

Alterntive to Intervnerion is an exceptionally im- in the US Southern Command arena. It addresses
portant book on inter-American relations because it a very probable future policy context within which
presents a "mainstream" interpretation of recent rela- the US military will be required to act.
tions and advocates policy that may well be imple- LTC John T. Fishel, USAR, Augusta, Georgia
mented by the next US Democratic administration.

The authors of the book are "mainstream" Latin
Americanists from the US and Latin American
academic and policy communities. As such, there THEODORE ROOSEVELTS CARIBBEAN:
is little "knee jerk" anti-Yankeeism. On the other The Panama Canal, the Monroe Doctrine, and the
hand, there is also little or no acceptance that the Latin American Context by Richard H. Collin. 598
security assumptions of US administrations to the pages. Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge,
right of President Jimmy Carter might have been LA. 1990. $45.00.
correct. In short, the positions articulated here rep- Admirers and critics of Theodore Roosevelt re-
resent US liberals and the Latin American center gard him as the first modem chief executive, wield-
and "democratic left." ing US power for large purposes abroad and domi-

The book's overall thesis is stated by one of the nating American domestic political life. In this
contributing authors, James Kurth: '"he inter- fresh and provocative reevaluation of one of the
American collective security system has never been most controversial aspects of Roosevelt's presidency,
based upon an identity of interests between the Richard H. Collin argues persuasively that both
United States and Latin America. It has always groups have misunderstood Roosevelt and his time.
been based upon a great bargain in which the very In Collin's view, Roosevelt was a transitional figure,
different vital interests of each were served, usually caught between the inward-looking America of the
at the cost of the peripheral interests of the other." 19th centuly and the global power of the 20th cen-
The logic of the thesis argues that the great bargain tury. Rather than wielding the "big stick" with gus-
has fallen apart over time and that the threat to to,.Roosevelt was a reluctant interventionist.
hemispheric security has increasingly become US . .Roosevelt did not intervene in Latin American
unilateral interventionism. This is merely the con- affairs to create a US empire in the Western Hemi-
ventional wisdom, well stated. sphere; instead, his purpose was to forestall Euro-

At this point, the thesis shifts to the need for a pean intervention. Collin illustrates his thesis
new collective security system in the hemisphere. through a series of case studies of Roosevelt's diplo-
Such a system, all the authors argue, must secure macy: the 1902 Venezuelan crisis, the 1903 Pan-
the vital interests of both Latin America and the amanian revolution, the US receivership of Do-
United States. It would depend on Latin Ameri- minican customs receipts, US efforts to stop the
cans' taking responsibility for actions to enforce 1906 war in Central America and the second US
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intervention in Cuba that same year. Founded out of the confusion, turf battles and fail.
Collin's work has many w'engths. Exhaustively ure of all former organizations designed to conduct

researched and gracefully written, it deflates some covert operations, it focused on coordinating intel-
conventional myths: that Roosevelt was a social ligence data and then exploiting that data. It
Darwinist and a racist, that he orchestrated the proved a herculean task, molding all US civilian
Panamanian revolution and that US policy had its programs into a team-oriented organization while
roots in economics (the "open door," dollar diplo- also addressing the US military role and the Viet-
macy or the current rage, "corporatism"). It even namese civilian and military structure.
deprives us of Roosevelt's famous boast, "I took the The US civilians involved with defeating the
Canal Zone and let Congress debate," by showing VCI viewed military operations as secondary to
that this familiar textbook quote rests on a journal- their own efforts and saw the military as a shield
ist's mangling of Rooevelt's actual words. behind which to work. Initially headed by Robert

Collin ably puts events in context, tracing the Komer and future Central intelligence Agency
enormous technological, economic and cultural (CIA) Director William Colby, the program closely
changes affecting the Western Hemisphere at the paralleled the US military situation in that Amen-
turn of the century. He has an equay deft grasp of can patience waned early toward Vietnamese eforts
personality and chance, and how they shape histo, to defeat the communists. America moved progres-
ry. He is particularly effective in depicting the do- sively from a support role to the principal role with
mestic constraints on the president: partisan politi- only token Vietnamese support.
cal consideration, imperious senators with their Opponents, like General Loan, chief of the Viet-
own agendas and ambitions, and the public's indif- namese national policy, felt the Phoenix Program
ference to foreign affairs. He also carefully traces infringed on Vietnamese sovereignty. One of sever-
the domestic factors influencing other countries' al Americans working in the CIA, Tully Acanypo-
policies, in particular, offering a devastating indict- ra went so far as to blame the Phoenix Program for
ment of Colombia's mishandling of the Panama- the success of the Tet offensive by the VCI in the
nian issue. Saigon area. Nevertheless, the Phoenix Program

In short, this is a model diplomatic history. It moved to the forefront in countering the VCI.
deserves a wider audience than diplomatic special- However, the monumental tasks of simultaneously
ists though. Anyone interested in US foreign destroying the VCI while winning the population
policy, "Teddy" Roosevelt, Latin America or how over to the Vietnam government's side proved im-
the United States interacts with the 'Third World" possible for the Phoenix Program.
can learn much from this book. With President Richard M. Nixon's early 1969

DanW F. HarrWgtnM, HihW'Y Offi e, Vietnamization policy, the CIA (the money source)
Kbnld AirForce Base, New Mexico began to disassociate itself directly from the pro-

gram and, by June 1969, passed the Phoenix Pro-
gram to the Military Assistance Command, Viet-
nam (MACV). MACV caused further breakdown
in relations with their US civilian counterparts and

THE PHOENIX PROGRAM by Douglas Valen- the Vietnamese by placing unqualified military per-
tine. 479 pages. William Morrow and Company, Inc., sonnel in the field and bringing Vietnamese back
New York. 1990. $24.95. into key positions. Also by then, South Vietnam

One of the most thought-provoking books about was so corrupt and deceptive and so infiltrated by
the Vietnam War, The Phoenix Program gives an the VCI that attempts to right the program proved
entirely different perspective to this war. In the futile.
face of an undeclared war status, no national policy This-same year, the Phoenix Program ran afoul
and thus no long-range goals, and few enforced o, egal and moral issues. Brought to the American
rules of engagement, Douglas Valentine attempts to piblic's attention, Colby was forced to defend the
determine whether the Phoenix Program was a le- program before a Senate hearing in early 1970. He
gal and moral program that occasionally abused its succeeded in buying time, but by then, the Phoe-
authority or a program that far exceeded its charter. nix Program was in shambles. Key US players were
It is clear the author believes the program was, in anxious to transfer responsibility to the Vietnamese
fact, an assassination program. side under the guise of the Vietnamization policy.

The Phoenix Program, Nelson Brickham's brain- In 1973, MACV was replaced as the Phoenix
child, was founded in November 1967 as a covert Program's overseer by the US Embassy's Defense
effort to destroy the Vietcong Infrastructure (VCI). Attach6 Office. In April 1975, Saigon fell, and yet
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the Phoenix refused to die. Similar programs have ments and readings on leadership. Some are well
reappeared in such places as El Salvador, Iran and known. Some should be better known. Two ex-
Nicaragua. Are such programs now an accepted amples of the latter are 'The Will of'Marshall de
model of covert operations? Belle Isle" and "Know Your Men, Know Your Busi-

COL C. E. Hatch, USMC, ness, Know Yourself." The book is usefully ar-
Mare Corps LIuisoM Offier, USACGSC ranged by presenting leadership functions and facets

"_alphabetically, from "Ability" to "War," and has a
good index. The principal fault with the book is
that the quotes are listed only by author, title and

LEADERSIP Quotaons From the Milita date. Exact page numbers are missing, and since
Tradition. Edited by Robert A. Fitton. 382 pages. some quotes are fragments, it would be more help-
Westview Press, Inc., Boulder, 0. 1990. $19.95. ful if a complete reference had been used.
THE hILUARY QUOTAION BOOK James Charlton's book contains more than "600
More Tam- 600 lof the Bet Quotawom About of the Best Quoan About War, CourW , Combt,
War, CoMsa Combat, " 7, a Dea. Eited Victoy and Dej*=." This book is not limited solely
by James cUinm. 1 .,ves., St. i Pte Inc., to leadership functions but encompasses the mill-
New YorL 1990. $12.95.
A DICTIONARY OF MIIJARY QUOTA. tary endeavors spectrum. There are many useful
TIONS. Edited by Trevor Royle. 210 pages. Simon and familiar quotes for any student of war in this
and Scdalu Inc., New York, NY. 1989. $35.00. small book. There are others not so familiar but

Just when it appeals the market is saturated with apropos. The principal fault with this book is that
quotation books, along come three books of special the quotes are not separated by function or chapter
interest to military essionals. Each book is but, rather, are in a continuous stream. There is an
readable, and each demonstrates there are still author index, but if you do not know the author,
niches to be filled in the military professional liter- you will have to start reading. Additionally, the
ature. exact documentation for each quote is not pro-

Military professionals require a working knowl- vded.
edge and ready reference to war literature across the Trevor Royle's book is the best arranged of the
spectrum of human activity. The art and science of three, with an alphabetical authors' listing and an
war produce human effort and emotion at the epit- alphabetical listing for these categories: "Battles
ome and the nadir. Successful war requires the ulti- and Wars," "Armies and Soldiers," "War and
mate exercise of leadership, command and manage- Peace" and "Last Port." The quotes, again, are not
ment finctioms. Perhaps as important as practicing exactly documented in all cases, but this book is
these functions is the ability to articulate what is more definitive than the others. The quotes are
involved in preparing and waging war. No other very extensive and encompassing. There are more
profession requires the knowledge, understanding than 3,500 quotations in this book.
and application of the mental, physical and moral If you are a teacher or a speaker-and all true
traits essential to and associated with successful hu- professional soldiers are both-these books will be
man endeavor. of immeasurable help to you. Ideally, it would be

Soldiers will find Robert A. Fitton's book to be convenient to have all three on the bookshelf for
an extremely useful tool, solely on leadership. It ready reference or for an evening of casual reading.
has an up-to-date collection of usable quotes, frag- LTG Richard G. lh'y, USA, Rewired, Clifton, Vuginw

Senior Officer Logistics Management Course (SOLMC)
SOLMC is designed to update battalion-- apd brigade-level commanders and their

primary staffs in the logistics arena. The cou e covers maintenance, supply and trans-
portation procedures, as well as hands on experience with vehicles, weapons and am-
munition, to include medical, communications, NBC [nuclear, biological and chemical]
and quartermaster equipment. The course is open to majors and above in the Active
and Reserve Army and the US Marine Corps; military from allied nations; and Depart-
ment of Defense and all services civilians in the grades of GS-11 and above. The one-
week course is conducted 10 times each year at the US Army Armor School, Fort
Knox, Kentucky. For more information contact CPT Lisa L Hammerle, AUTOVON
464-7133/3411 or (502) 624- 7133/3411.
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Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps:
75 Yeam of Providing Leadership

Women have been an integral part of the
program since 1972-73, and they currently
constitute some 20 percent of the total
enrollment. The first 150 female com-
missionees earned their gold bars of
leadership in 1976.

Two programs in ROTC have received

renewed emphasis-commissioning men and
women to serve with the Army Nurse Corps
and providing the opportunity to earn
commissions through the "Green to Gold"
program to separating enlisted soldiers who
are enrolling in college. Currently, approxi-
mately 10 percent of the ROTC cadets are
prior-service personnel who will be rejoining
the Army with college degrees as well as
commissions.

"A( Arm," ROTC has had its own command
3 I structure since 1986 when the US Army

UI . ROTC Cadet Command was established at
Fort Monroe, Virginia. Before that time, the

Seventy-five years ago this month, Presi- ROTC was a staff element of Headquarters,
dent Woodrow Wilson signed the National US Army Training and Doctrine Command,
Defense Act of 1916, inaugurating the at Fort Monroe.
largest commissioning program within the
US military community-the Reserve Offi- A Junior ROTC program is available at
cers' Training Corps (ROTC). more than 850 high schools across the

ROTC has commissioned more than .5 country. The program emphasizes the values

million men and women to serve their of good citizenship and the importance of

-country as Army officers since the gold bars staying in school and earning a diploma
of leadership were pinned on 133 second to the more than 130,000 students enrolled.

lieutenants in 1920. ROTC traditionally General George C. Marshall, World War
provides the Active Army, the Army I chief of staff of the Army and later secre-
National Guard and the US Army Reserve tary of state and secretary of defense, was
with more than 70 percent of their junior commissioned at Virginia Military Institute.
officers. ROTC graduates have provided one of the 28 charter ROTC schools estab-
battlefield leadership in every conflict from lished in 1916. Each spring, the nation's top
World War II to Operation Desert Storm. cadets gather in Lexington, Virginia, to

ROTC is a unique blend of America's discuss military strategy and international

academic community and the Army. Stu- affairs at the ROTC seminar that bears his

dents at more than 1,000 colleges and name..

universities in all 50 states, the District of " ROTC has served the country with dis-
Columbia, Puerto Rico and Guam combine tinction for three-quarters of a century,
their classroom instruction with demanding providing officer leadership to help preserve
military training. ROTC thus provides the American freedom, both in time of conflict
Army with a rich diversity of officers from and as peacekeepers in all corners of the
all sections of the country, from all ethnic globe. Among its alumni are Generals
backgrounds and from campuses large and George H. Decker and Fred C. Weyand, who
small, private and public. Commissionees both served as chief of staff of the Army,
with backgrounds as diverse as accounting and General Colin L. Powell. the current
to zoology bring needed skills to the Army. chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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